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Abstract
Available, low-cost, energy supplies are vital for the world's economy and stability. The current
sources of energy harm our environment and are not renewable. Therefore, technology must
accommodate new sustainable sources of energy to provide for the high-energy consumption.
Biomass is a sustainable energy source that could ease the current reliance on fossil fuels.
Gasification of biomass is a promising technology being researched by the National Renewable
Energy Laboratory.
An Aspen Plus@ model was developed for the Thermochemical Process Development Unit
(gasification unit) at the National Renewable Energy Laboratory. The model was designed for a
feed of poultry litter and was also run with a feed of wood. The Aspen Plus@ model is capable of
trying various test conditions for the solids removal and scrubbing (condensation) systems. The
model as it is currently formulated is not capable of predicting gasification output mixture
compositions.
It is desirable to decrease the amount of carbon dioxide and tars (defined for this study as
compounds with a molecular weight equal to or greater than benzene) in the product gas of the
TCPDU. Therefore, the model was run at temperatures for the scrubbing fluid varying from
150C to 600C (for wood) and from 10 C to 500C (for poultry litter) and found that the total mole
fraction of tars in the product gas for poultry litter feed to decrease by 4% by increasing the
scrubbing fluid temperature from 400C to 500C and to increase by 4% by decreasing the
temperature to 10 C and for wood feed to decrease by 7% by decreasing the temperature from
260C to 150C and to decrease by 10% by increasing the temperature from 260C to 600C.
The model was run for mole fractions of tars between 0 and 1, in increments of approximately
0.2, in the scrubbing fluid (with water as the remaining fluid). When the amount of tars in the
scrubbing fluid increases to approximately 0.2, the amount of tars in the exit stream increases
58-fold for wood and 50-fold for poultry litter. As a secondary effect, by increasing the tar mole
fraction from 0 to 1 in the scrubbing fluid, the model predicts a decrease in mole fractions of
carbon dioxide in the product gas of 66% and 36% for poultry litter and wood feeds respectively.
Thesis Supervisor: Jefferson Tester
Title: Professor of Chemical Engineering
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Chapter 1 - Introduction
1.1 Energy
* In the US, the energy market is on the order of magnitude of hundreds of billions
of dollars per year. In 2003, the value of gross oil imports to the United States
was 132.5 billion dollars (EIA, 2004).
* Energy related carbon emissions in the US amount to 5,796 million metric tons of
carbon annually, approximately 24% of world total carbon emissions (EIA, 2004).
" The production and use of conventional fossil-fuel based energy accounts for
95% of all air pollution and $50 billion in U.S. health care costs every year (CEP,
1999).
* According to the American Lung Association, air pollution contributes to lung
cancer, asthma, and respiratory tract infections and approximately 335,000
people in the US die from it every year (NREL, 2004).
It is evident that available, low-cost, energy supplies are vital for the world's economy
and stability. The United States annually exports billions of dollars to foreign countries
to purchase fossil fuels, such as oil and natural gas. This, along with supply
disruptions, puts our national security at risk. Senator Ben Nighthorse Campbell
expresses one of the many negative consequences of this dependence on foreign
countries for fossil fuels in his statement; "For now though, priority must be given to
issues that affect our national security. We need to focus on an energy plan to decrease
our nation's dependence on foreign oil" (Rocky Mountain News, 2001). Not only does
this dependence threaten our national security but also every dollar spent on energy
imports is a dollar that the local economy loses. Industries providing energy efficient
products could provide more jobs for Americans and an industry in biofuels could open
up entirely new markets. The energy field is labor intensive, and the wages and salaries
generated from these jobs could provide additional income in the local economy.
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Outside the US, there are many different energy issues. At the dawn of the new
millennium two billion people, one third of the world's population, are without access to
electricity. Many people, especially in rural areas of lesser-developed environments,
are not connected to a grid, nor do they have access to other energy providing systems.
They share our needs but not our opportunities. Electricity creates jobs and makes it
possible for people to have proper health care, educational systems, clean water, heat,
and other essentials of life. It is only just to make it our goal, as a civilized world, to
provide decent conditions of life for all people. It is then necessary to design, build, and
implement energy systems that can serve this large group of people without recklessly
increasing the air and water pollution and without causing more unrest of nations.
The energy market is one of extreme complexity and there are no simple answers.
Ideally the people of the world could enjoy current luxuries without prohibiting future
generations from enjoying the same lifestyle. As defined in Sustainable Enery -
Choosing Among Options, sustainable energy is a living harmony between the
perpetual availability of energy-intensive goods and services to all people and the
preservation of the earth for future generations (Tester et. al, 2004). This definition is
an ideal for sustainable energy. However, now the extremely high-energy demand and
the lack of will to conserve leave us far from this ideal. There are many available
options that can move us closer to a sustainable energy market. One of the available
resources for sustainable energy is biomass.
1.2 Biomass
1.2.1 Biomass Basics
Biomass is defined as fuels or raw materials that are all derived from recently living
organisms (within 100 years). It provides 15-20% (Higman and Van der Burgt, 2003) of
the total fuel use in the world including 43% of the energy consumption in developing
countries (Hall and Kitani, 1989). Because the annual release of carbon through
burning of biomass balances the annual increment in growth, it is a truly sustainable
harvest and thus a renewable, carbon neutral resource (Hall and Kitani, 1989). This
10
statement assumes that burning of biomass does not include burning old growth forests,
such as clearing rain forests.
1.2.2 Why Biomass
There are several advantages for biomass as an energy resource. First, biomass is
sustainable both in the fact that it is not a finite resource and that it is carbon neutral.
When there are no net gains of carbon in the atmosphere from the process, it is
considered carbon neutral. The living organisms absorb carbon dioxide from the
atmosphere and then when burned it releases an equal amount of carbon dioxide to the
atmosphere. Therefore, there is no net increase in carbon dioxide. However, there is a
potential increase in carbon emissions for cultivated crops due to fertilizers and for the
energy needed to farm, harvest, and transport the biomass. Biomass is sustainable
also because it continues to be produced naturally. Biomass resources will not be
depleted as long as they are removed at a rate that they can continuously replenish
themselves. The sustainable yields of various types of biomass are shown in Table 1.
The values shown in Table I are chemical energies in the biomass. These values do
not directly translate to energy or fuel production from these resources because process
efficiencies must be considered.
Table 1: Recoverable Production Rates of Biomass for Energy (EJ*/yr)
Region Crop Forest Dung 2002"
Population
(millions)
US and Canada 1.7 3.8 0.4 312
Europe 1.3 2.0 0.5 454
Japan 0.1 0.2 -- 127
Africa 0.7 1.2 0.7 1,074
China 1.9 0.9 0.6 1,300
World Total 12.5 13.7 5.1 6,000
* - EJ = 1Y" J = 2.78 *10 MW-hr
(Tester et. al, 2004)
b. (EIA, 2004)
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Biomass is unique among other renewable energy sources because it is the only single
resource that could supply: food, fiber, heat, power, and carbon-based fuels and
chemicals (National Bioenergy Center, 2003). An advantage of biomass is that biomass
resources are more evenly distributed over the earth's surface than fossil fuels (as
shown in Table 1). Therefore, they can increase the scope for diversification and
decentralization of energy supplies thus allowing for the achievement of energy self-
sufficiency at a local, regional, and national level.
One form of biomass is agricultural residues such as: farm wastes and animal manure.
The disposal of agricultural residues is an ever-increasing problem. In water systems,
these materials promote enhanced algae growth resulting in low dissolved oxygen
levels, killing fish and other aquatic life. On land, the disposal of large quantities of
manure promotes not only odor problems, but the infestation of flies and other
undesirable pests as well. Animal manures in particular present a massive disposal
problem in the United States and throughout the world. In the US alone, over 95 million
tons of agricultural residues are produced annually. Of this figure, over 20 million tons
are from poultry litter. For many years these wastes were disposed of by land
application as fertilizers. The manures are rich in nitrogen and phosphorus, both
components of most commercial fertilizers. However, in excess quantities, these
materials can pollute both land and water.
Biomass is an ideal energy source because of its geographical diversification and its
many capabilities. Also, using biomass residues for fuel relieves disposal issues and
provides a virtually free fuel. There are many processes that produce energy from
biomass.
1.3 Conversion Processes
To convert biomass to useful fuels or heat, there are three general categories of
conversion processes available. The types are thermal processes, biological
processes, and mechanical processes. Each category has the following subcategories:
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1. Thermal processes: Direct Combustion, Gasification, Pyrolysis, Hydrothermal
Conversion (including gasification and liquefaction occurring in a water-like
envitronment)
2. Biological Processes: Aerobic Decomposition, Anaerobic Digestion,
Fermentation
3. Mechanical Processes: Oil Extraction, Hydrocarbon Extraction
(Hall and Kitani, 1989)
1.3.1 Thermal Processes
The thermal processes that produce useful energy from biomass are direct combustion,
gasification, pyrolysis and hydrothermal conversion. Direct combustion is the traditional
form of energy production from biomass. It provides the principle source of energy for
greater than half the world's population. Combustion involves heating the fuel with an
oxidizer (typically air) to a temperature at which it will chemically react and combust.
The products are heat that is typically used for in an engine for work, carbon dioxide,
carbon monoxide, water, and nitrogen. Efficiency is increased if the moisture content of
the biomass is decreased and if the design of the combustion device is such that there
is completeness of combustion and proper heat use. Currently, of the available thermal
processes, direct combustion is the most extensively implemented. However, other
thermal processes, such as gasification, have advantages that imply great potential for
them to complement direct combustion in the market (Hall and Kitani, 1989).
Gasification is the conversion of any carbonaceous fuel to a gaseous product with a
usable heating value. It is commonly performed with only one-third of the oxygen
necessary for complete combustion. Gasification includes pyrolysis (application of heat
to feedstock in the absence of oxygen), partial oxidation, and hydrogenation and
excludes combustion because the product flue gas has no residual heating value. The
dominant process is partial oxidation (Higman and Van der Burgt, 2003).
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One form of gasification is pyrolysis. Pyrolysis (also called carbonization) is the
destructive distillation of biomass in the absence of oxygen. The gases produced
typically have low heating values (7-10 MJ/m 3) (Hall and Kitani, 1989).
Hydrothermal conversion converts biomass to an oily liquid by contacting the biomass
with water at elevated temperatures (300-350*C) with sufficient pressure to maintain the
water primarily in the liquid phase (12-20 MPa) for residence times up to 30 minutes.
The primary product is an organic liquid with reduced oxygen content (about 10%) and
the primary byproduct is water containing soluble organic compounds (DOE, 2004).
1.3.2 Biological Processes
The biological processes that produce useful fuels or heat from biomass are aerobic
decomposition, anaerobic digestion, and fermentation. Aerobic decomposition has
traditionally been used as a treatment process for animal wastes to produce fertilizer
and to reduce pollution. Energy production involves the extraction of heat during
treatment of solid or liquid wastes; it provides only low-grade heat (Hall and Kitani,
1989).
Anaerobic conditions can produce biogas (a mixture of carbon dioxide and methane).
Any form of wet biomass may be used as a feedstock. The yield and quality of biogas
depends on the type of feedstock, digestion temperature, and retention time. Simple
biogas plants have been developed and are operating around the world. Most of which
operate on human and animal wastes. For example, anaerobic digesters using cow
manure can produce approximately 0.3 - 0.9 kW of electricity per cow (BBI, 2002).
Reasonable digestion plant sizes are 25kW - 3MW. Commercial biogas production is
limited to locations where the supply of feedstock is sufficient to operate large-scale
digesters, such as intensive livestock farms, sewage works and food processing
factories.
The fermentation of biomass to ethanol has been used for thousands of years to
produce beverages. Preferable feedstock has naturally high sugar content. There are
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four basic steps in converting biomass to bioethanol. The first step results in the fixing
of atmospheric carbon dioxide into organic carbon. The second step converts this
biomass to a useable fermentation feedstock (typically some form of sugar). This can
be achieved using a variety of different process technologies. These processes for
fermentation feedstock production constitute the critical differences among all of the
bioethanol technology options. Third, fermenting the biomass intermediates using
biocatalysts (microorganisms including yeast and bacteria) to produce ethanol in a
relatively dilute aqueous solution is probably the oldest form of biotechnology developed
by humankind. And fourth, processing the fermentation product yields fuel-grade
ethanol and byproducts that can be used to produce other fuels, chemicals, heat and/or
electricity (DOE b, 2004).
Corn and other starches and sugars are only a small fraction of biomass that can be
used to make ethanol. Advanced bioethanol technology allows fuel ethanol to be made
from cellulosic (plant fiber) biomass, such as agricultural forestry residues, industrial
waste, material in municipal solid waste, trees, and grasses. Cellulose and
hemicellulose, the two main components of plants-and the ones that give plants their
structure-are also made of sugars, but those sugars are tied together in long chains.
Advanced bioethanol technology can break those chains down into their component
sugars and then ferment them to make ethanol. This technology turns ordinary low-
value plant materials such as corn stalks, sawdust, or waste paper into fuel ethanol
(DOE b, 2004).
1.3.3 Mechanical Processes
One type of a mechanical process is oil extraction which is used commercially to
process a number of vegetable oils. Among the potential species are oil palm, coconut,
sunflower, soybean, maize and groundnut. The oil can be produced using conventional
mechanical or solvent extraction processes. However, some further treatment of the oil
may be necessary for it to be used as a fuel in unmodified engines (Hall and Kitani,
1989).
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Another type of mechanical process is hydrocarbon extraction, which can be used to
produce fuels from plant species that naturally produce complex hydrocarbons.
However, in practice, the sustainable yields of hydrocarbons have not yet been
determined and therefore, their potential for fuel production has not been established
(Hall and Kitani, 1989).
1.3.4 Conversion Process Comparison
The disposal of biomass residuals is an increasing environmental problem, as was
described in section 1.2. Both anaerobic digestion and combustion have been
proposed as methods for the removal and utilization of these residues. Anaerobic
digestion is of limited interest in many areas because large land areas are required with
a potential for ground water contamination. Direct combustion can be used to dispose of
larger quantities of the residues, however, excessively high nitrogen oxide emissions
must be controlled. Ash agglomeration and fouling caused by the phosphorus content
coupled with other inorganic species found in the biomass will also likely contribute to
operational problems at combustion temperatures. Measurable concentrations of
arsenic, usually added to animal feed for disease control, are also often measured in
these residues. Arsenic becomes volatile at combustion temperatures causing
additional environmental concerns.
Thermal gasification is an alternative method for disposing of agricultural residues and
other forms of biomass that provides flexibility for the production of fuels, heat, and
power based on a clean biomass-derived syngas. The product gas from poultry litter,
gasification has many potential uses assuming particulates, tars, ammonia, and
hydrogen sulfide can be removed with suitable gas cleanup and conditioning to required
levels. The near-term uses targeted for this product gas will be at smaller scale for
distributed energy such as on-farm heat and electricity production to offset the use of
fossil fuels.
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Chapter 2 - Thesis Objectives and Approach
In order for biomass to be a viable alternative to fossil fuels, processes for converting
biomass to liquid and gaseous fuels must become more efficient and less costly. This
has led to much research and development worldwide. For example, The National
Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) is looking at the conversion of both biomass
energy crops and residuals to fuels, particularly at the cleaning of the product gas to
meet stringent requirements for downstream uses to make the technology competitive.
Specifically, NREL is running tests on a pilot scale biomass power plant to improve its
efficiency. One section of this pilot plant is the Thermochemical Process Development
Unit (TCPDU). The TCPDU takes in biomass solids and produces syngas, composed
of methane, carbon monoxide, hydrogen, and other components.
2.1 Objectives
The objective of this thesis is to develop and validate a simulation model of the TCPDU
for the purpose of optimization of various parameters. Data taken from the TCPDU will
be used to validate the models. The models are described in detail along with their
comparisons with the data already taken from the TCPDU. Aspen Plus 12.1 @ software
is used for simulations.
2.2 Approach
The model of the TCPDU is sub-divided into three parts: 1. gasifier/thermal cracker, 2.
solids removal, 3. condensation system. The first section is the gasifier/thermal cracker
unit which requires a solid understanding of fluid bed gasifiers and thermal crackers.
The second section involves cyclone separation and removal of solid particles from the
gas. The third section is the condensation system. The condensation system section
includes approximately twenty independent progressions. A systems analysis is
performed to accurately model and simulate these progressions as a unit. Each section
is successfully modeled and simulated, and will be combined into a single Aspen Plus ®
simulation of the entire TCPDU.
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The model of the entire TCPDU will be formed using the data from the experiments run
at NREL using biomass from poultry litter as the feedstock. Therefore, more detail is
given to the experiments with the poultry litter feed. The model will then be run using
wood as the feed and the results will be compared to the experimental results.
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Chapter 3 - General Description of the Thermochemical Process Development
Unit
The National Renewable Energy Laboratory's Thermochemical Users Facility (TCUF)
converts renewable biomass feedstock into a variety of products, including electricity,
high-value chemicals, and transportation fuels. It was commissioned in 1996 and since
then has demonstrated and evaluated thermochemical conversion of a number of
renewable energy feedstock.
The Thermochemical Process Development Unit (TCPDU) is an integral part of the
TCUF, which provides a platform, integrating a system of unit operations. Specific unit
operations are selected and combined to investigate various aspects of biomass
thermochemical conversion to gaseous and liquid fuels and chemicals. The individual
unit operations were installed to permit multiple equipment configurations. The ability to
reconfigure the TCPDU permits operation over a wide range of conditions from pyrolysis
through gasification and facilitates the evaluation of various processes and feedstock for
multiple users.
Extensive instrumentation for Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition (SCADA) is
used to continuously monitor process streams at key locations. Operators can then
assure that mass closure is obtained before and during analytical measurements.
State-of-the-art analytical equipment has also been integrated into the TCPDU to
determine product composition at various points in the process. The SCADA and
analytical equipment are interconnected to provide for data integration into a single
database management system. A list of tags used for data and units throughout the
system is shown in Appendices 1 and 2. These labels will be used to identify process
points and process measurements throughout the report.
The feeding system consists of a loss-in-weight feeder with a 450 liter hopper (200 kg
capacity for palletized wood) that meters pelletized biomass (wood or biomass from
poultry litter for this study) fed to the crusher that grinds the material to less than 2.3 mm
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particle size. The material passes through a pair of rotary valves that isolate the process
from the feeding system, onto a 22 mm diameter screw that transports the feed into the
gasifier at a rate of between 5 and 30 kg/hr.
The first and primary reactor in the process is an 8-inch (20.3 cm) diameter fluidized
bed reactor with a 16-inch (40.6 cm) diameter freeboard. The bed zone is 34 inches
high. The freeboard zone is 67 inches (170.2 cm) high connected to the fluidized bed by
an 11.5-inch (29.2 cm) high frustum. The total reactor volume is 260 liters (9.10 ft3)
after accounting for the volume displaced by the sand used in the bed. The bubbling
bed is fluidized with superheated steam for gasification experiments. Typical steam flow
rates are varied between 10 and 30 kg/hr, depending on biomass feed rate and desired
gas composition. For gasification operation a steam-to-biomass ratio between 0.5 and 3
is desired.
In the process configuration for gasification experiments as shown in Figure 1, gas and
entrained char and bed materials flow from the reactor through a 1.5-inch (3.81 cm)
diameter pipe into a thermal cracker. The thermal cracker is a 85-feet (26 m) long by
1.5-inches (3.81 cm) diameter tubular reactor with 11 independently controlled
electrically heated zones. The volume of the thermal cracker is approximately 28 liters
(1.0 ft3).
Downstream of the thermal cracker are two cyclone separators in series with 4-inch
(10.2 cm) and 3-inch (7.6 cm) diameter barrels. The solids removed in these cyclones
are collected in char pots below the cyclones. The char pots are emptied periodically
into an intermediate vessel where the char is cooled using nitrogen gas. Once the char
has cooled to less than 400C, it is transferred from the intermediate vessel into a bag for
further analysis or disposal.
Gases leaving the cyclones move quickly through the remaining 1.5-inch (3.81 cm)
diameter pipe to the condensation system. The volume of the piping between the
cyclones and the condensation system is about 0.25 ft3 (7.1 liters). Heated sample
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ports are available in this section of pipe for sampling process gas or vapors, and
directing it to on-line analytical equipment for compositional analysis.
The condensation operation consists of two 10-inch (25.4 cm) diameter vessels
connected sequentially with nozzles in the top to spray in cooling liquid. The liquid flow
rate is about 30 gallons (113.5 liters) per minute. This is sufficiently high to keep the
cooling liquid from heating up significantly as it contacts the hot gases and vapors
entering the condensation vessels. A heat exchanger is available to remove heat from
the cooling liquid if needed. Typically, water is used as the cooling liquid.
A knock out vessel with a pleated cartridge filter is located after the scrubber vessels to
remove any particulate that may have made it to this point. The knock out vessel also
serves as a buffer between the condensation operation and the downstream unit
operations.
Entrained particles or droplets exiting the knock-out vessel are removed by filters with a
nominal 2 micron filtration size. Difficult to remove aerosols are also removed at this
point. Typically, a small quantity of liquid is removed from this vessel during gasification
operation, depending on the feedstock used. These filters also protect the positive-
displacement (Roots-type) blower at the end of the process that boosts the process gas
pressure to about 10 psig (68.95 kPa). Unless the process gas is to be used for some
other purpose, it is sent to a thermal oxidizer where it is combusted at 650 *C.
Extensive analytical instrumentation is available for determining gas composition at the
exit of the scrubbing system. With steam and other condensable vapors removed from
the product gas stream compositions can be measured with three on-line, continuous,
non-dispersive infrared (NDIR) chemical analyzers to monitor CO, C02, and CH 4; a
thermal conductivity H2 analyzer; a paramagnetic 02 analyzer; a four channel, rapid
analysis gas chromatograph that cycles every 2 minutes for measuring permanent
gases and hydrocarbons up to C4; and a transportable molecular beam mass
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spectrometer (TMBMS) for continuous, real-time monitoring of all gas phase products
with particular emphasis on tars and heteroatom products.
The synthesis gas used in these experiments was produced in NREL's Thermochemical
Process Development Unit (TCPDU), which was operating in indirect gasification mode.
All critical process parameters for the TCPDU, including temperatures, pressures and
flow rates, were controlled by an OPT022 data acquisition and control system. These
parameters were generally stable to within a few percent over a given experimental run.
Table 2 summarizes the TCPDU operating conditions during the biomass from poultry
litter gasification experimental periods, indicating very consistent operation.
Table 2: Average TCPDU Process Parameters for Tests Run 12112/03
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Time at steady state 3.5 hours
(14:00-15:45)
Steam feed rate 15.0 kg/hr ± 0.4
Biomass feed rate 15.5 kg/hr ± 0.2
Fluid bed temperature 6740 C 4
Thermal cracker temperature 8010 C 2
Exit gas flow rate 8.3 kg/hr ± 1
Feeder
Superheated ®
Ar/Steamn
Thermal Cracker
Hug.©
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0
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Figure 1: Process Flowsheet for the TCPDU
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Chapter 4 - Gasifier and Thermal Cracker
The NREL gasification process is an indirectly-heated fluidized-bed system, as
illustrated in the plant process flow sheet shown in Figure 1. Wood or biomass
from poultry litter is gasified in a fluidized mixture of steam and hot sand. Hot
medium-calorific gas (approximately 450-500 BTU/ft3 at standard conditions)
exits the gasifier with the sand and a small amount of char.
The reactor is an eight-inch diameter fluidized bed reactor with a 16-inch (40.6
cm) diameter freeboard. Large particles and sand that get ejected from the bed
disengage from the gas in the freeboard. The bed zone is 34 inches (86.4 cm)
high. The freeboard zone is 67 inches (170.12 cm) high connected by an 11.5-
inch (29.2 cm) high frustum. The total reactor volume is 260 liters (9.10 ft3 ) after
accounting for the volume displaced by the sand used in the bed. The bed is
fluidized with superheated steam for gasification experiments. The minimum
steam flow required for fluidization of silica sand is 10 kg/hr at a superficial gas
velocity of 25 cm/s (0.8 ft/s). Typical steam flow rates are varied between 10 and
30 kg/hr, depending on biomass feed rate and desired gas composition. For
gasification operation a steam-to-biomass ratio between 0.5 and 3 is desired for
optimal H2 :CO ratios and conversions.
In the process configuration for the biomass gasification experiments as shown in
Figure 1, gas and entrained char and bed materials flows from the reactor
through a 1.5-inches (3.8 cm) diameter pipe into a thermal cracker. The thermal
cracker is 85-ft (26 m) long by 1.5-inch (3.8 cm) diameter tubular reactor with 11
independently controlled electrically heated zones. The volume of the thermal
cracker is approximately 28 liters (1.0 ft3).
Fluidized-bed gasifiers have shown great potential for biomass gasification.
Models for hydrodynamics, thermodynamics and chemical kinetics are necessary
to model a fluid bed gasifier for general use.
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Since a detailed model was not in the scope of this project, the gasifier and
thermal cracker were modeled using the RYield model reactor in Aspen Plus ®.
It is necessary to use a "yield" block because the kinetic data of biomass from
poultry litter and wood are unknown. In a RYield reactor, the yields for the
products must be specified. RYield normalizes the yields to maintain a mass
balance. RYield can model one-, two-, and three-phase reactors. The data from
previous TCPDU runs gives the yield distribution of the gasifier and thermal
cracker to input into the model.
4.1 Hydrodynamics of Fluidized Bed Gasifiers
The performance of fluid bed reactors is highly dependent on the hydrodynamic
behavior of the fluidized bed. The fluid dynamic conditions of a fluidized bed
gasifier influence the combustion and the production of harmful emissions
(Svensson, 1995).
For all fluidized beds there is an almost perfect solid mixing. This is because
there is top-to-bottom mixing induced by bubbles in a bubbling bed (Dry and
LaNauze, 1990). Bubbling fluidized beds have a drawback in that agitation and
mixing are hindered when the furnace size is increased.
Gas-solid mixing is very important in fluidized bed gasifiers because it is closely
related to the efficiency. Because the gasifier in the TCPDU is a solids
conversion process, the efficiency is dependent on the mixing for better heat
transfer coefficients, and not for chemical reactions occurring with the solids.
Therefore, the inherent extraordinary mixing in the fluidized beds keeps the
process operating with minimal waste.
4.2 Thermodynamics and Kinetics of Fluidized Bed Gasifiers
There are several key chemical reactions used to describe biomass gasification.
Oxidation reactions:
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C + 2 0 2 = CO -111 kJ/kmol (R-4.1)
CO + /2 02 = C02 -283 kJ/kmol (R-4.2)
H2+1/2 02 = H2 0 -242 kJ/kmol (R-4.3)
Boudouard reaction:
C + C02 +-,2 CO +172 MJ/kmol (R-4.4)
Water Gas reaction:
C + H20 -+ CO + H2  +131 MJ/kmol (R-4.5)
Methanation reaction:
C + 2 H2 + CH 4  -75 MJ/kmol (R-4.6)
(Higman and Van der Burgt, 2003)
As indicated by the double arrow (+-+) these reactions are reversible, meaning
they may proceed in two directions as functions of temperature and pressure
until they reach equilibrium. In general the forward and reverse reactions occur
simultaneously and at different rates. For all chemical reactions, we will assume
complete carbon conversion. It is possible to put these all into one overall
equation for "burning" hydrocarbons:
CnHm + n/2 02 = n CO + m/2 H2  (R-4.7)
However, for wood there are roughly 3.3 moles of Carbon with 4.7 moles of
Hydrogen and 2 moles of Oxygen. For poultry litter there are approximately 3.8
moles of Carbon with 4.3 moles of Hydrogen and 1.5 moles of Oxygen. In the
TCPDU the oxidizer is steam and not air. For wood and steam the equation
would become:
C3.3H4.702+ 1.3H 20 = 3.3CO + 3.65H 2  (R-4.8)
For poultry litter and steam the equation would become:
C3.8H4.301.5+ 2.3H20 = 3.8CO + 4.45H2  (R-4.9)
Reactions R-4.8 and R-4.9 assume a stoichiometric amount of steam with a
complete water gas shift. However, this is not the actual results in the gasifier.
Without the thermodynamic data for either type of biomass it is not possible to
use this chemical equation to find the output gas composition. Experimental
results yield the gas composition shown in Table 3. The experimental gas
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composition implies that they are running fuel lean (with excess steam) because
there are significant amounts of carbon dioxide (meaning extra oxygen).
Table 3: Experimental Syngas (Dry Gas Composition)
Element Mole Percent Mole Percent
(wood) (poultry litter)
Carbon Dioxide 28.3 ± 0.5 26.1 0.4
Carbon Monoxide 12.9 ± 0.3 9.2 0.2
Hydrogen 32.9 ± 0.6 44.1 1.2
Methane 11.5 ±0.4 6.9 0.5
These values were taken from an experimental run of the TCPDU at NREL on
December 12, 2003 using a poultry litter feed and on April 29,2004 for a wood
feed.
The conversion rate of biomass to syngas is determined by kinetics. The
gasification reactions can be broken into two steps. The first step is
devolatilization which occurs over a range of temperatures from 350 C to 8000C.
The rate of devolatilization is dependent on the rate of heating, the particle size,
the rate of gasification by the water gas shift reaction and the temperature and
partial pressure of the steam (Higman and Van der Burgt, 2003). This step
produces a variety of species including: carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide,
hydrogen, steam, hydrogen cyanide and others. The second step is oxidation of
volatiles, which occurs as synthesis gas recirculation in the gasification reactor.
While combustion is exothermic and thus increases the temperature, the
recirculation has a moderating effect, thus reducing temperature (Higman and
Van der Burgt, 2003).
In order to take a closer look at the kinetics, it is necessary to examine the
reaction rates. Using information from equations R-4.8 and R-4.9, equations 4.1-
4.5 solve for the reaction rate. In these equations it is important to remember
that kf and kb are strong functions of temperature.
rr - rf-rb (4.1)
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Wood:
rf = kf * [C3.3H4.70 2][H20]. 3  (4.2)
rb = kb * [CO]3.3[H 2]3.65  (4.3)
Poultry Litter:
rf = kf * [C3.H4.30 ][H20]2 .3  (4.4)
rb = kb * [CO]3.8 [H2]4'45  (4.5)
The slowest reactions in gasification, those that govern the overall conversion
rate, are the heterogeneous reactions with carbon, namely the water gas shift
(R-4.5), Boudouard (R-4.4) and hydrogenation reactions. The rate constant can
be found using the Arrhenius relationship:
In (kr) = - EI(RT) + In (a) (4.6)
Where:
a is the pre-exponential factor.
E is the activation energy for the reaction.
The rate constant of biomass was found to be between 0.00248 and 0.0183 for
8300C (Higman and Van der Burgt, 2003).
After a sufficient amount of time for the reaction to come to steady-state (for large
t) rf = rb. Under these conditions the gas composition has reached a state of
equilibrium and then it is possible to specify an equilibrium constant.
Wood:
Kp = kb / kf = [CO]3.3[H 2]3.65 / [C3.3H4 .70 2][H20]1 3  (4.7)
Poultry Litter:
Kp = kb / kf = [CO]3.8 [H2]4'45 / [C3.8H4 .301.5][H20] 2 .3  (4.8)
Different rate limiting steps appear in different temperature zones. In the first
zone, the low-temperature zone, the chemical reaction is the rate-controlling
step, and the experimentally observed activation energy is the true activation
energy. In this first zone the fuel interaction chemically with oxygen is the
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primary mode of initiation. In the second zone, the medium-temperature zone,
the limiting factor is the internal diffusion of the gaseous reactants through the
pores of the individual particles where the observed activation energy is
approximately half the actual value. In the third zone, the high-temperature zone,
the bulk surface diffusion of the gaseous reactants is rate controlling and the
apparent activation energy is small (Higman and Van der Burgt, 2003).
4.3 Gasifier Data, Calculations, and Assumptions:
The data used for this model comes from tests run on NREL's TCPDU December
12 th, 2003. The feed for this data was poultry litter.
Many calculations were made to transform the data from NREL's TCPDU to
useful data for the Aspen Plus @ simulation. For a complete list of TCPDU
equipment and data tag names, please refer to Appendices 1 and 2. Figure 2
shows the tag numbers for the calculations and their locations in the TCPDU.
Figure 2: Calculation Diagram I
T1005-]
F1110 FT880 sum
Steam
Biomass
Gasifier and Solids Condensation
Thermal Cracker Removal System
4.3.1 Inlet Value Calculations
First, Aspen Plus @ needs inlet conditions.
1. Steam Inlet Pressure Calculations:
P1500*= P1000 + P1100 (4.9)
= 81.6074 + 56.386
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= 138kPa
where:
PIOOO=Atmospheric Pressure
P11 00=Pressure of the steam after it passes through the valve at A
* - Value used for calculations, not a TCPDU tag number.
(PI100 is data taken at NREL December 12th, 2003)
2. Biomass Inlet Pressure
P1500B* = PI000 (4.10)
=81.6074kPa
where:
PIOOO=atmospheric pressure
* - Value used for calculations, not a TCPDU tag number.
3. Steam Inlet Temperature Calculations: (need heater info)
T1500* = T1503 (4.11)
= 672C
where:
T1503=R500 plenum gas temperature
* - Value used for calculations, not a TCPDU tag number.
4.3.2 Flow Characteristics
Inlet values are only one category of data needed. Another category is flow
characteristics. This category includes: mass flow rates, densities, molecular
weights, volumetric flow rates, and velocities. Many calculations are very close
to the calculations needed for the gasifier, so they are performed here, though
they are not needed until subsequent chapters.
4.3.2.1 Mass Flow Rate Calculations:
1. Steam Mass Flow Rate:
msteam = F110 =15.0 kg/hr (4.12)
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where:
msteam = Steam Mass Flow Rate
F111 0=lnlet gas flow rate
2. Biomass Mass Flow Rate:
mbiomass= F1151 =15.54 kg/hr (4.13)
where:
msteam = Steam Mass Flow Rate
Fl151=Feed rate for hopper
3. Gas Mass Flow Rate (Exit of Gasifier/Thermal Cracker):
mgas = FT880_sum =8.29 kg/hr (4.14)
where:
mgas = Gas Mass Flow Rate
FT880_sum=Sum of weights measured on FT_880 and FT_881 flow meters
4. Char Mass Flow Rate:
mchar = (AW1300) / (t2-t1) (4.15)
=(1.19-0.85)kg/35minutes * 60minutes/1hr
=0.65 kg/hr
where:
mohar = Char Mass Flow Rate
AW1300 =W300(t2)-Wl300(t1)
= cumulative weight of char removed from cyclones during the
sampling period
t2-t1 = elapsed time of run (minutes)
5. Overall Mass Flow Rate:
moverall = rsteam + mgas + -Mchar (4.16)
= 15.0 + 15.54 + 0.65
= 31.2 kg/hr
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4.3.2.2 Molecular Weight and Density Calculations:
6. Steam:
MWsteam=1 8
Psteam =1/1)
=1/3
=0.333 kg/m 3
(4.17)
where:
Pressure = 144.744 kPa
Temperature=568.57 C
Thermodynamic Tables in Sonntag et al. (1998) for superheated water vapor
(superheated b/c T>Tsat at given Pressure) give specific volumes for conditions
close to ours, as shown in Table 4). By interpolation, the specific volume for the
steam is 3 m3/kg. Therefore, Psteam = 0.333 kg/m 3.
Table 4: Specific volumes for steam (m3/kg)
Temperature (C) Pressure = 100kPa Pressure = 200kPa
500 3.5655 1.7814
600 4.0278 2.01297
(Sonntag and Borgnakke, 672)
Gas Composition:
H2  51.17% M = 2 p=0.0813 kg/m 3
C02 30.23% M = 44 p=1.775 kg/m 3
CO 10.46% M = 28 p=1.13 kg/m 3
CH4 8.14% M = 16 p=0.648 kg/m 3
Percentages are by volume.
Values taken from: Sonntag Thermodynamic Tables
First the mass fractions are needed.
mi =pi/p
Pgas = I A
(4.18)
(4.19)
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= (0.0813 + 1.775 + 1.13 + 0.648) kg/m 3
= 3.6343 kg/m 3
H2 : mi = 0.0813 kg/m 3 / 3.6343 kg/m 3
=2.24%
mi = 1.775 kg/m 3 / 3.6343 kg/M 3
=48.84%
= 1.13 kg/m3 / 3.6343 kg/M 3
=31.09%
CH4 : mi = 0.648 kg/m 3 / 3.6343 kg/M 3
=17.83%
Solve for overall gas molecular weight:
1/Mgas = 1(mi/Mi)
= (0.0224/2) + (0.4884/44) + (0.3109/28) + (0.1783/16)
(4.20)
= 0.0445
Mgas = 22.448
This is an approximation of the molecular weight because not all components are
accounted for in this calculation, only the ones with the highest mole
percentages.
(4.21)Poveral = Psteam + Pgas
= (0.333 + 3.6343) kg/m 3
= 3.97kg/m 3
4.3.2.3 Volumetric Flow Rates and Volumes:
1. Steam:
(4.22)Vsteam =fMsteam/psteam
= 15.0157/0.333
= 45.09m3/hr
(4.23)Vsteam = Vsteam * (t2 - t1)
= 45.09m3/hr *35minutes * 1 hr/60minutes
= 26.3m 3
2. Gas:
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C0 2:
CO:
ngas =m/Mgas (4.24)
= 8.2953kg/hr / 22.448 kg/kmol
= 0.37 kmol/hr
T=568.57C=841.72K
Vgas =nRT/P (ideal gas law) (4.25)
=0.37 kmol/hr*8.3145 kNm/kmolK*841.72K/144.744kPa
= 17.9 m3/hr
Vgas = gas * (t2 - tl) (4.26)
= 17.9 m3/hr * 35minutes * 1 hr/60minutes
= 10.5 m3
V = Vgas+ Vsteam (4.27)
= 10.5 + 26.3
= 36.8 m3
4.3.2.4 Velocities:
1. v=_m/pA (4.28)
A =Pipe Area (before cyclones)
= (I/4) * (ID) 2
= (rI/4) * (0.0381m) 2
= 0.001 14m 2
2. Steam:
Vsteam =_Msteam/(psteam A) (4.29)
=(1 5.0157kg/hr)/( 0.333kg/m 3*0.001 14m 2)
= 10.99m/s
3. Gas:
Vgas =_Vgas/ A (4.30)
= (ngas,*R*T)/(P*A)
= (_Mgas*R*T)/(MW*P*A)
= (8.2953kg/hr*8.3145kNm/kmolK*841.72K)/(22.448
kg/kmol*144.744kPa*0.001 14m 2)
= 4.35 m/s
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However, the steam and gas are in a mixture in the same pipe and therefore
have the same velocity between the two above.
4.3.3 Gasifier Yield Composition
In order to use the RYield reactor model for the gasifier and thermal cracker, the
composition at the exit of the thermal cracker must be approximated. The dry
gas yield of major components after the condensation system is shown above in
Table 3. A more detailed dry gas yield is shown below in Table 5. All values
given in Tables 3 and 5 are values recorded at the TCPDU. It is important to
remember that helium is introduced into the system for analytical purposes and is
not an inert.
Table 5: Volume Percents for Dry Gas Exiting the TCPDU
Element/Compound Poultry Litter Wood
Helium 1.23 0.91
Hydrogen 51.49 35.71
Methane 6.08 13.43
Carbon Monoxide 10.52 15.02
Carbon Dioxide 25.77 28.64
Ethylene 2.01 2.26
Ethane 0.59 0.36
Acetylene 0.14 0.32
Propane 0.00 0.00
Propylene 0.26 0.19
Butene 0.06 0.08
These values were taken from the TCPDU at NREL on December 12, 2003 for a
biomass from poultry litter feed and on April 29,2004 for a wood feed.
The dry-gas accounts for 8.3 kg/hr (17.9 m3/hr) of the total 26.3 kg/hr exiting the
gasifier/thermal cracker for the run with poultry litter and 9.37kg/hr (0.45kmol/hr)
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of the total 30.57kg/hr for wood. There are also tars, char, and steam exiting.
Table 6 shows the amounts of tar found in the gas after the cyclones.
Table 6: Tar* Concentrations from Location between the Cyclones and the
Condensation System
Element/Compound Concentration (ppmv) for Concentration (mg/Nm3 )
Poultry Litter for Wood
Benzene 1720 2043.8
Toluene 1112 1556.1
Cresols 92 1225.2
Napthalene 296 667.3
* Tar is defined as compounds with a molecular weight of benzene and higher.
Approximately 0.6-1.6 kg of char was removed from the cyclones (including both
feeds). With an average density of 850 kg/M 3 for char (a high estimate made by
using the density of coal) there is 0.00329 m3/hr of char. The remaining material
exiting the gasifier/thermal cracker is water. Table 7 shows the overall volumetric
percentages for the mixture exiting the gasifier/thermal cracker.
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Table 7: Percentage by Volume Exiting the Gasifier/ Thermal Cracker
Element/Compound Percent by Volume Percent by Volume
(Poultry Litter) (Wood)
Helium 0.34 0.23
Hydrogen 14.1 9.09
Methane 1.66 3.42
Carbon Monoxide 2.88 3.82
Carbon Dioxide 7.06 7.29
Ethylene 0.55 0.58
Ethane 0.16 0.09
Acetylene 0.04 0.08
Propane 0.00 0.05
Propylene 0.07 0.0
Butene 0.02 0.02
Benzene 0.12 0.04
Toluene 0.08 0.03
Cresols 0.01 0.03
Napthalene 0.015 0.01
Char 0.005 4.7
Water 72.89 70.52
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Chapter 5 - Cyclones
5.1 General Cyclone Information
Solids are removed from the product gas by the cyclones using centrifugal
forces. Particulate-laden gas enters the cyclone tangentially near the top of the
cyclone. The gas flow is forced into a downward spiral by the cyclone's shape
and the tangential entry. Centrifugal forces and inertia cause the particles to
move outward, collide with the outer wall, and then slide downward to the bottom
of the cyclone. Near the bottom the gas reverses its downward spiral and moves
upward in a smaller inner spiral. The gas exits from the top and the particles exit
from the bottom (Alley and Cooper, 127). In the TCPDU the solids are then
collected in char pots below the cyclones. The char pots are emptied periodically
into an intermediate vessel on a scale to measure the cumulative weight
collected. After the char has cooled, it is transferred for further analysis and/or
disposal.
Cyclone separators have been used for over 100 years. They are still one of the
most widely used of all industrial gas-cleaning devices, partly because they are
simple in design with no moving parts and thus relatively low cost, and reliable in
service. Cyclones can be constructed to withstand harsh operating conditions,
including high temperatures, solid products are dry and the only energy
consumption results from a small pressure drop across them. However, their
disadvantage is that they have low collection efficiencies for very fine particles,
less than 10 micrometers.
There are various ways to affect the cyclone performance by making changes in
the operating conditions. Table 8 describes these effects. For example, by
increasing the inlet velocity there is an increase in efficiency of removing
particles. However, this increase in inlet velocity also increases the pressure
drop and thus increases the required work. Therefore, there is a tradeoff
between collection efficiency and pressure drop. Using cyclones in series can
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also increase the efficiency. However, this also results in an increased pressure
drop.
Table 8: Cyclone Efficiency Variables
Variable Change Efficiency
Gas Flow Rate Increase Increase
Gas Viscosity Increase Decrease
Density Difference Increase Increase
Dust Loading Increase Increase
(Alley and Cooper, 137)
5.2 Cyclone Model Description
After the thermal cracker there are two cyclone separators in series. The cyclone
system was modeled in Aspen Plus ® using two cyclones placed in series.
Each cyclone has two exit streams, one with vapor and liquid and one with
solids. The char (solids) exit streams of each cyclone are put into a vessel in the
TCPDU. However, in this model they are left as exit streams because they do
not undergo any further chemical or thermodynamic processes. The vapor/liquid
exit stream of the first cyclone (CY300) goes directly into the second cyclone
(CY31 0). The vapor/liquid exit stream of the second cyclone goes to the
condensation system.
5.3 Cyclone Data, Calculations, and Assumptions
The data used for this model comes from tests run on NREL's TCPDU December
12th, 2003. The feed for this data was chicken litter.
Many calculations were made to transform the data from NREL's TCPDU to
useful data for the Aspen Plus @ simulation. For a complete list of TCPDU
equipment and data tag names, please refer to Appendices 1 and 2. Figure 3
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shows the tag numbers used in the calculations and their locations on the
TCPDU.
Figure 3: Calculation Diagram 2
PDIT330 PDIT800
T1301 I1 PIT800
5.3.1 Inlet Pressure Calculations
1. First Cyclone Inlet Pressure:
P1300*= PIT800 + PDIT330 + PDIT800 + P1000 (5.1)
= 58.1 + 2.5+ 2.5+ 81.6
= 144.7 kPa
where:
P1300* = Inlet Pressure of Cyclone1 (CY300)
PIT800=Exit Pressure of Scrubberi (V800)
PDIT330=Pressure Drop across both cyclones
PDIT800=Pressure Drop across Scrubber1
P1000=Atmospheric Pressure
* - Value used for calculations, not a TCPDU tag number.
(PIT800, PDIT330, PDIT800 are values from NREL's data taken December 12 th,
2003)
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2. Second Cyclone Inlet Pressure
P1310*= P1300* - (PDIT330)/2 (5.2)
=144.744 - 2.532/2
=143.509
where:
P1310=lnlet Pressure of Cyclone2 (CY310)
PDIT330=Pressure Drop across both cyclones
* - Value used for calculations, not a TCPDU tag number.
5.3.2 Inlet Temperature Calculations
T1300*= T1301 + (T1301-T1311) (5.3)
= 543.88570C + (543.8857 C-519.2CC)
= 568.570C (approximation)
where:
T1301 =Exit Temperature of Cyclone1
T131 1 =Exit Temperature of Cyclone2
(T1301 -T131 1)=Change in Temperature from Exit of Cyclonel to Exit of Cyclone2
* - Value used for calculations, not a TCPDU tag number.
The inlet temperature given in equation 5.3 is an approximation based on the
assumption that the temperature drop will be the same across each of the two
cyclones.
5.3.3 Cyclone Specifications and Assumptions
Cyclone Dimensions: In order to model the cyclones, Aspen Plus @ needs
information about the cyclone specifications. Table 9 includes the dimensions of
both cyclones.
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Table 9: Cyclone Dimensions
Dimensions given are internal with a
cm) on barrel, inlet, outlet, and cone.
i annular wall thickness = 0.125 in (.3175
There are different terms used in Aspen Plus @ to define these parameters.
Table 10 gives the common reference term and its Aspen Plus ® equivalent.
Table 10: Cyclone Terms
Cyclone Efficiency: The Leith and Licht model to calculate the cyclone efficiency
is selected here because it is one of the most accurate and most complex of the
available models. Aspen Plus ® has the capability to calculate the efficiency
using the Leith and Licht model. This model is applicable to tangential-inlet
cyclones and thus it is applicable to the TCPDU cyclones (Perry,1984, 20). The
collection efficiency is an exponential function of a modified inertial separation
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Cyclone Barrel Barrel Inlet Inlet Exit Exit Cone Drop Tube
Diameter Length Height Width Diameter Tube Length Diameter
in (cm) in (cm) in (cm) in (cm) in (cm) Length in (cm) in (cm)
in (cm)
1 3.875 8.0 2.0 0.875 1.125 0.5 8.0 1.5
(CY300) (9.84) (20.3) (5.1) (2.2) (2.85) (1.27) (20.3) (3.81)
2 2.875 6.0 1.5 0.625 0.875 0.375 6.0 1.5
(CY310) (7.3) (15.2) (3.81) (1.6) (2.2) (0.95) (15.2) (3.81)
Common Reference Aspen Plus @ Syntax
Term
Barrel Diameter Diameter of Cyclone
Barrel Length Length of Cylinder
Exit Diameter Diameter of Overflow
Exit Tube Length Length of Overflow
Drop Tube Diameter Diameter of Underflow
number, a dimensionless "cyclone design number" calculated from the geometry
of the cyclone, and the vortex exponent in the equation relating the tangential
component of the gas velocity to the radial position. The model is based on an
assumption of continual radial back mixing of the residence time for the gas.
(Perry, 1984, 20). Therefore, in the Aspen Plus @ model all cyclone efficiencies
are calculated using the Leith and Licht model.
Number of Gas Turns in Cyclone: The number of effective turns for the gas in a
cyclone is defined by the following equation (Alley and Cooper, 132):
Ne = (Lb+ Lc/2) / H (5.4)
where:
Ne = Number of Effective Turns
Lb = Length of the Cyclone Body
L= Length of the Cyclone Cone
H = Height of the Inlet Duct
Cyclone1:
Ne = (Lb+ Lc/2) / H
=(&" + 8"/2) / 2"
=6
Cyclone2:
Ne = (Lb+ Lc/2) / H
=(6" + 6"/2) / 1.5"
=6
Solids Loading: Another important aspect in cyclone modeling is the solids
loading to each of the cyclones. Based on operational experience, the following
calculations assume that 10% of the solids that are fed to the gasifier are still in
the form of solids in the stream after the gasifier and thermal cracker. It also
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assumes that 85% of those solids are captured in the first cyclone and therefore,
only 15% remain to enter the second cyclone.
Solids Loading to Cyclonel = 0.1 * AWII51 / V (5.5)
= 0.1*8.442kg I 36.8 m3
=0.023 kg / m3
Solids Loading to Cyclone2 = 0.015 * AW1151 / V (5.6)
= 0.015*8.442 kg / 36.8 m3
= 0.0034 kg/m 3
where:
AW1151 = Weight of Solids Fed
=W1151(tl) -V W1151(t2)
V =Volume of gas+steam that went through the cyclones
5.3.4 Non-Conventional Components
Char is a non-conventional component in Aspen Plus ®, that needs to be
defined. Table 11 shows the proximate, ultimate, and elemental analyses for
char. Because the char has various particle sizes it is necessary to define it as
NCPSD (non-conventional with particle size distribution). The particle size
distribution was taken from the char collected from the cyclones. The tool used
to measure this particle size distribution was a Mastersizer by Malvern
Instruments Inc. Figure 4 and Table 12 show the Mastersizer results used in the
Aspen Plus@ model. These data were obtained on December 12, 2003, from the
same run as all other data used in this model.
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Table 11: Proximate and Elemental Ash
Litter, Wood, and Char
Analyses for Biomass from Poultry
Poultry Litter Wood Char (from
Poultry Litter)
Ultimate Analysis
Ash 18.65 0.63 3.168
Carbon 32 51.36 65.894
Hydrogen 5.48 6.25 3.064
Nitrogen 6.64 0.11 0.168
Chlorine 1.14 0.02 0
Sulfur 0.96 0.11 0.149
Oxygen 34.45 37.89 27.44
Proximate Analysis
Moisture 11.61 3.74 0
Fixed Carbon 11.53 12.95 87.18
Volatile Matter 58.21 82.68 12.81
Ash 18.65 0.63 0.01
Figure 4: Percent Below Specified Size of Particles Removed by Cyclones
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Table 12: Particle Size Distribution for Char from Mastersizer
Size-Lo (pm) Result In (%) Size-Hi (pm) Result Below
(%)
0.5 0.0 1.32 0.0
1.32 0.23 1.60 0.23
1.60 0.47 1.95 0.70
1.95 0.73 2.38 1.42
2.38 1.02 2.90 2.44
2.90 1.35 3.53 3.79
3.53 1.74 4.30 5.54
4.30 2.18 5.24 7.71
5.24 2.62 6.39 10.33
6.39 3.05 7.78 13.38
7.78 3.40 9.48 16.78
9.48 3.70 11.55 20.48
11.55 3.93 14.08 24.42
14.08 4.12 17.15 28.53
17.15 4.32 20.90 32.86
20.90 4.66 25.46 37.51
25.46 5.20 31.01 42.71
31.01 5.89 37.79 48.60
37.79 6.58 46.03 55.18
46.03 7.13 56.09 62.30
56.09 7.38 68.33 69.69
68.33 7.20 83.26 76.89
83.26 6.55 101.44 83.43
101.44 5.49 123.59 88.92
123.59 4.23 150.57 93.15
150.57 3.00 183.44 96.16
183.44 1.74 223.51 97.90
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223.51 0.62 272.31 98.52
272.31 0.01 331.77 98.53
331.77 0.00 404.21 98.53
404.21 0.33 492.47 98.86
492.47 1.14 600.00 100.00
Chapter 6 - Condensation System
6.1 General Scrubber Information
The principal components of the condensation system are the two scrubbers.
Scrubbers are wet collection devices for fumes, mists and suspended dusts.
They collect particles by direct contact with a liquid; in the TCPDU during these
runs it is water. Energy requirements for scrubbers are often expressed in terms
of the pressure drop across the scrubber for a specified flow rate.
The scrubbers in the TCPDU are vertical spray chambers, where gas containing
steam and char is passed through a cylindrical chamber and contacted with a
liquid spray. Liquid requirements usually range from 10-20 gallons per 1000 ft3
of gas at standard conditions. Spray chambers achieve efficiencies of
approximately 90% for particles greater than 8 microns (Alley and Cooper, 1994),
meaning 90% of the particles above 8 microns are scrubbed out of the gas. The
dominant particulate control mechanism is the inertial impact of particles on the
surface of the liquid droplets (Alley and Cooper, 1994).
The process in the scrubber system can be modeled as a flash. A flash is a
single-equilibrium-stage distillation in which a feed is partially vaporized to give a
vapor richer in the more volatile components than the remaining liquid. In the
case of the TCPDU the vapor feed is cooled and partially condensed. Then
there is a phase separation in a flash drum that gives a liquid that is richer in the
less volatile components and gas that is richer in the high volatile components.
The vapor and liquid exiting the drum are assumed to be in equilibrium.
For a flash to be an appropriate model, the relative volatility needs to be very
large in order to achieve the degree of separation between the components.
Therefore, flashing (partial condensation) are usually auxiliary operations used to
prepare streams for further processing. The liquid phase is sent to a liquid
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separation system where the multi-component liquid-liquid equilibria are very
complex (Henley and Seader, 1998).
6.2 Condensation System Description
The gas and steam exiting the second cyclone (CY31 0) enter the condensation
system as a mixture from which the majority of the solids are removed by the
cyclones. The cleaned gas mixture then enters the first scrubber (V800) where it
is contacted with water at a rate of approximately 30 gallons per minute. The
water and condensables leave the bottom of V800 while the vapor goes to the
second scrubber (V810), where this process is repeated.
The liquid from both scrubbers is then mixed and goes through two pumps to
increase the pressure. The high-pressure liquid then goes through a two-pass
shell and tube heat exchanger and then through a valve that regulates the liquid
level in V800. This valve keeps the liquid level in V800 at 10 inches (25.4 cm).
The liquid then goes into a large separation tank (V1000). The tank separates
the liquid into three phases: vapor, light liquid, and heavy liquid. The small
amount of vapor is removed from the top of the tank with a nitrogen purge. A
water-like, low density liquid is fed to a two-stage pump system to increase the
pressure once again, before entering a liquid-solid filter. The effluent water is
then recycled back to the scrubber vessels foregoing a pressure let-down step.
The gas from the scrubbers goes through a "knockout" filter system that
eliminates all water droplets left in the gas. The gases are then compressed in a
blower. The blower tends to overheat if the gas is not recycled. Therefore
approximately 90 % (by use of a splitter) of the gas is recycled to the blower after
passing through a heat exchanger to reject of thermal energy produced by the
compressor. A few liquids are purged in this process. The gas that exits the
splitter is the output gas of the TCPDU.
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6.3 Scrubber Model Description and Calculations
All necessary calculations for the condensation system are for the unit operations
and not the streams. The first calculations discussed are for the scrubbers The
first scrubber (V800) is modeled as a Flash3. Flash3 performs a thermodynamic
equilibrium calculation and separates the mix into two liquids and one vapor. It is
modeled this way to more accurately model the amount of tars that are saturated
in the scrubbing fluid. The second scrubber (V810) is modeled as a Flash2. It is
not necessary to have two liquid components in V810 because the tars that
would be removed in the first flash block. When the outlet conditions are
specified, Flash determines the thermal and phase conditions of a mixture of one
or more inlet streams.
The scrubbers are both modeled as adiabatic. This assumption is made
because the scrubbing fluid is kept at a temperature within 100C of the ambient
temperature in the room. Therefore, there is not a large driving force for heat
transfer to occur. The scrubbers are modeled to have slight pressure drops
across them. The pressure drops are 2kPa and 1 kPa for the first and second
scrubbers respectively. The scrubbers are modeled using pressure drops rather
than absolute pressures to maintain accuracy for different conditions. The
pressure drop in the data taken on December 12, 2003 showed a 2.53 kPa drop
in pressure across V800 (PDIT_800).
In the condensation system there are four pumps (P800, P801, P1000, P1 001).
In the Aspen Plus ® model the pump is designed to handle a single liquid phase.
Pumps are to be used to change pressure when the power requirement is
needed or known. P800 and P801, P1000 and P1001 are modeled as pumps
with performance curves. The performance curves allow the pumps to be
accurately modeled for different flow rates. The pumps are model TE-7-MD-HC
from the Little Giant Pump Company. On the specification sheet for this company
this pump has a flow of approximately 30 gallons per minute with an increase in
pressure of 40 head-feet, 17psi (117.2 kPa). The performance curve is shown in
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Appendix 7. There is also one compressor, P870. P870 is used to increase the
pressure of the exit gas. Therefore, it is modeled as a compressor with an
increase in pressure of 0.6bar (60 kPa) or a pressure ratio of 2.
There are two heat exchangers in the condensation system (HX830 and HX875).
HX830 cools the high-pressure liquid output of the scrubbers (after P800 and
P801). HX875 cools the product gas before it exits the TCPDU. In the model for
biomass from poultry litter feed, HX830 and HX875 are both modeled as heaters
with specified outlet temperatures. HX830 is modeled with a pressure drop of
2kPa. This is an estimate because this value was not recorded. When the outlet
conditions are specified in Aspen Plus @, the heater model determines the
thermal and phase conditions of a mixture with one or more inlet streams. The
exit temperature of HX875 is 40.50C (TE_874). In the model for wood, HX875 is
modeled as a heater. However, HX830 is modeled as a heat exchanger. This
model is more general if the model will be run at various flow conditions. HX830
is modeled as having a water-cooling stream. A design spec is used to adjust
the flow rate of the cooling stream in order to achieve the desired exit
temperature. The heat exchanger model in Aspen Plus ® requires
thermodynamic equilibrium to be found for four streams, where as the heater
only requires two. This causes the heat exchanger model to have greater
difficulty with convergence, especially for circumstances that vary from the
normal test range.
There is one large tank, V1 000, in the condensation system that is used to
separate the water from the scrubbers into a heavy liquid phase, a light liquid
phase, and a vapor phase. The light liquid phase is essentially water that is
recycled back to the scrubbers, V800 and V81 0. This tank is modeled as two
Flash3 blocks in Aspen Plus @. Flash3 is a three-phase flash. It is modeled as
two Flash3 blocks because there are three liquid phases in the tank. The flash
block uses thermodynamic equilibrium to separate the mixture into three phases
(two liquid and one vapor). The first block (V1 000) has a specified pressure drop
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of 10psi (68.95 kPa) and a specified heat duty of zero (adiabatic). The second
block (V1000B) is modeled as adiabatic and with a zero pressure drop because
the pressure drop is accounted for in the model for V1000. It can be modeled as
adiabatic because in most cases the temperature of the mixture inside the tank
will be within 100C of the temperature outside the tank. Without a large
temperature gradient the necessary driving force for heat transfer is nonexistent.
Therefore, it is modeled as adiabatic. For mixture temperatures much lower than
the outside ambient temperature, the heat duty must be adjusted.
There are also one mixer and two splitters; M800, PC870 and FS800. Splitters in
Aspen Plus @ use the FSplit model. FSplit combines streams of the same type
(material, heat, or work streams) and divides the resulting stream into two or
more streams of the same type. All outlet streams have the same composition
and conditions as the mixed inlet. FSplit cannot split a stream into different types.
FS800 takes in the recycled water for the scrubbers and divides the water
equally between the two scrubbers. PC870 allows recycling the gas so the
blower (or pump), P870, does not overheat. Mixer, M800, mixes the liquid
outputs of both scrubbers (V800 and V810). The Mixer model is used to
combine multiple streams into one stream.
In the TCPDU there are two "knockout filters" or screens that rid the gas of any
water droplets or solids. In the model the filters have been modeled as a
separator (Sep) block just before the scrubbers in the recycle loop. Sep
combines streams and separates the result into two or more streams according
to splits specified for each component.
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Chapter 7 - Aspen Plus @ Model of the TCPDU
This chapter includes the flowsheets and results of the Aspen Plus @ models for
both biomass from poultry litter and wood, as well as information on the base
method. The details of the modeling for each section have been described in
chapters two through five and thus they will not be discussed again.
7.1 Aspen Plus @ Model with Biomass from Poultry Litter
The Aspen Plus ® flowsheet for the TCPDU with a feed of poultry litter is shown
in Figure 5. The history file for the flowsheet shown in Figure 5 is given in
Appendix 3. Figures 6, 7 and 8 show the exit gas compositions yielded by the
data taken on the TCPDU December 12, 2003 and that yielded by the Aspen
Plus ® model on a dry basis with poultry litter feed and the same operating
conditions. It is evident that the two plots are almost identical. The data from
the plots in Figures 6, 7 and 8 is shown in Table 14. The data taken from the
TCPDU did not measure the cresol, naphthalene, or toluene in the exit gas.
Table 13 provides a reference for compounds and their names. Figure 9 shows
the exit mass flow rates for product gas and char for the Aspen Plus @ model and
the data. The likeness of the compositions of the exit gases from the TCPDU
data and the Aspen Plus @ simulation, along with the virtually identical (within
0.06% for product gas and 0.12% for char) of the mass flow rates for poultry litter
feed, along with similar results for wood feed (described in section 7.2) validates
the model.
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Figure 5: Aspen Plus @ Model of TCPDU Flowsheet with Biomass from Poultry Litter
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Figure 6: Exit Gas Composition from Aspen Plus ® Model (Volume Percent)
- Dry Basis
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Figure 7: Exit Gas Composition from TCPDU Data 12/12/03 (Volume
Percent)
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Figure 8: Product Gas Compositions for Poultry Litter - Aspen Model vs.
TCPDU Data
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Table 13: Product Gas Mole Percentages of Compounds
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Compound Name
H2 Hydrogen
02 Oxygen
C02 Carbon Dioxide
CO Carbon Monoxide
CH4 Methane
C6H6 Benzene
C2H4 Ethylene
C2H2 Acetylene
C7H8 Toluene
C3H8 Propane
C2H6 Ethane
C7H80 Cresols
C10H8 Naphthalene
C4H8 Butene (1-BUT-01)
o
Table 14: Biomass from
Comparison
Poultry Litter Product Gas Composition
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Compound Mole Percentages Mole Percentages
Data taken 12/12/03 Aspen Plus ®
H2 51.49 50.31
02 0 0
C02 25.77 25.16
CO 10.52 10.27
CH4 6.08 5.92
C6H6 N/A 0.43
C2H4 2.01 1.96
C2H2 0.14 0.14
C7H8 N/A 0.29
C3H8 0.26 0.25
C2H6 0.59 0.57
C7H80 N/A 0.002
C1OH8 N/A 0.005
C4H8 0.06 0.07
Figure 9: Mass Flow Rates Model vs. Data - Poultry Litter
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7.2 Aspen Plus @ Model with Wood
The Aspen Plus 0 flowsheet for the TCPDU with wood feed is shown in Figure
10. It is evident, that there are only slight differences between the two models;
such as biomass composition, steam flow rates, reactor yields and temperatures.
The differences are more clearly demonstrated in the input files. The history file
(including the input file) for the flowsheet shown in Figure 10 is given in Appendix
4. Figures 12 shows the product gas compositions given experimentally by the
TCPDU April 29,2004 while Figure 11 shows predictions made by the Aspen
Plus@ model (on a dry basis) with the same feed and operating conditions. It is
evident that the two plots are very similar. Figure 13 compares the two product
gas compositions. The data from the plots in Figures 11, 12 and 13 are shown in
Table 15. The data taken from the TCPDU did not measure cresol, naphthalene,
or toluene in the exit gas. Table 13 provides a reference for the compounds and
their names. Figure 14 shows the mass flow rates for a wood feed given by the
Aspen Plus@ simulation and the data obtained at NREL. From Figures 11, 12,
13 and 14 it is evident that the model predicts accurate results, close to the true
yields of the TCPDU.
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Figure 10: Aspen Plus@ Model Flowsheet of the TCPDU with Wood
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Figure 11: Exit Gas Composition from Aspen Plus @ Model using Wood
(Volume Percent) - Dry Basis
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Figure 12: Exit Gas Composition from TCPDU Data with Wood (Volume
Percent)
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Figure 13: Product Gas Composition for Wood - Aspen Model vs.
Experimental Data
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Table 15: Wood Product Gas Composition Comparison
Compound Mole Percentages Mole Percentages
Data taken 4/29/04 Aspen Plus @
H2 35.71 33.22
N2 8.75 8.21
C02 28.64 26.74
CO 15.02 14.06
CH4 13.43 12.59
C6H6 N/A 0.15
C2H4 2.26 2.12
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C2H2 0.32 0.30
C7H8 N/A 0.12
C3H8 0.19 0.18
C2H6 0.36 0.34
C7H80 N/A 0.02
C10H8 N/A 0.05
C4H8 0.08 0.075
Figure 14: Mass Flow Rates Data vs. Model - Wood
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7.3 Property Base Method for the Model
The base method selected for the model is extremely important. If the property
model does not apply to the situations in the TCPDU, then the results from the
model will not match the results obtained (or to be obtained) by the TCPDU. For
the model, the Redlich-Kwong-Soave (RK-SOAVE) method is used. The RK-
SOAVE property method uses the RK-SOAVE cubic equation of state for all
thermodynamic properties except liquid molar volume, the API method for liquid
molar volume of pseudo components and the Rackett model for real
components.
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This property method is comparable to the PENG-ROB property method. It is
recommended for gas-processing, refinery, and petrochemical applications.
Example applications include gas plants, crude towers, and ethylene plants. The
RK-SOAVE property method has built-in binary parameters, RKSKIJ, that are
used automatically in the Aspen Plus @ Physical Property System.
The RK-SOAVE property method is used for nonpolar or mildly polar mixtures.
Examples are hydrocarbons and light gases, such as carbon dioxide, hydrogen
sulfide, and hydrogen. This property method is particularly suitable in the high
temperature and high pressure regions, such as in hydrocarbon processing
applications or supercritical extractions.
The RK-SOAVE property method is applicable for situations similar to the
TCPDU. However, the proximity of the built-in binary parameters in relation to
those for the TCPDU is unknown. This is especially important in the
condensation system where phase separation occurs. It is of interest for future
work to determine the actual binary-parameters.
Reasonable results at all temperatures and pressures are expected with this
method. The RK-SOAVE property method is consistent in the critical region.
Therefore, unlike the activity coefficient property methods, it does not exhibit
anomalous behavior. Results are least accurate in the region near the mixture
critical point.
7.4 Model Strengths and Limitations
As shown, the Aspen Plus@ model of the TCPDU predicts the exit gas
composition with close accuracy for the two steady state operating points
selected. The model is robust enough to be able to do this with different feed
inputs and operating conditions. The model can provide insights on ways to
improve the processes and process conditions of the TCPDU. The model can
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predict exit gas compositions for various conditions set in the condensation
system; such as scrubbing liquid temperature and concentrations of organics in
the scrubber liquid. Therefore, this model can determine optimal running
conditions for the condensation system and guide the TCPDU team at NREL on
which conditions to run the TCPDU at for the best results. Testing the TCPDU
with the Aspen Plus ® model to determine optimal conditions saves both time
and money by not having to do all the testing experimentally. However, the
condensation system model accuracy could be improved if the binary coefficients
were determined for the actual gases and liquids in the condensation system.
In order for the model to predict the product gas compositions of the
gasifier/thermal cracker, the exit compositions for a variety of different conditions
would have to be determined and input into a FORTRAN code for the
gasifier/thermal cracker unit. This range of exit compositions is unknown
because the TCPDU has only been run at a limited number of conditions and
data has not been obtained between the gasifier and the thermal cracker. If there
data were available, the model could be improved by fitting it to the large range
of conditions and thus it could predict the product gas compositions from the
gasifier and thermal cracker. Therefore, this model cannot be used to predict the
exit mixture compositions for various temperatures and residence times in the
gasifier/ thermal cracker. This is a limitation to the model and an area for future
improvement.
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Chapter 8 - Using the Aspen Plus @ Model to Reduce the Amount of Tars in
the Exit Syngas
A reduction of tars in the exit product gas of the TCPDU is desired. For our
purposes, tar is defined as organic molecules with molecular weights greater
than that of benzene (M=78), which we realize is somewhat non-conventional
compared to normal refining practice. Such tars reside in the hot gas stream as
vaporized material, which typically condense at cooler temperatures (Stevens,
2001). In the TCPDU, the tars of highest concern are naphthalene, cresols,
benzene, and toluene. Therefore, analyses are only done for these tars.
Tar forms in gasification processes because as biomass is heated, it
dehydrogenates, volatilizes and thermally decomposes (Stevens, 2001).
Tars cause several handling and disposal problems if they are present in the
syngas. In fluidized-bed biomass gasification, the occurrence of tars in the
syngas may cause fouling and soot formation in downstream processes, such as
a turbine (Van Paasen and Kiel, 2003). The tars condense on cool components
downstream from the gasifier, resulting in plugging of pipes, tubes, and other
equipment. In temperature regions above 4000C, the tars can undergo
subsequent cracking and polymerization reactions and become solid char. The
formation of significant amounts of char can result in deposition and plugging in
the reactor, process lines, and downstream units. Therefore, the tars present a
potential cleanup problem (Stevens, 2001).
8.1 Minimizing Tars by Varying the Temperature of the Scrubbing Fluid
By lowering the temperature in the scrubbing fluid it is possible to cause more of
the tars to condense out of the syngas. These condensed tars are removed from
the large separation tank (V1 000), thus reducing the amount of tars in the
product syngas. With the Aspen Plus ® model it is possible to test the TCPDU
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at different scrubbing fluid temperatures in order to minimize the amount of tars
in the exit syngas without wasting electricity by over cooling. Figures 15 and 16
show the effects of temperature (set by the heat exchanger HX830) on the level
of organics in the exit gas with feeds of biomass from poultry litter and wood
predicted by the model. The Aspen Plus @ model was run for temperatures in
HX830 varying from 150C to 600C (for wood) and to 500C (for poultry litter) in
increments of 5-10 C. The spreadsheets for Figures 15 and 16 are shown in
Appendix 5.
Figure 15: Tars in Exit Gas vs. Temperature in HX830 - Biomass from
Poultry Litter
Tar Mole Fractions vs. Temperature in HX830
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Figure 16: Tars in Exit Gas vs. Temperature in HX830 - Wood
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As shown in Figures 15 and 16, the mole fractions of total tars vary less than 8%
over a test range of 450C. This data shows interesting results. It is accepted
that at colder temperatures more tars will be scrubbed out of the system.
However, at higher temperatures the model predicts lower tar mole fractions in
the product gas. This is because the molar flow rates for the tars increase by
approximately 8% (for wood, temperature increase from 260C to 600C) and 0.5%
(for poultry litter, temperature increase from 400C to 500C) while an increased
amount of material is leaving the scrubbers as a gas, thus increasing the total
product gas molar flow rate. This results in lower tar mole fraction in the exit gas.
It is seen in Figure 16 that for wood the amount of naphthalene can be
decreased by 44% by decreasing the temperature from 260C to 15'C or 11 % by
increasing the temperature from 260C to 600C. Therefore, the model shows that
the TCPDU is running at a temperature that causes a peak amount of tars in the
product gas and thus it is possible to decrease the concentration of tars by
increasing or decreasing the temperature of the scrubbing fluid.
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8.2 Minimizing Tars by Varying the Amount of Naphthalene in the Recycle
Stream
The concentration of tars in the scrubbing fluid could also affect the amount of
tars in the syngas. In order to test this, the Aspen Plus @ model was run varying
the mole fraction of tars in the recycle loop from 0 to 1 in increments of
approximately 0.2, with remaining material consisting of only water. An inlet
stream was input into the recycle loop to provide the amount of tars needed for
the desired mole fractions. As seen in Figures 17 and 18 (spreadsheet in
Appendix 6) the amount of tars in the exit stream increases drastically (58-fold for
wood and 50-fold for poultry litter) with an increase in the tar mole fraction in the
recycle loop. Therefore, for tar reduction it is not advised to increase the amount
of tars in the recycle loop.
Figure 17: Tar Mole Fraction in Product Gas vs. Tar Mole Fraction in
Recycle Loop - Biomass from Poultry Litter
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Figure 18: Tar Mole Fractions in Product Gas vs. Tar Mole Fraction in
Recyle Loop - Wood
Tar Mole Fractions in Exit Gas vs. Mole Fraction of Tars in
Scrubbing Fluid
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By running the model at various levels of tars in the recycle loop, another
interesting phenomenon is predicted by the Aspen Plus ® model. The mole
fraction of carbon dioxide in the product gas decreased in the model by 66% for
poultry litter and 36% for wood (as seen in Figures 19 and 20). Because carbon
dioxide is an inert gas, a decrease in carbon dioxide in the product gas would
allow smaller equipment in the process and will cause the product gas to have a
higher heating value and thus make it more valuable. Therefore, an increase in
tars in the recycle loop in the model predicts some positive results, up to 66%
decrease in carbon dioxide, and some negative results, up to a 58-fold increase
in tars. A key word here is 'predicts', these results have not been verified by
experimental results with the TCPDU.
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It is important to remember that the RK-Soave property method has been used.
The predictions reported in this chapter can vary highly depending on the
property method utilized. Therefore, before assuming these results will occur in
the TCPDU, an analysis would need to be done to demonstrate that the default
binary coefficients in the RK-Soave method are applicable for the components
and conditions present in the scrubbing system. However, this is a very complex
analysis which is outside the scope of this thesis, and will not be explored further.
Figure 19: Mole Fraction Carbon Dioxide vs. Mole Fraction Tars in
Scrubbing Fluid - Biomass from Poultry Litter
Mole Fraction Carbon Dioxide vs. Mole Fraction Tars in Recycle Loop
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Figure 20: Mole Fraction Carbon Dioxide vs. Mole Fraction Tars in
Scrubbing Fluid - Wood
Mole Fraction Carbon Dioxide in Exit Gas vs. Mole Fraction of
Tars in Recycle Loop
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Chapter 9 - Conclusions
9.1 Achievements
Gasification of biomass is a promising energy technology being researched by
the National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL). Specifically, NREL is
running tests on a pilot scale biomass gasification plant to improve its efficiency.
One section of this pilot plant is the Thermochemical Process Development Unit
(TCPDU). The TCPDU takes in biomass solids and produces syngas, composed
of methane, carbon monoxide, hydrogen, and other components.
A key objective of my thesis was achieved in the development of an Aspen Plus@
model for the TCPDU. For design purposes the TCPDU was divided into three
sections; gasification, solids removal, and the condensation system. The Aspen
Plus@ model is capable of trying various test conditions for the solids removal
and scrubbing (condensation) systems. The model as it is currently formulated
is not capable of predicting gasification output mixture compositions.
The model was run at temperatures for the scrubbing fluid varying from 150C to
600C (for wood) and from 10 C to 500C (for poultry litter) and found that for the
wood feed the TCPDU is running at a temperature that causes a peak amount of
tars in the product gas and thus it is possible to decrease the amount of tars
(compounds with molecular weights of benzene and above) by increasing or
decreasing the temperature of the scrubbing fluid. For example, the amount of
naphthalene can be decreased by 44% by decreasing the temperature from 260C
to 150C or 11% by increasing the temperature from 260C to 60'C for wood feed.
The reason for the described result is that the molar flow rates for the tars are
predicted to increase by approximately 8% for a temperature increase from 260C
to 600C while there is a predicted12% increase in total molar flow rate of the
product gas for wood. This results in lower tar mole fraction in the exit gas.
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The analysis run using the Aspen Plus & model shows the total mole fraction of
tars in the product gas for poultry litter feed to decrease by 4% by increasing the
scrubbing fluid temperature from 400C to 500C and to increase by 4% by
decreasing the temperature to 10 C and for wood feed to decrease by 7% by
decreasing the temperature from 260C to 150C and to decrease by 10% by
increasing the temperature from 260C to 600C.
The model was run for mole fractions of tars between 0 and 1, in increments of
approximately 0.2, in the recycle loop (with water as the remaining fluid). When
the amount of tars in the scrubbing fluid increases to approximately 0.2, the
amount of tars in the exit stream increases 58-fold for wood and 50-fold for
poultry litter. At a tar mole fraction of 1 in the recycle loop, there are predictions
of 88% and 93% more tars in the product gas for poultry litter and wood feeds
respectively. By increasing the tar mole fraction from 0 to 1 in the scrubbing
fluid, decreases in mole fractions of carbon dioxide in the product gas of 66%
and 36% for poultry litter and wood feeds respectively.
Therefore, the Aspen Plus ® model developed for this thesis allows the National
Renewable Energy Laboratory to predict exit syngas compositions for a variety of
run conditions without expending the necessary feed, energy, and manpower
necessary to physically run the TCPDU.
9.2 Future Work
The Aspen Plus ® model developed for the TCPDU could be improved in the
areas of gasification/thermal cracking and condensation system defaults.
In order for the model to predict the product gas compositions of the
gasifier/thermal cracker, the exit compositions for a variety of different conditions
could be determined, as well as compositions between the gasifier and thermal
cracker, and input into a FORTRAN code for the both the gasifier and thermal
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cracker units. With this data, the model could fit the large range of conditions
and thus it would be able to predict the product gas compositions from the
gasifier and thermal cracker.
The predictions made by the Aspen Plus ® model could be made more accurate
with better vapor-liquid equilibrium data or thermodynamic data (for the
combination of gases and fluids in the condensation system) incorporated into
the Aspen Plus @ model. The current model uses the defaults in the RK-SOAVE
model in Aspen Plus @, which is not specific to the mixtures in the condensation
system. With a model based on a comprehensive set of equilibrium data, the
model will be able to more accurately predict the carbon dioxide and tar
solubilities in the scrubbing system for a variety of operating conditions.
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Glossary
NREL National Renewable Energy Laboratory
TCPDU Thermochemical Process Development Unit
TCUF Thermochemical Users Facility
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Appendix I - Tag Numbers for TCPDU
Appendix 1 is a reference that defines the tag numbers used to keep record of
the data obtained by the TCPDU. Selected tag numbers have been used in the
thesis for data necessary for the Aspen Plus@ model.
12115/2003 Process data
New Data Description
Date
Time
AIT1 OC
AIT300C
AIT600L
AIT800C
AIT81 OL
AIT88002
AIT971 CH4
AIT972CO
AIT973CO2
AIT980H2
DI 110
FI 110
Fl 151
Fl 250
FT_880
FT_881
FT880_sum
LIT_810
PD1300
Carbon Monoxide detector near R500
Carbon Monoxide detector near cyclones
Lower Explosive Level gas detector near R600
Carbon Monoxide detector in scrubber canopy
Lower Explosive Level gas detector in scrubber
canopy
Paramagnetic Oxygen meter
Methane NDIR
Carbon Monoxide NDIR
Carbon Dioxide NDIR
Hydrogen TCD
Inlet gas density
Inlet gas flow rate
Feed Rate from Hopper
Air flow meter
Exit Gas Flow Rate
Second Exit Gas Flow Rate
Sum of exit flow meters
Scrubber liquid level
First cyclone, CY-300
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PDI310
PD1330
PDIT_1000
PDIT_800
PDIT_810
PDIT_820
PDIT_860
PDIT_861
PDIT_870
PDIT505
PDIT515
PDIT535
P 000
P1 100
PI 101
PI 105
PIT_860
PIT535
PIT800
SI 151
TE_380
TE_381
TE_382
TE_383
TE_384
TE_385
TE_400
TE_401
TE_402
TE_450
Second cyclone,CY-330
Char Removal Section
Settling tank filter
First scrubber, V-800
Second scrubber, V-810
Droplet knock out vessel and truck filter housing
Coalescing filter, F-860
Blower boost
Blower heat exchanger
Feed rotary valve dp + 0.5 kPa
R500 bed or bed&distributor dp
R500 exit cyclone dp
Absolute Atmospheric Pressure
Steam Supply Pressure before FCV100
Superheater inlet pressure
N2 Supply Pressure before FCV105
Blower inlet pressure
R500 freeboard pressure
V800 pressure
FEED HOPPER SPEED INDICATOR
Heat Tracing after BV372
Internal Temperature after HC380 heat tape
Heat Tracing from HC380 to TE400
Heat tracing after baghouse
Heat tracing after baghouse
Heater Temperature on SV370
Internal Temperature after stripper connection
Transfer line heat tracing
Transfer line heat tracing
Transfer line heat tracing
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TE_700
TE_702
TE_703
TE_704
TE_705
TE_706
TE_707
TE_708
TE_709
TE_799
TE_800
TE_805
TE_810
TE_820
TE_831
TE_832
TE_870
TE_871
TE_872
TE_873
TE_874
TE_875
TE_876
ThCrAvgTemp
TI 005
TI 009
TI 100
TI 105
TI 109
TI 110
Transfer line heat tracing
Transfer line heat tracing
Transfer line heat tracing
Transfer line heat tracing
Transfer line heat tracing
Transfer line heat tracing
Transfer line heat tracing
Transfer line heat tracing
Transfer line heat tracing
Transfer line outlet internal temp
1st Scrubber Outlet Temperature V-800
Liquid into Pump
2nd Scrubber Outlet Temperature V-810
Outlet Temperature V-820
HX830 Scrubber liquid heat exchanger process outlet
HX830 intermal scrubber liquid
Blower Oil
Blower coolant supply
HX875 Heat Exchanger inlet
Blower coolant return
HX875 Heat exchanger outlet
Blower outlet
Silencer Exit
Average Thermal Cracker temp
Thermal Oxidizer temperature
Boiler room ceiling temp
Steam preheater element temp
Nitrogen preheater element temp
Superheater Gas Inlet Temperature
Superheater Element #1 Temperature
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Superheater Gas Outlet Temperature
Superheater Element #2 Temperature
Superheater Element #4 Temperature
Transfer feed screw gas temp
Thermal cracker inlet gas temperature
TI 250A
TI 250C
TI 251
TI 252A
TI 252C
TI 253
TI 254A
TI 254C
TI 256A
TI 256C
TI 257
TI 258A
Thermal
Thermal
Thermal
Thermal
Thermal
Thermal
Thermal
Thermal
Thermal
Thermal
Thermal
Thermal
Thermal
Thermal
Thermal
Thermal
Thermal
Thermal
Thermal
Thermal
Thermal
Thermal
Thermal
Thermal
Thermal
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TI
TI
TI
TI
TI
111
112
114
155
249
Cracker Zone 1 Top Heater Temperature
Cracker Zone 1 Bottom Heater Temperature
Cracker Zone 1 Internal Gas Temperature
Cracker Zone 2 Top Heater Temperature
Cracker Zone 2 Bottom Heater Temperature
Cracker Zone 2 Internal Gas Temperature
Cracker Zone 3 Top Heater Temperature
Cracker Zone 3 Bottom Heater Temperature
Cracker Zone 4 Top Heater Temperature
Cracker Zone 4 Bottom Heater Temperature
Cracker Zone 4 Internal Gas Temperature
Cracker Zone 5 Top Heater Temperature
Cracker Zone 5 Bottom Heater Temperature
Cracker Zone 6 Top Heater Temperature
Cracker Zone 6 Bottom Heater Temperature
Cracker Zone 6 Internal Gas Temperature
Cracker Zone 7 Top Heater Temperature
Cracker Zone 7 Bottom Heater Temperature
Cracker Zone 8 Top Heater Temperature
Cracker Zone 8 Bottom Heater Temperature
Cracker Zone 8 Internal gas Temperature
Cracker Zone 9 Top Heater Temperature
Cracker Zone 9 Bottom Heater Temperature
Cracker Zone 10 Top Heater Temperature
Cracker Zone 10 Bottom Heater
258C
260A
260C
261
262A
262C
264A
264C
265
266A
266C
268A
268C
TI
TI
86
269
270A
TI 270C
TI 272A
TI 273
TI 275
T1292
T1294
T1296
T1298
T1300
T1301
T1302
T1304
T1305
T1306
T1308
T1309
T1311
T1312
T1314
T1315
T1316
T1318
T1319
T1332
T1334
T1391
Temperature
Thermal Cracker Zone 10 Internal gas Temperature
Thermal Cracker Zone 11 Top Heater Temperature
Thermal Cracker Zone 11 Bottom Heater
Temperature
Thermal Cracker By-pass heater temperature
Thermal Cracker outlet gas temperature
Temp above thermal cracker (near heat detector)
Heat Tracing FV292
Heat Tracing cyclone bypass 1st zone
Heat Tracing cyclone bypass 2nd zone
Heat Tracing after FV318
Heat Tracing FV300
Outlet Temperature CY-300
Heater Temperature CY-300
CY-300 Block Valve Heater Temperature
V-300 Internal Temperature
V-300 Heater Temperature
Heat Tracing from CY-300 exit to CY-31 0
V300 blowdown process temperature
Outlet Temperature CY-31 0
Heater Temperature CY-31 0
CY-31 0 Block Valve Heater Temperature
V-310 Internal Temperature
V-31 0 Heater Temperature
Heat Tracing FV318
V310 blowdown process temperature
Heat Tracing BV370
Heat Tracing from BV370 to F-370 connection
Char cooling vessel bottom
T1393
T1395
T1397
T1399
T1502
T1503
T1511
T1513
T1514
T1515
T1516
T1518
T1520
T1531
T1532
T1533
T1534
T1536A
T1536B
Tl536C
T1539
T1540A
T1540B
T1542
VARPDIT505_Al
WI 151
W1300
WIT_1000
WIT_1000_AVG
WIT_1001
Char cooling vessel middle
Char cooling vessel nitrogen temp before distributor
Char cooling vessel gas outlet
Char cooling vessel solids outlet
R500 inlet heater temp
R500 plenum gas temp
R500 bed temp at 6.5 inches
R500 bed temp at 17 inches
R500 heater temp 1
R500 bed temp at 27.5 inches
R500 heater temp 2
R500 heater temp 3
R500 heater temp 4
R500 freeboard gas temperature 1
R500 freeboard heater 1
R500 freeboard gas temperature 2
R500 freeboard heater 2
R500 extended freeboard heater 1
R500 extended freeboard heater 2
R500 extended freeboard heater 3
R500 rupture disc indication temp
R500 gas outlet heater 1
R500 gas outlet heater 2
R500 outlet heater 3
Feed rotary valve dp
Feed Hopper, Net Wt on Scale
Char collection vessel weight
Weight of Condensation Train
Running average of settling tank weight (1 min)
First Weight of product drum
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WIT_1001_1002_Sum
WIT_1002
Sum of product drum weights
Second Weight of product drum
12/15/2003 Control data
New data
Date
Time
FC505
FCV 100
FCV 105
FCV 250
FIC100.Setpoint
FIC1 05.Setpoint
FIC1 15.Setpoint
FV 100
FV 105
FV292
FV300
FV304
FV305
FV307
FV314
FV315
FV317
FV318
FV392
FV399
H2CORatioout
HC_110
Feed system - rotary valve nitrogen control valve
Steam Flow Control Valve
N2 Flow Control Valve
Air flow control valve
Steam flow rate setpoint
Nitrogen flow rate setpoint
Burnout total gas flow setpoint
Steam solenoid
Nitrogen solenoid
Cyclone bypass block valve
Cyclone inlet block valve
CY300 solids drain block valve
Char blowdown N2 for V-300
V300 outlet block valve
CY310 solids drain block valve
Char blowdown N2 for V-330
V310 outlet block valve
Cyclone outlet block valve
Char cooling vessel blowout N2 supply valve
Char cooling vessel solids outlet
Hydrogen/CO ratio control output for thermal cracker
Superheater power control
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HC_250
HC_252
HC_254
HC_256
HC_258
HC_260
HC_262
HC_264
HC_266
HC_268
HC_270
HC_272
HC_274
HC_371
HC_376
LCV_810
MC 151
MC861
MY399
PCV_151
PCV_152
PDIC505.SP
PDIC505.SPactual
PIC_150.Output
PIC_150.Setpoint
PIC_860.Setpoint
PIC_860_out
SV_400
SVCWSHUTOFF
Thermal
Thermal
Cracker Zone
Cracker Zone
Thermal Cracker
Thermal Cracker
Thermal Cracker
Thermal Cracker
Thermal Cracker
Thermal Cracker
Thermal Cracker
Thermal Cracker
Thermal Cracker
Thermal Cracker
SCR
Thermal Cracker
Heater for F-370
Heater for V-370
Zone
Zone
Zone
Zone
Zone
Zone
Zone
Zone
Zone
Zone
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
Heater Control
Heater Control
Heater Control
Heater Control
Heater Control
Heater Control
Heater Control
Heater Control
Heater Control
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
SCR
SCR
SCR
SCR
SCR
SCR
SCR
SCR
SCR
10 Heater Control to SCR
11 Heater Control to SCR
bypass Heater Control to
gas outlet cooling control
Scrubber liquid level control valve
Ktron feed rate setpoint
Blower motor - ON
Char blowdown vacuum - ON
Exit Gas Flow Control valve
Second exit gas control valve
Rotary valve N2 control setpoint (±0.5 kPa)
Adjusted control SP scaled 0-1 kPa
R500 freeboard pressure control output
R500 freeboard pressure control setpoint
Blower inlet pressure control (cascade) setpoint
Blower inlet pressure control (cascade) output
Bypass to Thermal Oxydizer block valve
Chilled water supply to scrubber block valve
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SV390
SV401
TEC_302.Setpoint
TEC_306.Setpoint
TEC_312.Setpoint
TEC_316.Setpoint
TEC_502.SP
TEC_513.SP
TEC_513_out
TEC_514.SP
TEC_516.SP
TEC_518.SP
TEC_520.SP
TEC_532.SP
TEC_536.SP
TEC_542.SP
TECSP_292
TECSP_294
TECSP_296
TECSP_298
TECSP_300
TECSP_308
TECSP_318
TECSP_320
TECSP_328
TECSP_332
TECSP_334
TECSP_380
TECSP_382
TECSP_383
Reformer bypass block valve
Scrubber inlet block valve
CY-300 Heater setpoint
V-300 Heater setpoint
CY-31 0 Heater setpoint
V-310 Heater setpoint
R500 inlet heater setpoint
R500 bed temp setpoint
R500 bed heater cascade
R500 bed heater 1 setpoint
R500 bed heater 2 setpoint
R500 bed heater 3 setpoint
R500 bed heater 4 setpoint
R500 freeboard heater setpoint
R500 extended freeboard heater setpoint
R500 outlet heater setpoint
Cyclones by-pass valve heat trace setpoint
Cyclones by-pass pipe first heat trace setpoint
Cyclones by-pass pipe second heat trace setpoint
Cyclones outlet heat trace setpoint
Cyclones inlet block valve heat trace setpoint
CY300 outlet pipe heat trace setpoint
Cyclones outlet block valve heat trace setpoint
Filter inlet valve heat trace setpoint
Filter outlet valve heat trace setpoint
Filter by-pass valve heat trace setpoint
Filter by-pass pipe heat trace setpoint
Heat Tracing after BV372
Heat Tracing from HC380 to TE400
Heat tracing after baghouse
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TEC_SP_384
TEC_SP_401
TEC_SP_700
TEC_SP_702
TEC_SP_703
TEC_SP_704
TEC_SP_705
TEC_SP_706
TEC_SP_707
TEC_TCAVGTEMP.Setpo
int
TECI 11.Setpoint
TEC111OUT
TEC1 14.Setpoint
TEC250.Setpoint
TEC252.Setpoint
TEC254.Setpoint
TEC256.Setpoint
TEC258.Setpoint
TEC260.Setpoint
TEC262.Setpoint
TEC264.Setpoint
TEC266.Setpoint
TEC268.Setpoint
TEC270.Setpoint
TEC272.Setpoint
TY302
TY306
TY312
TY316
Heat tracing after baghouse
Transfer line heat tracing
Transfer line heat tracing
Transfer line heat tracing
Transfer line heat tracing
Transfer line heat tracing
Transfer line heat tracing
Transfer line heat tracing
Transfer line heat tracing
Thermal Cracker averaged internal temp control
setpoint
Steam superheater process setpoint
Steam superheater cascade
Steam superheater cascade setpoint
Thermal Cracker Zone 1 Heater Control setpoint
Thermal
Thermal
Thermal
Thermal
Thermal
Thermal
Thermal
Thermal
Thermal
Thermal
Cracker Zone
Cracker Zone
Cracker Zone
Cracker Zone
Cracker Zone
Cracker Zone
Cracker Zone
Cracker Zone
Cracker Zone
Cracker Zone
Thermal Cracker
CY-300 Heater
V-300 Heater
CY-330 Heater
V-330 Heater
2 Heater Control setpoint
3 Heater Control setpoint
4 Heater Control setpoint
5 Heater Control setpoint
6 Heater Control setpoint
7 Heater Control setpoint
8 Heater Control setpoint
9 Heater Control setpoint
10 Heater Control setpoint
11 Heater Control setpoint
bypass Heater Control setpoint
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TY502 R500 inlet heater percent on
TY514 R500 bed heater 1 percent on
TY516 R500 bed heater 2 percent on
TY518 R500 bed heater 3 percent on
TY520 R500 bed heater 4 percent on
TY532 R500 freeboard heater percent on
TY536 R500 extended freeboard heater percent on
TY542 R500 outlet heater percent on
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Appendix 2 - Tag Numbers for Units in the TCPDU
Appendix 2 is a reference that defines the tag numbers used for specific units in
the TCPDU. The tag numbers have been used in the thesis and the Aspen
Plus@ model.
Unit Tag Number
Gasifier R500
Cyclone 1 CY300
Cyclone 2 CY310
Scrubber 1 V800
Scrubber 2 V810
Heat Exchanger for Water Cooling HX830
Pumps for Water Loop P800, P801, P1000, P1001
Heat Exchanger for Gas Cooling HX875
Settling Tank V1000
Flow Control Valve in Water Loop FC810
Valves prior to Scrubbers NOZ800, NOZ810
Blower for Output Gas P870
Splitter for Gas Loop PC870
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Appendix 3 - History Summary for Aspen Plus @ Model with Biomass from
Poultry Litter
The history summary gives the input file for the code along with the complete
history of running the code.
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+ + + +
ASPEN TECHNOLOGY, INC. U.S.A. 888/996-7001
TEN CANAL PARK EUROPE (32) 2/724-0100
CAMBRIDGE, MASSACHUSETTS 02141
617/949-1000
PLATFORM: WIN32 JULY 1, 2004
VERSION: 12.1 Build 260 THURSDAY
INSTALLATION: 0000000000809714 3:08:47 P.M.
THIS COPY OF ASPEN PLUS LICENSED TO NATL RENEWABLE ENERGY
ASPEN PLUS (R) IS A PROPRIETARY PRODUCT OF ASPEN TECHNOLOGY,
INC.
(ASPENTECH), AND MAY BE USED ONLY UNDER AGREEMENT WITH
ASPENTECH.
RESTRICTED RIGHTS LEGEND: USE, REPRODUCTION, OR DISCLOSURE BY
THE
U.S. GOVERNMENT IS SUBJECT TO RESTRICTIONS SET FORTH IN
(i) FAR 52.227-14, Alt. III, (ii) FAR 52.227-19, (iii) DFARS
252.227-7013(c)(1)(ii), or (iv) THE ACCOMPANYING LICENSE AGREEMENT,
AS APPLICABLE. FOR PURPOSES OF THE FAR, THIS SOFTWARE SHALL BE
DEEMED
TO BE "UNPUBLISHED" AND LICENSED WITH DISCLOSURE PROHIBITIONS.
CONTRACTOR/SUBCONTRACTOR: ASPEN TECHNOLOGY, INC. TEN CANAL
PARK,
CAMBRIDGE, MA 02141.
INPUT SUMMARY
>>CURRENT RUN
ORIGINAL RUN JULY 1, 2004
3:08:47 P.M. THURSDAY
INPUT FILE: _0857gdn.inm
RUN ID: _0857gdn
1;
2 ;Input file created by Aspen Plus Rel. 12.1 at 15:08:47 Thu Jul 1, 2004
3 ;Directory C:\AspenTech\Aspen Plus 12.1 Runid TCPDU - CHICKEN LITTER -
NAP3
4;
5
6
7
8 IN-UNITS MET VOLUME-FLOW='cum/hr' ENTHALPY-FLO='MMkcal/hr' &
9 HEAT-TRANS-C='kcal/hr-sqm-K' PRESSURE=bar TEMPERATURE=C &
10 VOLUME=cum DELTA-T=C HEAD=meter MOLE-DENSITY='kmol/cum' &
11 MASS-DENSITY='kg/cum' MOLE-ENTHALP='kcal/mol' &
12 MASS-ENTHALP='kcal/kg' HEAT=MMkcal MOLE-CONC='mol/' &
13 PDROP=bar
14
15 DEF-STREAMS MIXNCPSD ALL
16
95
17 DESCRIPTION "
18 General Simulation with Metric Units:
19 C, bar, kg/hr, kmol/hr, MMKcal/hr, cum/hr.
20
21 Property Method: None
22
23 Flow basis for input: Mole
24
25 Stream report composition: Mole flow
26
27
28 DATABANKS PURE11 / AQUEOUS / SOLIDS /INORGANIC I &
29 NOASPENPCD
30
31 PROP-SOURCES PURE1 / AQUEOUS I SOLIDS I INORGANIC
32
33 COMPONENTS
34 C10H8 C1OH8/
35 H2 H2 /
36 0202/
37 N2 N2 /
38 C02 C02 /
39 CO CO /
40 H20 H20 /
41 CH4 CH4/
42 H2S H2S/
43 H3N H3N/
44 COSCOS/
45 02S O2S /
46 03S 03S/
47 S102SI02/
48 N02NO2/
49 NO NO/
50 C6H60 C6H60 /
51 C6H6C6H6/
52 C2H4C2H4/
53 C2H2C2H2/
54 SS/
55 CHICKLIT/
56 WOOD/
57 CHAR/
58 C7H8C7H8/
59 C3H8C3H8/
60 C2H6 C2H6 /
61 C7H80 C7H80-3/
62 1-BUT-01 C4H8-1
63
64 FLOWSHEET
65 BLOCK GASIFIER IN=CHICKLIT STEAMIN OUT=SV5000UT
66 BLOCK CY300 IN=SV300IN OUT=SV3000UT S3000UT
67 BLOCK CY310 IN=SV3000UT OUT=V800N S3100UT
96
68 BLOCK HEATSYNC IN=SV5000UT OUT=SV300IN
69 BLOCK M800 IN=HL8000UT L810OUT LL8000UT OUT=M8000UT
70 BLOCK FS800 IN=SF1000-2 OUT=L810N L800IN
71 BLOCK P800 IN=M8000UT OUT=P8000UT
72 BLOCK P801 IN=P8000UT OUT=P801OUT
73 BLOCK V1000 IN=LV1OOOIN OUT=V1OO0OUT L10000UT HL10000U
74 BLOCK P1000 IN=HL1OOOBR OUT=P1OOOOUT
75 BLOCK P1001 IN=P10000UT OUT=SF1000-1
76 BLOCK HX875 IN=P8700UT OUT=HX8700UT
77 BLOCK PC870 IN=HX8700UT OUT=PC87OREC SMFM880
78 BLOCK V810 IN=VL81OIN L81OIN OUT=V81OOUT L8100UT
79 BLOCK V800 IN=V800IN L800IN OUT=VL810IN LL8000UT HL8000UT
80 BLOCK SPLIT IN=1 OUT=F1000 SF1000-2
81 BLOCK V1 OOB IN=L1 OOOOUT OUT=Vi O1OB Li O1OB HL1 OQOB
82 BLOCK HL1000BS IN=HL1000B HL1000OU L1000B OUT=HL1000BP &
83 HL1000BR
84 BLOCK P870 IN=PC870REC V81 OUT OUT=P8700UT
85 BLOCK B3 IN=SF1000-1 NAP OUT=1
86 BLOCK HX830 IN=P801OUT OUT=LV1OOOIN
87
88 PROPERTIES RK-SOAVE
89 PROPERTIES PENG-ROB / RK-ASPEN / VANL-HOC / WILS-VOL
90
91 NC-COMPS CHICKLIT ULTANAL SULFANAL PROXANAL
92
93 NC-PROPS CHICKLIT ENTHALPY HCJ1 BOlE / DENSITY DCHARIGT
94
95 NC-COMPS WOOD ULTANAL SULFANAL PROXANAL
96
97 NC-PROPS WOOD ENTHALPY HCJ1BOIE / DENSITY DCHARIGT
98
99 NC-COMPS CHAR ULTANAL SULFANAL PROXANAL
100
101 NC-PROPS CHAR ENTHALPY HCJ1BOIE / DENSITY DCHARIGT
102
103 PROP-DATA HOCETA-1
104 IN-UNITS MET VOLUME-FLOW='cum/hr' ENTHALPY-FLO='MMkcal/hr' &
105 HEAT-TRANS-C='kcal/hr-sqm-K' PRESSURE=bar TEMPERATURE=C &
106 VOLUME=cum DELTA-T=C HEAD=meter MOLE-DENSITY='kmol/cum' &
107 MASS-DENSITY=kg/cum' MOLE-ENTHALP='kcal/mol' &
108 MASS-ENTHALP='kcal/kg' HEAT=MMkcal MOLE-CONC='mol/' &
109 PDROP=bar
110 PROP-LIST HOCETA
111 BPVAL C02 C02 .1600000000
112 BPVAL C02 H20 .3000000000
113 BPVAL C02 H2 .1000000000
114 BPVAL C02 H3N .2000000000
115 BPVAL C02 C6H60 .3000000000
116 BPVAL C02 C2H2 .1600000000
117 BPVAL H20 C02 .3000000000
118 BPVAL H20 H20 1.700000000
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119 BPVAL H20 H2S .7000000000
120 BPVAL H20 H3N .2000000000
121 BPVAL H20 C6H60 1.550000000
122 BPVAL H20 C2H2 .3000000000
123 BPVAL H20 02S 1.500000000
124 BPVAL H2S C02 .1000000000
125 BPVAL H2S H20 .7000000000
126 BPVAL H2S H3N .1500000000
127 BPVAL H2S C6H60 .7000000000
128 BPVAL H2S 02S .5000000000
129 BPVAL H2S C6H6 .0500000000
130 BPVAL H2S C7H8 .0500000000
131 BPVAL H3N C02 .2000000000
132 BPVAL H3N H20 .2000000000
133 BPVAL H3N H2S .1500000000
134 BPVAL H3N C6H60 .2000000000
135 BPVAL H3N C2H2 .5000000000
136 BPVAL H3N 02S 1.500000000
137 BPVAL H3N C2H4 .2000000000
138 BPVAL H3N 1-BUT-01 .2000000000
139 BPVAL 02S H20 1.500000000
140 BPVAL 02S H2S .5000000000
141 BPVAL 02S H3N 1.500000000
142 BPVAL 02S C6H60 1.500000000
143 BPVAL 02S C2H2 .5000000000
144 BPVAL 02S C6H6 .3000000000
145 BPVAL 02S C7H8 .3000000000
146 BPVAL 02S C2H4 .2000000000
147 BPVAL 02S 1 -BUT-01 .2000000000
148 BPVAL C6H60 C02 .3000000000
149 BPVAL C6H60 H20 1.550000000
150 BPVAL C6H60 H2S .7000000000
151 BPVAL C6H60 H3N .2000000000
152 BPVAL C6H60 C6H60 .3200000000
153 BPVAL C6H60 C2H2 .3000000000
154 BPVAL C6H60 02S 1.500000000
155 BPVAL C6H60 C2H4 .1000000000
156 BPVAL C6H60 1-BUT-01 .1000000000
157 BPVAL C6H6 H2S .0500000000
158 BPVAL C6H6 C2H2.3000000000
159 BPVAL C6H6 02S .3000000000
160 BPVAL C6H6 C2H4 .1000000000
161 BPVAL C6H6 1-BUT-01 .1000000000
162 BPVAL C2H4 H3N .2000000000
163 BPVAL C2H4 C6H60 .1000000000
164 BPVAL C2H4 02S .2000000000
165 BPVAL C2H4 C6H6.1000000000
166 BPVAL C2H4 C7H8 .1000000000
167 BPVAL C2H2 C02 .1600000000
168 BPVAL C2H2 H20 .3000000000
169 BPVAL C2H2 H3N .5000000000
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170 BPVAL C2H2 C6H60 .3000000000
171 BPVAL C2H2 C2H2 .1600000000
172 BPVAL C2H2 02S .5000000000
173 BPVAL C2H2 C6H6 .3000000000
174 BPVAL C2H2 C7H8 .3000000000
175 BPVAL C7H8 H2S .0500000000
176 BPVAL C7H8 C2H2 .3000000000
177 BPVAL C7H8 02S .3000000000
178 BPVAL C7H8 C2H4 .1000000000
179 BPVAL C7H8 1-BUT-01 .1000000000
180 BPVAL 1-BUT-01 H3N .2000000000
181 BPVAL 1-BUT-01 C6H6O .1000000000
182 BPVAL 1-BUT-01 02S .2000000000
183 BPVAL 1-BUT-01 C6H6 .1000000000
184 BPVAL 1-BUT-01 C7H8 .1000000000
185
186 PROP-DATA PRKIJ-1
187 IN-UNITS MET VOLUME-FLOW='cum/hr' ENTHALPY-FLO='MMkcal/hr' &
188 HEAT-TRANS-C='kcal/hr-sqm-K' PRESSURE=bar TEMPERATURE=C &
189 VOLUME=cum DELTA-T=C HEAD=meter MOLE-DENSITY='kmol/cum' &
190 MASS-DENSITY='kg/cum' MOLE-ENTHALP='kcal/mol' &
191 MASS-ENTHALP='kcal/kg' HEAT=MMkcal MOLE-CONC='mol/' &
192 PDROP=bar
193 PROP-LIST PRKIJ
194 BPVAL H2 N2 .1030000000
195 BPVAL H2 C02 -.1622000000
196 BPVAL H2 CO .0919000000
197 BPVAL H2 CH4 .0156000000
198 BPVAL H2 C2H4 7.40000000E-3
199 BPVAL H2 C7H8 -.5100000000
200 BPVAL H2 C3H8 -.0833000000
201 BPVAL H2 C2H6 -.0667000000
202 BPVAL 02 N2 -.0119000000
203 BPVAL N2 C02 -.0170000000
204 BPVAL N2 CO .0307000000
205 BPVAL N2 CH4 .0311000000
206 BPVAL N2 C2H4 .0856000000
207 BPVAL N2 C3H8 .0852000000
208 BPVAL N2 C2H6 .0515000000
209 BPVAL N2 H2 .1030000000
210 BPVAL N2 02 -.0119000000
211 BPVAL N2 H2S .1767000000
212 BPVAL N2 H3N .2193000000
213 BPVAL N2 02S .0800000000
214 BPVAL N2 C6H6 .1641000000
215 BPVAL C02 N2 -.0170000000
216 BPVAL C02 CH4 .0919000000
217 BPVAL C02 C2H4 .0552000000
218 BPVAL C02 C7H8 .1056000000
219 BPVAL C02 C3H8 .1241000000
220 BPVAL C02 C2H6 .1322000000
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221 BPVAL C02 H2 -.1622000000
222 BPVAL C02 H2S .0974000000
223 BPVAL C02 C6H6 .0774000000
224 BPVAL C02 H20 .1200000000
225 BPVAL C02 1-BUT-01 .0593000000
226 BPVAL CO N2 .0307000000
227 BPVAL CO CH4 .0300000000
228 BPVAL CO C3H8 .0259000000
229 BPVAL CO C2H6 -.0226000000
230 BPVAL CO H2 .0919000000
231 BPVAL CO H2S .0544000000
232 BPVAL H20 C02 .1200000000
233 BPVAL H20 H2S .0400000000
234 BPVAL H20 H3N -.2589000000
235 BPVAL CH4 N2 .0311000000
236 BPVAL CH4 C02 .0919000000
237 BPVAL CH4 CO .0300000000
238 BPVAL CH4 C2H4 .0215000000
239 BPVAL CH4 C7H8 .0970000000
240 BPVAL CH4 C3H8 .0140000000
241 BPVAL CH4 C2H6 -2.6000000E-3
242 BPVAL CH4 H2 .0156000000
243 BPVAL CH4 02S .1356000000
244 BPVAL CH4 C6H6 .0363000000
245 BPVAL CH4 COS .0289000000
246 BPVAL H2S N2 .1767000000
247 BPVAL H2S C02 .0974000000
248 BPVAL H2S CO .0544000000
249 BPVAL H2S C3H8.0878000000
250 BPVAL H2S C2H6.0833000000
251 BPVAL H2S H20 .0400000000
252 BPVAL H3N N2 .2193000000
253 BPVAL H3N H20 -.2589000000
254 BPVAL COS CH4 .0289000000
255 BPVAL COS C3H8 -.0189000000
256 BPVAL 02S N2 .0800000000
257 BPVAL 02S CH4 .1356000000
258 BPVAL 02S C6H6 1.50000000E-3
259 BPVAL C6H6 N2 .1641000000
260 BPVAL C6H6 C02 .0774000000
261 BPVAL C6H6 CH4.0363000000
262 BPVAL C6H6 C2H4 .0311000000
263 BPVAL C6H6 C3H8 .0233000000
264 BPVAL C6H6 C2H6.0322000000
265 BPVAL C6H6 02S 1.50000000E-3
266 BPVAL C2H4 N2 .0856000000
267 BPVAL C2H4 C02 .0552000000
268 BPVAL C2H4 CH4 .0215000000
269 BPVAL C2H4 C2H6 8.90000000E-3
270 BPVAL C2H4 H2 7.40000000E-3
271 BPVAL C2H4 C6H6 .0311000000
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272 BPVAL C2H4 C2H2.0652000000
273 BPVAL C2H2 C2H4.0652000000
274 BPVAL C7H8 C02.1056000000
275 BPVAL C7H8 CH4.0970000000
276 BPVAL C7H8 H2 -.5100000000
277 BPVAL C3H8 N2 .0852000000
278 BPVAL C3H8 C02 .1241000000
279 BPVAL C3H8 CO.0259000000
280 BPVAL C3H8 CH4 .0140000000
281 BPVAL C3H8 C2H6 1.10000000E-3
282 BPVAL C3H8 H2 -.0833000000
283 BPVAL C3H8 H2S.0878000000
284 BPVAL C3H8 C6H6.0233000000
285 BPVAL C3H8 COS -.0189000000
286 BPVAL C2H6 N2 .0515000000
287 BPVAL C2H6 C02 .1322000000
288 BPVAL C2H6 CO -.0226000000
289 BPVAL C2H6 CH4 -2.6000000E-3
290 BPVAL C2H6 C2H4 8.90000000E-3
291 BPVAL C2H6 C3H8 1.10000000E-3
292 BPVAL C2H6 H2 -.0667000000
293 BPVAL C2H6 H2S.0833000000
294 BPVAL C2H6 C6H6.0322000000
295 BPVAL 1-BUT-01 C02 .0593000000
296
297 PROP-DATA RKSKBV-1
298 IN-UNITS MET VOLUME-FLOW='cum/hr' ENTHALPY-FLO='MMkcal/hr' &
299 HEAT-TRANS-C='kcal/hr-sqm-K' PRESSURE=bar TEMPERATURE=C &
300 VOLUME=cum DELTA-T=C HEAD=meter MOLE-DENSITY='kmol/cum' &
301 MASS-DENSITY='kg/cum' MOLE-ENTHALP='kcal/mol' &
302 MASS-ENTHALP='kcal/kg' HEAT=MMkcal MOLE-CONC='mol/' &
303 PDROP=bar
304 PROP-LIST RKSKBV
305 BPVAL H2 N2 .0978000000 0.0 0.0 -273.1500000 726.8500000
306 BPVAL H2 C02 -.3426000000 0.0 0.0 -273.1500000 726.8500000
307 BPVAL H2 CO .0804000000 0.0 0.0 -273.1500000 726.8500000
308 BPVAL H2 CH4 -.0222000000 0.0 0.0 -273.1500000 726.8500000
309 BPVAL H2 C2H4 -.0681000000 0.0 0.0 -273.1500000 &
310 726.8500000
311 BPVAL H2 C7H8 .3900000000 0.0 0.0 -273.1500000 726.8500000
312 BPVAL H2 C3H8 -.2359000000 0.0 0.0 -273.1500000 &
313 726.8500000
314 BPVAL H2 C2H6 -.1667000000 0.0 0.0 -273.1500000 &
315 726.8500000
316 BPVAL 02 N2 -7.8000000E-3 0.0 0.0 -273.1500000 726.8500000
317 BPVAL N2 C02 -.0315000000 0.0 0.0 -273.1500000 726.8500000
318 BPVAL N2 CO .0374000000 0.0 0.0 -273.1500000 726.8500000
319 BPVAL N2 CH4 .0278000000 0.0 0.0 -273.1500000 726.8500000
320 BPVAL N2 H2S .1696000000 0.0 0.0 -273.1500000 726.8500000
321 BPVAL N2 H3N .2222000000 0.0 0.0 -273.1500000 726.8500000
322 BPVAL N2 02S .0578000000 0.0 0.0 -273.1500000 726.8500000
101
.1530000000
.0798000000
.0763000000
.0407000000
.0737000000
.0933000000
.0989000000
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0 -273.1500000 726.8500000
0.0 -273.1500000 726.8500000
0.0 -273.1500000 726.8500000
0.0 -273.1500000 726.8500000
0.0 -273.1500000 726.8500000
0.0 -273.1500000 726.8500000
0.0 -273.1500000 726.8500000
BPVAL
BPVAL
BPVAL
BPVAL
BPVAL
BPVAL
BPVAL
BPVAL
323
324
325
326
327
328
329
330
331
332
333
334
335
336
337
338
339
340
341
342
343
344
345
346
347
348
349
350
351
352
353
354
355
356
357
358
359
360
361
362
363
364
365
366
367
368
369
370
371
372
373
BPVAL CH4 C6H6
726.8500000
BPVAL CH4 C2H4
726.8500000
BPVAL CH4 C7H8
726.8500000
BPVAL CH4 C3H8
726.8500000
BPVAL CH4 C2H6
726.8500000
BPVAL H2S C3H8
726.8500000
BPVAL H2S C2H6
726.8500000
.0209000000 0.0 0.0 -273.1500000 &
.0189000000 0.0 0.0 -273.1500000 &
.0978000000 0.0 0.0 -273.1500000 &
9.OOOOOOOOE-3 0.0 0.0 -273.1500000 &
-7.8000000E-3 0.0 0.0 -273.1500000 &
.0885000000 0.0 0.0 -273.1500000 &
.0852000000 0.0 0.0 -273.1500000 &
BPVAL COS C3H8 -.0267000000 0.0 0.0 -273.1500000 &
726.8500000
BPVAL 02S C6H6 9.30000000E-3 0.0 0.0 -273.1500000 &
726.8500000
BPVAL C6H6 C2H4 .0241000000 0.0 0.0 -273.1500000 &
726.8500000
BPVAL C6H6 C3H8 .0200000000 0.0 0.0 -273.1500000 &
726.8500000
102
C02 C6H6 .0767000000 0.0 0.0 -273.1500000 &
N2 C6H6
N2 C2H4
N2 C3H8
N2 C2H6
C02 H20
C02 CH4
C02 H2S
726.8500000
BPVAL C02 C2H4 .0533000000 0.0 0.0 -273.1500000 &
726.8500000
BPVAL C02 C7H8 .1130000000 0.0 0.0 -273.1500000 &
726.8500000
BPVAL C02 C3H8 .1289000000 0.0 0.0 -273.1500000 &
726.8500000
BPVAL C02 C2H6 .1363000000 0.0 0.0 -273.1500000 &
726.8500000
BPVAL C02 1-BUT-01 .0596000000 0.0 0.0 -273.1500000 &
726.8500000
BPVAL CO CH4 .0322000000 0.0 0.0 -273.1500000 726.8500000
BPVAL CO H2S .0367000000 0.0 0.0 -273.1500000 726.8500000
BPVAL CO C3H8 .0156000000 0.0 0.0 -273.1500000 726.8500000
BPVAL CO C2H6 -.0278000000 0.0 0.0 -273.1500000 &
726.8500000
BPVAL H20 H2S .0100000000 0.0 0.0 -273.1500000 726.8500000
BPVAL H20 H3N -.2800000000 0.0 0.0 -273.1500000 &
726.8500000
BPVAL CH4 COS .0252000000 0.0 0.0 -273.1500000 726.8500000
BPVAL CH4 02S .1279000000 0.0 0.0 -273.1500000 726.8500000
374 BPVAL C6H6 C2H6 .0289000000 0.0 0.0 -273.1500000 &
375 726.8500000
376 BPVAL C2H4 C2H2 .0596000000 0.0 0.0 -273.1500000 &
377 726.8500000
378 BPVAL C2H4 C2H6 .0100000000 0.0 0.0 -273.1500000 &
379 726.8500000
380 BPVAL C3H8 C2H6 -2.2000000E-3 0.0 0.0 -273.1500000 &
381 726.8500000
382
383 DEF-STREAMS MIXNCPSD SV5000UT S3000UT SV3000UT S310OUT
STEAMIN &
384 CHICKLIT
385
386 STREAM CHICKLIT
387 SUBSTREAM NCPSD TEMP=25. PRES=1. MASS-FLOW=15.
388 MASS-FLOW CHICKLIT 14.2 / WOOD 0.01 / CHAR 0.8
389 COMP-ATTR CHICKLIT ULTANAL (* 32. 5.48 6.64 1.14 0.96 &
390 34.45)
391 COMP-ATTR CHICKLIT SULFANAL (0.049 0.049 0.051)
392 COMP-ATTR CHICKLIT PROXANAL ( 11.61 11.53 58.21 18.65)
393 COMP-ATTR WOOD ULTANAL (0.63 51.36 6.25 0.11 * 0.02 &
394 37.89)
395 COMP-ATTR WOOD SULFANAL (0.049 0.049 0.051)
396 COMP-ATTR WOOD PROXANAL ( 3.74 12.95 82.68 0.63)
397 COMP-ATTR CHAR ULTANAL (3.168 65.894 3.064 0.168 0. &
398 0.149 27.44 )
399 COMP-ATTR CHAR SULFANAL ( 0.049 0.049 0.051)
400 COMP-ATTR CHAR PROXANAL (0. 87.18 12.81 0.01)
401 SUBS-ATTR PSD ( 0.23 0.13 0.13 0.15 0.09 0.08 0.06 &
402 0.04 0.04 0.05)
403
404 STREAM NAP
405 SUBSTREAM MIXED TEMP=40. PRES=2. VOLUME-FLOW=1. <gal/mi
406 MOLE-FLOW C10H8 0. / H20 1. / C6H6 0.
407
408 STREAM PC870REC
409 SUBSTREAM MIXED TEMP=40. PRES=2.067 MASS-FLOW=7.5
410 MOLE-FRAC H2 0.48 / C02 0.29 / CO 0.1 / CH4 0.08 / &
411 C2H4 0.02 / C2H2 0.01 / C2H6 0.02
412
413 STREAM SF1000-1
414 SUBSTREAM MIXED TEMP=40. PRES=2. VOLUME-FLOW=25. <gal/rr
415 MASS-FRAC C10H8 0. / H20 1. / C6H6 0.
416
417 STREAM STEAMIN
418 SUBSTREAM MIXED TEMP=700. PRES=161.6 <kPa> MASS-FLOW=1
419 MASS-FRAC H20 1.
420
421 BLOCK B3 MIXER
422 PARAM T-EST=25.
423
in>
5.
103
n>
424 BLOCK M800 MIXER
425 PARAM T-EST=29.
426
427 BLOCK FS800 FSPLIT
428 FRAC L810N 0.5
429
430 BLOCK HL1000BS FSPLIT
431 VOL-FLOW HL1000BR 25. <gal/min>
432
433 BLOCK PC870 FSPLIT
434 FRAC PC870REC 0.9
435
436 BLOCK SPLIT SEP2
437 FRAC STREAM=F1000 SUBSTREAM=MIXED COMPS=C10H8 H2 02 N2 &
438 C02 CO H20 CH4 H2S H3N COS 02S 03S S102 N02 NO &
439 C6H60 C6H6 C2H4 C2H2 S C7H8 C3H8 C2H6 C7H80 1-BUT-01 &
440 FRACS=0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. &
441 0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.
442 FRAC STREAM=F1 000 SUBSTREAM=NCPSD COMPS=CHICKLIT WOOD
&
443 CHAR FRACS=0. 0. 1.
444
445 BLOCK HEATSYNC HEATER
446 PARAM TEMP=568.57 PRES=144.744 <kPa>
447
448 BLOCK HX830 HEATER
449 PARAM TEMP=40. PRES=-2. <kPa>
450
451 BLOCK HX875 HEATER
452 PARAM TEMP=38. PRES=2.
453
454 BLOCK V810 FLASH2
455 PARAM PRES=-1. <kPa> DUTY=0.
456
457 BLOCK V800 FLASH3
458 PARAM PRES=-2. <kPa> DUTY=0.
459
460 BLOCK V1 000 FLASH3
461 PARAM PRES=-10. <psi> DUTY=0.
462
463 BLOCK V1 000B FLASH3
464 PARAM PRES=0. DUTY=0.
465
466 BLOCK GASIFIER RYIELD
467 PARAM TEMP=830. PRES=147. <kPa>
468 MOLE-YIELD MIXED H2 0.141 / CH4 0.0166 / C02 0.0706 / &
469 CO 0.0288 / 02 0. / H20 0.7289 / C2H4 0.0055 / &
470 C2H6 0.0016 / C2H2 0.0004 / C3H8 0.0007 / C6H6 &
471 0.0012/ C7H8 0.0008/ C1OH8 1.5E-005 / 1-BUT-01 &
472 0.0002 / C7H80 1 E-005
473 COMP-ATTR NCPSD CHAR ULTANAL (3.168 65.894 3.064 0.168 &
104
474 0. 0.149 27.44 )
475 COMP-ATTR NCPSD CHAR SULFANAL ( 0.049 0.049 0.051)
476 COMP-ATTR NCPSD CHAR PROXANAL (0. 87.18 12.81 0.01)
477 SUBS-ATTR 1 NCPSD PSD (0.23 0.13 0.13 0.15 0.09 0.08 &
478 0.06 0.04 0.04 0.05)
479 INERTS CHAR
480
481 BLOCK P800 PUMP
482 PARAM EFF=0.75
483 PERFOR-PARAM NCURVES=1 H-FLOW-VAR=VOL-FLOW H-FLOW-UNIT=
&
484 "gal/hr' HEAD-UNITS="FT-HEAD" HEAD-NPOINT=7 EF-FLOW-VAR &
485 ="VOL-FLOW" EF-FLOW-UNIT="cum/hr" HR-FLOW-VAR=VOL-FLOW &
486 HR-FLOW-UNIT="cum/hr"
487 HEAD-TABLE 1 1 58. 20. / 1 2 55. 500. / 1 3 52. &
488 1000./1 447.1500./15 37.2000./16 &
489 22. 2500. /1 7 5. 3000.
490
491 BLOCK P801 PUMP
492 PARAM EFF=0.75
493 PERFOR-PARAM NCURVES=1 H-FLOW-VAR=VOL-FLOW H-FLOW-UNIT=
&
494 "gal/hr' HEAD-UNITS="FT-HEAD" HEAD-NPOINT=7 EF-FLOW-VAR &
495 ="VOL-FLOW" EF-FLOW-UNIT="cum/hr" HR-FLOW-VAR=VOL-FLOW &
496 HR-FLOW-UNIT="cum/hr"
497 HEAD-TABLE 1 1 58. 20. / 1 2 55. 500. / 1 3 52. &
498 1000./1 447.1500./1 537. 2000./1 6 &
499 22. 2500. / 1 7 5. 3000.
500
501 BLOCK P1000 PUMP
502 PARAM EFF=0.75
503 PERFOR-PARAM NCURVES=1 H-FLOW-VAR=VOL-FLOW H-FLOW-UNIT=
&
504 "gal/hr" HEAD-UNITS="FT-HEAD" HEAD-NPOINT=7 EF-FLOW-VAR &
505 ="VOL-FLOW" EF-FLOW-UNIT="cum/hr" HR-FLOW-VAR=VOL-FLOW &
506 HR-FLOW-UNIT="cum/hr"
507 HEAD-TABLE 1 1 58. 20. / 1 2 55. 500. / 1 3 52. &
508 1000./1 447.1500./1 537.2000./16 &
509 22. 2500. / 1 7 5. 3000.
510
511 BLOCK P1001 PUMP
512 PARAM EFF=0.75
513 PERFOR-PARAM NCURVES=1 H-FLOW-VAR=VOL-FLOW H-FLOW-UNIT=
&
514 "gal/hr" HEAD-UNITS="FT-HEAD" HEAD-NPOINT=7 EF-FLOW-VAR &
515 ="VOL-FLOW" EF-FLOW-UNIT="cum/hr" HR-FLOW-VAR=VOL-FLOW &
516 HR-FLOW-UNIT="cum/hr"
517 HEAD-TABLE 1 1 58. 20. / 1 2 55. 500. / 1 3 52. &
518 1000./1 447.1500./1 5 37.2000./16 &
519 22. 2500. /1 7 5. 3000.
520
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521 BLOCK P870 COMPR
522 PARAM TYPE=ISENTROPIC DELP=0.6 NPHASE=3
523 BLOCK-OPTION FREE-WATER=NO
524
525 BLOCK CY300 CYCLONE
526 PARAM TYPE=USER
527 SIMULATION DIAM=3.875 <in>
528 DIMENSIONS LEN-CYLINDER=8. <in> LEN-CONE=8. <in> &
529 DIAM-OVER=1.125 <in> LEN-OVER=0.5 <in> &
530 WIDTH-INLET=0.875 <in> HT-INLET=2. <in> DIAM-UNDER=1.5 <in> &
531 NTURN=6.
532 SOL-LOADING CR-SOL-LOAD=0.022 <kg/cum>
533
534 BLOCK CY310 CYCLONE
535 PARAM TYPE=USER
536 SIMULATION DIAM=2.875 <in>
537 DIMENSIONS LEN-CYLINDER=6. <in> LEN-CONE=6. <in> &
538 DIAM-OVER=0.875 <in> LEN-OVER=0.375 <in> &
539 WIDTH-INLET=0.625 <in> HT-INLET=1 .5 <in> &
540 DIAM-UNDER=1.5 <in> NTURN=6.
541 SOL-LOADING CR-SOL-LOAD=0.0033 <kg/cum>
542
543 DESIGN-SPEC RETEMP
544 DEFINE RETEMP STREAM-VAR STREAM=V810OUT
SUBSTREAM=MIXED &
545 VARIABLE=TEMP
546 SPEC "RETEMP" TO "40"
547 TOL-SPEC "3"
548 VARY BLOCK-VAR BLOCK=HL100OBS SENTENCE=VOL-FLOW
VARIABLE=FLOW &
549 ID1=HL1000BR
550 LIMITS "0.8" "1"
551
552 EO-CONV-OPTI
553
554 CONV-OPTIONS
555 PARAM TEAR-METHOD=WEGSTEIN
556 WEGSTEIN MAXIT=7000
557 DIRECT MAXIT=100
558 SECANT MAXIT=100
559 BROYDEN MAXIT=100
560 NEWTON MAXIT=100
561
562 TEAR
563 TEAR SF1000-1 0.0001
564
565
566
567
568
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*** INPUT TRANSLATOR MESSAGES ***
INFORMATION (ESBPLD.1)
BINARY PARAMETERS HOCETA (DATA SET 1) FOR MODEL ESHOC
ARE RETRIEVED FROM SDF TABLE. TABLE NAME = ESHOC
INFORMATION (ESBPLD.1)
BINARY PARAMETERS PRKIJ (DATA SET 1) FOR MODEL ESPRSTD
ARE RETRIEVED FROM SDF TABLE. TABLE NAME = ESPRSTD
INFORMATION (ESBPLD.1)
BINARY PARAMETERS RKSKIJ (DATA SET 1) FOR MODEL ESRKSTD
ARE RETRIEVED FROM SDF TABLE. TABLE NAME = ESRKSTD
DESIGN SPEC: RETEMP WILL BE INTERPRETED
PDF updated TIME = 0.20
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*** CALCULATION TRACE ***
*** FLOWSHEET ANALYSIS MESSAGES ***
FLOWSHEET CONNECTIVITY BY STREAMS
STREAM SOURCE DEST STREAM SOURCE DEST
STEAMIN ---- GASIFIER CHICKLIT ---- GASIFIER
NAP ---- B3 SV5000UT GASIFIER HEATSYNC
SV3000UT CY300 CY31 0 S3000UT CY300 ----
V800IN CY310 V800 S3100UT CY310 ----
SV3001N HEATSYNC CY300 M8000UT M800 P800
L8101N FS800
P8000UT P800
V10000UT V1000
HL1000OU V1000
SF1000-1 P1001
PC870REC PC870
V81OOUT V810
VL810IN V800
HL8000UT V800
SF1000-2 SPLIT
L1000B V1000B
HL1000BP HL1000BS ----
V810 L800IN FS800 V800
P801 P801 OUT P801 HX830
---- L10000UT V1000 V1000B
HL100OBS P1000OUT P1000 P1001
B3 HX8700UT HX875 PC870
P870
P870
V81 0
M800
FS800
HL100OBS
P8700UT P870 HX875
LV10001N HX830 V1000
SMFM880 PC870 ----
L810OUT V810 M800
LL8000UT V800 M800
F1000 SPLIT ---
V1000B V1OOB ----
HL1000B V1000B HL
HL1000BR HL100OBS P
1 B3 SPLIT
1OOBS
1000
FLOWSHEET CONNECTIVITY BY BLOCKS
BLOCK INLETS OUTLETS
GASIFIER CHICKLIT STEAMIN SV5000UT
CY300 SV300IN SV3000UT S3000UT
CY310 SV3000UT V8001N S31 OUT
HEATSYNC SV5000UT SV300IN
M800 HL8000UT L8100UT LL8000UT M8000UT
FS800 SF1 000-2 L810IN L800IN
P800 M8000UT P8000UT
P801 P8000UT P801OUT
V1000 LV1OOOIN V1000OUT L1000OUT HL10000U
P1000 HL1000BR P10000UT
P1001 P10000UT SF1000-1
HX875 P8700UT HX8700UT
PC870 HX8700UT PC870REC SMFM880
V810 VL810IN L810IN V8100UT L8100UT
V800 V800IN L800IN VL810IN LL8000UT HL8000UT
SPLIT 1 F1000 SF1000-2
V1000B L10000UT V1000B L1000B HL1000B
HL1000BS HL1000B HL1000OU L1000B HL1000BP HL1000BR
P870 PC870REC V8100UT P8700UT
108
B3 SF1000-1 NAP 1
HX830 P801 OUT LV10001N
BLOCK $OLVERO1 (METHOD: WEGSTEIN) HAS BEEN DEFINED TO CONVERGE
STREAMS: SF1000-1
BLOCK $OLVER02 (METHOD: WEGSTEIN) HAS BEEN DEFINED TO CONVERGE
STREAMS: PC870REC
BLOCK $OLVER03 (METHOD: SECANT ) HAS BEEN DEFINED TO CONVERGE
SPECS: RETEMP
COMPUTATION ORDER FOR THE FLOWSHEET IS:
GASIFIER HEATSYNC CY300 CY310
$OLVER03
I $OLVER01 B3 SPLIT FS800 V800 V810 M800 P800 P801 HX830 V1000
I V1OOOB HL1OOOBS P1000 P1001
I (RETURN $OLVER01)(RETURN $OLVER03)
$OLVER02 P870 HX875 PC870
(RETURN $OLVER02)
Calculations begin time 0.31
SIMULATION CALCULATIONS BEGIN TIME = 0.31
ENTHALPY CALCULATION FOR INLET STREAM CHICKLIT OF BLOCK
GASIFIER TIME = 0.31
SUBSTREAM NCPSD
KODE = 2 T = 298.150 P = 100000. Q = 0.OOOOOOE+00 HNCS
7.363863E+06
ENTHALPY CALCULATION FOR INLET STREAM STEAMIN OF BLOCK GASIFIER
TIME = 0.31
SUBSTREAM MIXED
KODE = 2 NTRIAL = 0 T = 973.1500 P = 161600. V = 1.00000 Q=
0.OOOOOOE+00
UOS BLOCK GASIFIER MODEL: RYIELD TIME =
0.31
* WARNING WHILE EXECUTING UNIT OPERATIONS BLOCK: "GASIFIER"
(MODEL:
"RYIELD") (URE01.2)
SPECIFIED YIELDS HAVE BEEN NORMALIZED BY A FACTOR OF (18.021)
TO MAINTAIN AN OVERALL MATERIAL BALANCE.
KODE = 2 NTRIAL = 3 T = 1103.15 P = 147000. V = 1.00000 Q=
653.116
109
UOS BLOCK HEATSYNC MODEL: HEATER
0.31
KODE = 2 NTRIAL=
4995.07
UOS BLOCK CY300
0.31
4 T = 841.720 P = 144744.
TIME =
V = 1.00000
MODEL: CYCLONE TIME =
* WARNING WHILE EXECUTING UNIT OPERATIONS BLOCK: "CY300" (MODEL:
"CYCLONE")
(CYCE 1.1)
VORTEX EXPONENT (0.40664) IS LESS THAN 0.48.
DIAMETER = 0.98E-01 EFFICIENCY = 0.978 INLET GAS VELOCITY =
NUMBER OF CYCLONES = 1 PRESSURE DROP = 0.153E+04 TYPE
CYCLONE =2
KODE = 1 NO. TEMP ITER = 3 TEMP = 841.716
KPHASE= 1 KODE = 1 T = 841.716 P = 143218. Q = 0.OOOOOOE+00
ITERATION (ARCONS) = 1 TEMPERATURE = 841.7200
T = 841.720
19.
UOS BLOCK CY310 MODEL: CYCLONE
0.31
* WARNING WHILE EXECUTING UNIT OPERATIONS
"CYCLONE")
(CYCE1.1)
VORTEX EXPONENT (0.38391) IS LESS THAN 0.48.
* WARNING WHILE EXECUTING UNIT OPERATIONS
"CYCLONE")
TIME =
BLOCK: "CY310" (MODEL:
BLOCK: "CY310" (MODEL:
(USS03.4)
INLET VELOCITY IS HIGHER THAN CORRELATION LIMITATION 30 M/S
INLET GAS VELOCITY IS (36.2).
DIAMETER = 0.73E-01 EFFICIENCY = 0.970 INLET GAS VELOCITY =
NUMBER OF CYCLONES = 1 PRESSURE DROP = 0.476E+04 TYPE
CYCLONE = 2
KODE = 1 NO. TEMP ITER = 3 TEMP = 841.705
KPHASE = 1 KODE = 1 T = 841.705 P = 138460. Q = 0.OOOOOOE+00
ITERATION (ARCONS) = 1 TEMPERATURE = 841.7163
T = 841.716
36.
CONVERGENCE BLOCK $OLVER03 METHOD: SECANT
TIME = 0.31
CONVERGENCE BLOCK $OLVER01 METHOD: WEGSTEIN
TIME = 0.31
ENTHALPY CALCULATION FOR INLET STREAM SF1000-1 OF BLOCK B3
TIME = 0.31
SUBSTREAM MIXED
110
KODE = 2 NTRIAL=
0.OOOOOOE+00
1 T = 313.1500 P = 200000.
ENTHALPY CALCULATION FOR INLET STREAM NAP
TIME = 0.31
SUBSTREAM MIXED
KODE = 2 NTRIAL= 1 T = 313.1500 P = 200000.
0.OOOOOOE+00
V = 0.OOOOOOE+00 Q =
OF BLOCK B3
V = 0.OOOOOOE+00 Q =
UOS BLOCK B3
NO. TEMP ITER=
KODE = 1 NTRIAL
0.OOOOOOE+00
UOS BLOCK SPLIT
MODEL: MIXER
5 TEMP = 313.150
= 2 T = 313.150 P = 200000.
MODEL: SEP2
TIME = 0.31
V = 0.OOOOOOE+00 Q =
TIME = 0.31
* WARNING WHILE EXECUTING UNIT OPERATIONS BLOCK: "SPLIT" (MODEL:
"SEP2")
(USPO4.1)
TOP OUTLET STREAM HAS ZERO FLOW. FLASH CALCULATIONS BYPASSED.
---FLASH OF BOTTOM OUTLET STREAM:
KODE = 2 NTRIAL = 1 T = 313.150 P = 200000.
0.OOOOOOE+00
UOS BLOCK FS800 MODEL: FSPLIT
SPLIT FRACTIONS: 0.50000D+00 0.50000D+00
V = 0.OOOOOOE+00 Q =
TIME = 0.31
UOS BLOCK V800 MODEL: FLASH3
KODE = 1 NTRIAL = 6 T = 319.190
= 1.00000 Q = 0.OOOOOOE+00
P = 136460.
TIME = 0.31
V = 2.829494E-03 BETA
UOS BLOCK V810
KODE = 1 NTRIAL =
0.OOOOOOE+00
UOS BLOCK M800
KODE = 1 NTRIAL =
0.OOOOOOE+00
MODEL: FLASH2
7 T = 313.195
MODEL: MIXER
9 T = 316.203
TIME = 0.33
P = 135460. V = 2.792637E-03 Q =
TIME = 0.33
P = 135460. V = 2.076797E-09 Q =
UOS BLOCK P800 MODEL: PUMP
VOL-FLOW = 0.1651E-02, DELTA P
FLUID PWR = 221.5 , BRAKE PWR
UOS BLOCK P801 MODEL: PUMP
VOL-FLOW = 0.1651E-02, DELTA P
FLUID PWR = 221.5 , BRAKE PWR
= 0.1341E+06
TIME = 0.33
PUMP EFF = 0.7500
= 295.3 , ELEC PWR = 295.3
TIME = 0.33
= 0.1341E+06 , PUMP EFF = 0.7500
= 295.3 , ELEC PWR = 295.3
UOS BLOCK HX830
KODE = 2 NTRIAL=
23907.1
MODEL: HEATER
3 T = 313.150 P = 401667.
TIME = 0.33
V = 0.OOOOOOE+00 Q = -
111
UOS BLOCK V1000 MODEL: FLASH3
NO. TEMP ITER = 5 TEMP = 313.165
KODE = 1 NTRIAL = 4 T = 313.165 P =
BETA = 1.00000 Q = 0.OOOOOOE+00
UOS BLOCK V1000B MODEL: FLASH3
NO. TEMP ITER = 5 TEMP = 313.165
KODE = 1 NTRIAL= 4 T = 313.165 P =
BETA = 1.00000 Q =0.OOOOOOE+00
TIME = 0.33
332719. V = 0.OOOOOOE+00
TIME = 0.34
332719.
UOS BLOCK HL1000BS MODEL: FSPLIT
0.34
NO. TEMP ITER = 5 TEMP = 313.165
KODE = 1 NTRIAL = 3 T = 313.165 P = 332719.
0.OOOOOOE+00
SPLIT FRACTIONS: 0.41963D-01 0.95804D+00
V = 0.OOOOOOE+00
TIME =
V = 0.OOOOOOE+00 Q =
UOS BLOCK P1000 MODEL: PUMP
VOL-FLOW = 0.1577E-02 , DELTA P
FLUID PWR = 216.9 , BRAKE PWR
UOS BLOCK P1001 MODEL: PUMP
VOL-FLOW = 0.1577E-02, DELTA P
FLUID PWR = 216.9 , BRAKE PWR
TIME = 0.36
= 0.1375E+06, PUMP EFF = 0.7500
= 289.2 , ELEC PWR = 289.2
TIME = 0.36
= 0.1375E+06, PUMP EFF = 0.7500
= 289.2 , ELEC PWR = 289.2
CONVERGENCE BLOCK $OLVER01 METHOD: WEGSTEIN
TIME = 0.36
--FLASH TEAR STREAM SF1000-1
KODE = 1 NO. TEMP ITER = 1 TEMP = 313.184
KPHASE = 2 KODE = 1 T = 313.184 P = 607767. Q = 0.OOOOOOE+00
LOOP $OLVER01 ITER 1: 5 VARS NOT CONVERGED, MAX ERR/TOL
0.10000E+07 TIME = 0.36
UOS BLOCK B3
NO. TEMP ITER =
KODE = 1 NTRIAL
0.OOOOOOE+00
MODEL: MIXER
4 TEMP = 313.265
= 3 T = 313.265 P = 200000.
TIME = 0.36
V = 0.OOOOOOE+00 Q =
UOS BLOCK SPLIT MODEL: SEP2
---FLASH OF TOP OUTLET STREAM:
KODE = 2 T = 313.265 P = 200000.
2.694558E+06
---FLASH OF BOTTOM OUTLET STREAM:
KODE = 2 NTRIAL = 3 T = 313.265 P
0.OOOOOOE+00
TIME = 0.36
Q = 0.OOOOOOE+00 HNCS =-
= 200000.
UOS BLOCK FS800 MODEL: FSPLIT
SPLIT FRACTIONS: 0.50000D+00 0.50000D+00
V = 0.OOOOOOE+00 Q =
TIME = 0.36
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UOS BLOCK V800 MODEL: FLASH3
KODE = 1 NTRIAL = 7 T = 319.305
= 1.00000 Q = 0.OOOOOOE+00
UOS BLOCK V810
KODE = 1 NTRIAL =
0.OOOOOOE+00
UOS BLOCK M800
KODE = 1 NTRIAL =
0.OOOOOOE+00
MODEL: FLASH2
2 T = 313.311
MODEL: MIXER
2 T = 316.319
UOS BLOCK P800 MODEL: PUMP
VOL-FLOW = 0.1652E-02, DELTA P
FLUID PWR = 221.4 , BRAKE PWR
UOS BLOCK P801 MODEL: PUMP
VOL-FLOW = 0.1652E-02, DELTA P
FLUID PWR = 221.4 , BRAKE PWR
P = 136460.
P = 135460.
TIME = 0.36
V = 2.839578E-03 BETA
TIME = 0.36
V = 2.811084E-03 Q =
TIME = 0.37
P = 135460. V = 2.126105E-09 Q =
TIME= 0.37
= 0.1341E+06, PUMP EFF = 0.7500
= 295.3 , ELEC PWR = 295.3
TIME = 0.37
= 0.1341E+06, PUMP EFF = 0.7500
= 295.3 , ELEC PWR = 295.3
UOS BLOCK HX830
KODE = 2 NTRIAL=
24803.9
MODEL: HEATER
3 T = 313.150 P = 401623.
TIME = 0.37
V = 0.OOOOOOE+00 Q = -
UOS BLOCK V1000 MODEL: FLASH3
NO. TEMP ITER = 5 TEMP = 313.165
KODE = 1 NTRIAL= 4 T = 313.165 P = 332676.
BETA = 1.00000 Q = 0.OOOOOOE+00
TIME = 0.37
V = 0.OOOOOOE+00
UOS BLOCK VI OOB MODEL: FLASH3
NO. TEMP ITER = 5 TEMP = 313.165
KODE = 1 NTRIAL = 4 T = 313.165 P =
BETA = 1.00000 Q = 0.OOOOOOE+00
UOS BLOCK HL1000BS MODEL: FSPLIT
0.39
NO. TEMP
KODE = 1
0.OOOOOOE+00
ITER = 5
NTRIAL =
TEMP = 313.165
3 T = 313.165 P=
TIME = 0.37
332676. V = 0.OOOOOOE+00
TIME =
332676. V = 0.OOOOOOE+00 Q =
SPLIT FRACTIONS: 0.41932D-01 0.95807D+00
UOS BLOCK P1000 MODEL: PUMP
VOL-FLOW = 0.1577E-02, DELTA P
FLUID PWR = 216.9 , BRAKE PWR
UOS BLOCK
VOL-FLOW
FLUID PWR
P1001 MODEL: PUMP
= 0.1577E-02, DELTA P
= 216.9 BRAKE PWR
TIME = 0.39
= 0.1375E+06, PUMP EFF = 0.7500
= 289.2 , ELEC PWR = 289.2
TIME = 0.39
= 0.1375E+06, PUMP EFF = 0.7500
= 289.2 , ELEC PWR = 289.2
CONVERGENCE BLOCK $OLVER01 METHOD: WEGSTEIN
TIME = 0.39
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--FLASH TEAR STREAM SF1000-1
KODE = 1 NO. TEMP ITER = 3 TEMP = 313.180
KPHASE = 2 KODE = 1 T = 313.180 P = 607724. Q = 0.OOOOOOE+00
LOOP $OLVER01 ITER
TIME = 0.39
2: 1 VARS NOT CONVERGED, MAX ERR/TOL
UOS BLOCK B3
NO. TEMP ITER =
KODE = 1 NTRIAL
0.OOOOOOE+00
MODEL: MIXER
4 TEMP = 313.261
= 3 T = 313.261 P = 200000.
TIME = 0.39
V = 0.OOOOOOE+00 Q =
UOS BLOCK SPLIT MODEL: SEP2
---FLASH OF TOP OUTLET STREAM:
KODE = 2 T = 313.261 P = 200000.
2.694562E+06
---FLASH OF BOTTOM OUTLET STREAM:
KODE = 2 NTRIAL = 3 T = 313.261 P
0.OOOOOOE+00
TIME= 0.39
Q = 0.OOOOOOE+00 HNCS =-
= 200000.
UOS BLOCK FS800 MODEL: FSPLIT
SPLIT FRACTIONS: 0.50000D+00 0.50000D+00
V = 0.OOOOOOE+00 Q =
TIME = 0.39
UOS BLOCK V800 MODEL: FLASH3
KODE = 1 NTRIAL = 7 T = 319.301
= 1.00000 Q = 0.OOOOOOE+00
UOS BLOCK V810
KODE = 1 NTRIAL =
0.OOOOOOE+00
UOS BLOCK M800
KODE = 1 NTRIAL =
0.000000E+00
UOS BLOCK
VOL-FLOW
FLUID PWR
UOS BLOCK
VOL-FLOW
FLUID PWR
MODEL: FLASH2
2 T = 313.308
MODEL: MIXER
2 T = 316.315
P800 MODEL: PUMP
= 0.1652E-02, DELTA P
= 221.4 ,BRAKE PWR
P801 MODEL: PUMP
= 0.1652E-02 , DELTA P
= 221.4 ,BRAKE PWR
P = 136460.
P = 135460.
P = 135460.
= 0.1341E+06,
TIME = 0.39
V = 2.839697E-03 BETA
TIME = 0.41
V = 2.811331E-03 Q =
TIME = 0.41
V = 2.131290E-09 Q =
TIME = 0.41
PUMP EFF = 0.7500
= 295.3 , ELEC PWR = 295.3
TIME = 0.41
= 0.1341E+06, PUMP EFF = 0.7500
= 295.3 , ELEC PWR = 295.3
UOS BLOCK HX830
KODE = 2 NTRIAL=
24775.1
MODEL: HEATER
3 T = 313.150 P = 401625.
TIME = 0.41
V = 0.OOOOOOE+00 Q = -
TIME = 0.41UOS BLOCK VI 000 MODEL: FLASH3
NO. TEMP ITER = 5 TEMP = 313.165
114
133.65
KODE = 1 NTRIAL= 4 T = 313.165 P = 332677.
BETA = 1.00000 Q = 0.000000E+00
UOS BLOCK V1000B MODEL: FLASH3
NO. TEMP ITER = 5 TEMP = 313.165
KODE = 1 NTRIAL = 4 T = 313.165 P = 332677.
BETA = 1.00000 Q = 0.OOOOOOE+00
UOS BLOCK HL100OBS MODEL: FSPLIT
0.42
NO. TEMP ITER = 5 TEMP = 313.165
KODE = 1 NTRIAL = 3 T = 313.165 P = 332677.
0.OOOOOOE+00
SPLIT FRACTIONS: 0.41933D-01 0.95807D+00
V = 0.OOOOOOE+00
TIME = 0.42
V = 0.OOOOOOE+00
TIME =
V = 0.OOOOOOE+00 Q=
UOS BLOCK
VOL-FLOW
FLUID PWR
UOS BLOCK
VOL-FLOW
FLUID PWR
P1000 MODEL: PUMP
= 0.1577E-02 , DELTA P
= 216.9 BRAKE PWR
P1001 MODEL: PUMP
= 0.1577E-02 , DELTA P
= 216.9 ,BRAKE PWR
TIME = 0.42
= 0.1375E+06, PUMP EFF = 0.7500
= 289.2 , ELEC PWR = 289.2
TIME = 0.42
= 0.1375E+06, PUMP EFF = 0.7500
= 289.2 , ELEC PWR = 289.2
CONVERGENCE BLOCK $OLVER01
TIME = 0.42
METHOD: WEGSTEIN
LOOP $OLVERO1 ITER 3: *** CONVERGED ***, MAX ERR/TOL
TIME = 0.42
CONVERGENCE BLOCK $OLVER03 METHOD: SECANT
TIME = 0.44
* WARNING WHILE EXECUTING CONVERGENCE BLOCK:
"SECANT")
(ABNDCK.2)
INITIAL VALUE FOR DESIGN SPEC VARIABLE 1
IS AT OR ABOVE UPPER BOUND.
VALUE = 0.157725E-02
LOWER BOUND = 0.222222E-03
UPPER BOUND = 0.277778E-03
VARIABLE RESET TO 0.272222E-03
CONVERGENCE BLOCK $OLVERO1
TIME = 0.44
"$OLVER03" (MODEL:
METHOD: WEGSTEIN
UOS BLOCK B3
NO. TEMP ITER =
KODE = 1 NTRIAL
0.OOOOOOE+00
MODEL: MIXER
4 TEMP = 313.261
= 3 T = 313.261 P = 200000.
TIME = 0.44
V = 0.OOOOOOE+00 Q =
UOS BLOCK SPLIT MODEL: SEP2 TIME = 0.44
115
-0.66217
---FLASH OF TOP OUTLET STREAM:
KODE = 2 T = 313.261 P = 200000.
2.694562E+06
---FLASH OF BOTTOM OUTLET STREAM:
KODE = 2 NTRIAL = 3 T = 313.261 P
0.000000E+00
Q = 0.000000E+00 HNCS =-
= 200000.
UOS BLOCK FS800 MODEL: FSPLIT
SPLIT FRACTIONS: 0.50000D+00 0.50000D+00
V = 0.000000E+00 Q =
TIME = 0.44
UOS BLOCK V800 MODEL: FLASH3
KODE = 1 NTRIAL = 7 T = 319.301
= 1.00000 Q = 0.OOOOOOE+00
UOS BLOCK V810
KODE = 1 NTRIAL =
0.000000E+00
UOS BLOCK M800
KODE = 1 NTRIAL =
0.OOOOOOE+00
UOS BLOCK
VOL-FLOW
FLUID PWR
UOS BLOCK
VOL-FLOW
FLUID PWR
MODEL: FLASH2
1 T = 313.308
MODEL: MIXER
1 T = 316.315
P800 MODEL: PUMP
= 0.1652E-02, DELTA P
= 221.4 ,BRAKE PWR
P801 MODEL: PUMP
= 0.1652E-02, DELTA P
= 221.4 , BRAKE PWR
P = 136460.
P= 135460.
P= 135460.
= 0.1341E+06,
TIME = 0.44
V = 2.839697E-03 BETA
TIME = 0.44
V = 2.811331E-03 Q =
TIME = 0.44
V = 2.131003E-09 Q =
TIME = 0.45
PUMP EFF = 0.7500
= 295.3 , ELEC PWR = 295.3
TIME = 0.45
= 0.1341E+06, PUMP EFF = 0.7500
= 295.3 , ELEC PWR = 295.3
UOS BLOCK HX830
KODE = 2 NTRIAL=
24775.1
MODEL: HEATER
3 T = 313.150 P = 401625.
TIME = 0.45
V = 0.000000E+00 Q = -
UOS BLOCK VI 000 MODEL: FLASH3
NO. TEMP ITER = 5 TEMP = 313.165
KODE = 1 NTRIAL = 4 T = 313.165 P = 332677.
BETA = 1.00000 Q =0.OOOOOOE+00
TIME = 0.45
V = 0.OOOOOOE+00
UOS BLOCK V1iQOOB
NO. TEMP ITER = 5
KODE = 1 NTRIAL =
BETA = 1.00000 Q = 0.
MODEL: FLASH3
TEMP = 313.165
4 T = 313.165 P = 332677.
OOOOOOE+00
TIME = 0.45
V = 0.OOOOOOE+00
UOS BLOCK HL1000BS MODEL: FSPLIT
0.47
NO. TEMP
KODE = 1
0.OOOOOOE+00
ITER = 5
NTRIAL =
TEMP = 313.165
3 T = 313.165 P = 332677.
SPLIT FRACTIONS: 0.83464D+00
TIME =
V = 0.OOOOOOE+00 Q =
0.16536D+00
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UOS BLOCK
VOL-FLOW
FLUID PWR
UOS BLOCK
VOL-FLOW
FLUID PWR
P1000 MODEL: PUMP
= 0.2722E-03, DELTA P
= 45.00 , BRAKE PWR
P1001 MODEL: PUMP
= 0.2722E-03, DELTA P
= 45.00 , BRAKE PWR
TIME = 0.47
= 0.1653E+06, PUMP EFF = 0.7500
= 60.00 , ELEC PWR = 60.00
TIME = 0.47
= 0.1653E+06, PUMP EFF = 0.7500
= 60.00 , ELEC PWR = 60.00
CONVERGENCE BLOCK $OLVER01 METHOD: WEGSTEIN
TIME = 0.47
--FLASH TEAR STREAM SF1000-1
KODE = 1 NO. TEMP ITER = 3
KPHASE= 2 KODE = 1 T = 313.
LOOP $OLVER01 [TER
TIME = 0.47
TEMP = 313.176
176 P = 663274. Q = 0.OOOOOOE+00
1: 7 VARS NOT CONVERGED, MAX ERRITOL
UOS BLOCK B3
NO. TEMP ITER =
KODE = 1 NTRIAL
0.OOOOOOE+00
MODEL: MIXER
4 TEMP = 313.250
= 3 T = 313.250 P = 200000.
TIME = 0.47
V = 0.OOOOOOE+00 Q =
UOS BLOCK SPLIT MODEL: SEP2
---FLASH OF TOP OUTLET STREAM:
KODE = 2 T = 313.250 P = 200000.
2.694574E+06
---FLASH OF BOTTOM OUTLET STREAM:
KODE = 2 NTRIAL = 3 T = 313.250 P = 200000.
0.OOOOOOE+00
UOS BLOCK FS800 MODEL: FSPLIT
SPLIT FRACTIONS: 0.50000D+00 0.50000D+00
UOS BLOCK V800 MODEL: FLASH3
KODE = 1 NTRIAL = 6 T = 342.257
= 1.00000 Q = 0.OOOOOOE+00
TIME = 0.47
Q = 0.OOOOOOE+00 HNCS =-
V = 0.OOOOOOE+00 Q =
TIME = 0.47
TIME = 0.47
P = 136460. V = 1.629817E-02 BETA
UOS BLOCK V810
KODE = 1 NTRIAL =
0.OOOOOOE+00
UOS BLOCK M800
KODE = 1 NTRIAL =
0.OOOOOOE+00
MODEL: FLASH2
3 T = 314.775
MODEL: MIXER
3 T = 328.742
UOS BLOCK P800 MODEL: PUMP
VOL-FLOW = 0.3281E-03, DELTA P
FLUID PWR = 53.07 , BRAKE PWR
UOS BLOCK P801 MODEL: PUMP
P = 135460.
P = 135460.
= 0.1617E+06
= 70.76 , E
TIME = 0.48
V = 1.439661E-02 Q =
TIME = 0.48
V = 9.734416E-09 Q =
TIME = 0.48
PUMP EFF = 0.7500
LEC PWR = 70.76
TIME = 0.48
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-8274.1
VOL-FLOW = 0.3281E-03, DELTA P = 0.1617E+06, PUMP EFF = 0.7500
FLUID PWR = 53.07 , BRAKE PWR = 70.76 , ELEC PWR = 70.76
UOS BLOCK HX830
KODE = 2 NTRIAL =
23833.4
MODEL: HEATER
3 T = 313.150 P=
TIME = 0.48
456943. V = 0.OOOOOOE+00 Q = -
UOS BLOCK V1 000 MODEL: FLASH3
NO. TEMP ITER = 5 TEMP = 313.165
KODE = 1 NTRIAL = 4 T = 313.165 P =
BETA = 1.00000 Q = 0.OOOOOOE+00
UOS BLOCK V 000B MODEL: FLASH3
NO. TEMP ITER = 5 TEMP = 313.165
KODE = 1 NTRIAL = 4 T = 313.165 P =
BETA = 1.00000 Q = 0.OOOOOOE+00
TIME = 0.48
387995. V = 0.OOOOOOE+00
TIME = 0.50
387995.
UOS BLOCK HL100OBS MODEL: FSPLIT
0.50
NO. TEMP ITER = 5 TEMP = 313.165
KODE = 1 NTRIAL = 3 T = 313.165 P = 387995.
0.OOOOOOE+00
SPLIT FRACTIONS: 0.1 5705D+00 0.84295D+00
V = 0.OOOOOOE+00
TIME =
V = 0.000000E+00 Q =
UOS BLOCK
VOL-FLOW
FLUID PWR
UOS BLOCK
VOL-FLOW
FLUID PWR
P1000 MODEL: PUMP
= 0.2722E-03, DELTA P
= 45.00 , BRAKE PWR
P1001 MODEL: PUMP
= 0.2722E-03 , DELTA P
= 45.00 , BRAKE PWR
TIME = 0.50
= 0.1653E+06 , PUMP EFF = 0.7500
= 60.00 , ELEC PWR = 60.00
TIME = 0.50
= 0.1653E+06, PUMP EFF = 0.7500
= 60.00 , ELEC PWR = 60.00
CONVERGENCE BLOCK $OLVER01 METHOD: WEGSTEIN
TIME = 0.50
--FLASH TEAR STREAM SF1000-1
KODE = 1 NO. TEMP ITER = 3 TEMP = 313.129
KPHASE = 2 KODE = 1 T = 313.129 P = 995183. Q = 0.OOOOOOE+00
LOOP $OLVER01 ITER 2: 7 VARS NOT CONVERGED, MAX ERR/TOL
TIME = 0.50
UOS BLOCK B3 MODEL: MIXER
NO. TEMP ITER = 4 TEMP = 313.270
KODE = 1 NTRIAL = 2 T = 313.270 P = 200000.
0.OOOOOOE+00
TIME = 0.50
V = 0.OOOOOOE+00 Q =
UOS BLOCK SPLIT MODEL: SEP2 TIME = 0.52
---FLASH OF TOP OUTLET STREAM:
KODE = 2 T = 313.270 P = 200000. Q = 0.OOOOOOE+00 HNCS
2.694552E+06
118
40986.
---FLASH OF BOTTOM OUTLET STREAM:
KODE = 2 NTRIAL = 3 T = 313.270 P = 200000.
0.000000E+00
UOS BLOCK FS800 MODEL: FSPLIT
SPLIT FRACTIONS: 0.50000D+00 0.50000D+00
UOS BLOCK V800 MODEL: FLASH3
KODE = 1 NTRIAL = 6 T = 340.868
= 1.00000 Q = 0.OOOOOOE+00
P = 136460.
V = 0.OOOOOOE+00 Q =
TIME = 0.52
TIME = 0.52
V = 1.523491E-02 BETA
UOS BLOCK V81 0
KODE = 1 NTRIAL =
0.OOOOOOE+00
UOS BLOCK M800
KODE = 1 NTRIAL =
0.OOOOOOE+00
UOS BLOCK
VOL-FLOW
FLUID PWR
UOS BLOCK
VOL-FLOW
FLUID PWR
MODEL: FLASH2
2 T = 314.587
MODEL: MIXER
4 T = 327.934
P800 MODEL: PUMP
= 0.3464E-03, DELTA P
= 55.97 , BRAKE PWR
P801 MODEL: PUMP
= 0.3464E-03, DELTA P
= 55.97 , BRAKE PWR
TIME = 0.52
P = 135460. V = 1.362056E-02 Q =
TIME = 0.52
P = 135460. V = 1.005117E-08 Q =
TIME = 0.52
= 0.1616E+06, PUMP EFF = 0.7500
= 74.62 ELEC PWR = 74.62
TIME = 0.52
= 0.1616E+06, PUMP EFF = 0.7500
= 74.62 , ELEC PWR = 74.62
UOS BLOCK HX830
KODE = 2 NTRIAL =
23881.5
MODEL: HEATER
3 T = 313.150 P = 456589.
TIME = 0.52
V = 0.OOOOOOE+00 Q = -
UOS BLOCK V1000 MODEL: FLASH3
NO. TEMP ITER = 5 TEMP = 313.165
KODE = 1 NTRIAL= 4 T = 313.165 P = 387642.
BETA= 1.00000 Q =0.OOOOOOE+00
TIME = 0.53
V = 0.OOOOOOE+00
UOS BLOCK V 000B MODEL: FLASH3
NO. TEMP ITER = 5 TEMP = 313.165
KODE = 1 NTRIAL = 4 T = 313.165 P =
BETA = 1.00000 Q = 0.OOOOOOE+00
UOS BLOCK HL1000BS MODEL: FSPLIT
0.59
NO. TEMP ITER = 5
KODE = 1 NTRIAL=
0.OOOOOOE+00
TEMP = 313.165
3 T = 313.165 P=
SPLIT FRACTIONS: 0.20227D+00
TIME = 0.53
387642. V = 0.OOOOOOE+00
TIME =
387642. V = 0.OOOOOOE+00 Q =
0.79773D+00
UOS BLOCK
VOL-FLOW
FLUID PWR
P1000 MODEL: PUMP
= 0.2722E-03, DELTA P
= 45.00 BRAKE PWR
TIME = 0.59
= 0.1653E+06, PUMP EFF = 0.7500
= 60.00 , ELEC PWR = 60.00
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UOS BLOCK P1001 MODEL: PUMP TIME = 0.59
VOL-FLOW = 0.2722E-03, DELTA P = 0.1653E+06, PUMP EFF = 0.7500
FLUID PWR = 45.00 , BRAKE PWR = 60.00 , ELEC PWR = 60.00
CONVERGENCE BLOCK $OLVER01 METHOD: WEGSTEIN
TIME = 0.59
--FLASH TEAR STREAM SF1000-1
KODE = 1 NO. TEMP ITER = 4 TEMP = 313.193
KPHASE = 2 KODE = 1 T= 313.193 P = 718238. Q = 0.OOOOOOE+00
LOOP $OLVER01 ITER 3: 5 VARS NOT CONVERGED, MAX ERR/TOL -2782.9
TIME = 0.59
UOS BLOCK B3
NO. TEMP ITER =
KODE = 1 NTRIAL
0.OOOOOOE+00
MODEL: MIXER
4 TEMP = 313.274
= 2 T = 313.274 P = 200000.
TIME = 0.59
V = 0.OOOOOOE+00 Q =
UOS BLOCK SPLIT MODEL: SEP2
---FLASH OF TOP OUTLET STREAM:
KODE = 2 T = 313.274 P = 200000.
2.694548E+06
---FLASH OF BOTTOM OUTLET STREAM:
KODE = 2 NTRIAL = 3 T = 313.274 P
0.OOOOOOE+00
TIME= 0.59
Q = 0.OOOOOOE+00 HNCS =-
= 200000.
UOS BLOCK FS800 MODEL: FSPLIT
SPLIT FRACTIONS: 0.50000D+00 0.50000D+00
V = 0.OOOOOOE+00 Q =
TIME = 0.59
UOS BLOCK V800 MODEL: FLASH3
KODE = 1 NTRIAL = 6 T = 340.872
= 1.00000 Q = 0.000000E+00
UOS BLOCK V810
KODE = 1 NTRIAL =
0.OOOOOOE+00
UOS BLOCK M800
KODE = 1 NTRIAL =
0.OOOOOOE+00
UOS BLOCK
VOL-FLOW
FLUID PWR
UOS BLOCK
VOL-FLOW
FLUID PWR
MODEL: FLASH2
2 T = 314.591
MODEL: MIXER
1 T = 327.938
P800 MODEL: PUMP
= 0.3464E-03 , DELTA P
= 55.97 , BRAKE PWR
P801 MODEL: PUMP
= 0.3464E-03, DELTA P
= 55.97 , BRAKE PWR
P = 136460.
P = 135460.
P = 135460.
= 0.1616E+06,
TIME = 0.59
V = 1.523522E-02 BETA
TIME = 0.61
V =1.362043E-02 Q =
TIME = 0.61
V = 1.009363E-08 Q =
TIME = 0.61
PUMP EFF = 0.7500
74.62 , ELEC PWR = 74.62
TIME = 0.61
= 0.1616E+06, PUMP EFF = 0.7500
= 74.62 , ELEC PWR = 74.62
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UOS BLOCK HX830
KODE = 2 NTRIAL=
23887.2
MODEL: HEATER
3 T = 313.150 P= 456588.
TIME = 0.61
V = 0.000000E+00 Q = -
UOS BLOCK VI 000 MODEL: FLASH3
NO. TEMP ITER = 5 TEMP = 313.165
KODE = 1 NTRIAL = 4 T = 313.165 P = 387640.
BETA = 1.00000 Q = 0.000000E+00
UOS BLOCK V1QOOB MODEL: FLASH3
NO. TEMP ITER = 5 TEMP = 313.165
KODE = 1 NTRIAL = 4 T = 313.165 P = 387640.
BETA = 1.00000 Q =0.OOOOOOE+00
UOS BLOCK HL1000BS MODEL: FSPLIT
0.62
NO. TEMP ITER = 5 TEMP = 313.165
KODE = 1 NTRIAL = 3 T = 313.165 P = 387640.
0.OOOOOOE+00
SPLIT FRACTIONS: 0.20227D+00 0.79773D+00
TIME = 0.61
V = 0.000000E+00
TIME = 0.62
V = 0.000000E+00
TIME =
V = 0.OOOOOOE+00 Q =
UOS BLOCK P1000 MODEL: PUMP
VOL-FLOW = 0.2722E-03, DELTA P
FLUID PWR = 45.00 , BRAKE PWR
UOS BLOCK P1001 MODEL: PUMP
VOL-FLOW = 0.2722E-03 , DELTA P
FLUID PWR = 45.00 , BRAKE PWR
TIME = 0.62
= 0.1653E+06, PUMP EFF = 0.7500
= 60.00 , ELEC PWR = 60.00
TIME = 0.62
= 0.1653E+06, PUMP EFF = 0.7500
= 60.00 , ELEC PWR = 60.00
CONVERGENCE BLOCK $OLVER01 METHOD: WEGSTEIN
TIME = 0.62
LOOP $OLVER01 ITER
TIME = 0.62
4: *** CONVERGED ***, MAX ERR/TOL
CONVERGENCE BLOCK $OLVER03 METHOD: SECANT
TIME = 0.62
SPEC 1 ERROR = 1.4411 X = 0.27222E-03
LOOP $OLVER03 ITER 1: *** CONVERGED ***, MAX ERR/TOL
TIME = 0.62
CONVERGENCE BLOCK $OLVER02 METHOD: WEGSTEIN
TIME = 0.62
0.91473
0.48037
ENTHALPY CALCULATION FOR INLET STREAM PC870REC OF BLOCK P870
TIME = 0.62
SUBSTREAM MIXED
KODE = 2 NTRIAL = 4 T = 313.1500 P = 206700. V = 1.00000 Q=
0.OOOOOOE+00
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UOS BLOCK P870 MODEL: COMPR
OUTLET TEMP = 355.3 OUTLET PRES = 0.1955E+06
326.0 BRAKE HP = 326.0
ISENTR TEMP = 343.9 CALC ISENTR EFF = 0.7200
HP = 0.7641E-01
TIME = 0.64
INDICATED HP =
ISENTR HP = 234.7
UOS BLOCK HX875
KODE = 2 NTRIAL =
348.190
MODEL: HEATER
5 T = 311.150 P = 200000.
TIME = 0.66
V = 1.00000 Q = -
UOS BLOCK PC870 MODEL: FSPLIT
SPLIT FRACTIONS: 0.90000D+00 0.10000D+00
TIME = 0.66
CONVERGENCE BLOCK $OLVER02 METHOD: WEGSTEIN
TIME = 0.66
* WARNING WHILE EXECUTING CONVERGENCE BLOCK: "$OLVER02" (MODEL:
"WEGSTEIN")
(WEGSTN2.1)
VALUE IS MISSING FOR VARIABLE 33.
THIS MAY BE CAUSED BY A ZERO-FLOW STREAM.
THE PREVIOUS VALUE OF THE VARIABLE WILL BE USED.
--FLASH TEAR STREAM PC870REC
NO. TEMP ITER = 4 TEMP = 311.150
KODE = 1 NTRIAL = 2 T = 311.150 P = 200000.
0.000000E+00
LOOP $OLVER02 ITER
TIME = 0.66
V = 1.00000
1: 18 VARS NOT CONVERGED, MAX ERR/TOL
UOS BLOCK P870 MODEL: COMPR
OUTLET TEMP = 353.7
466.6 BRAKE HP = 466.6
ISENTR TEMP = 342.3
HP = 0.1572
UOS BLOCK HX875 MO
KODE = 2 NTRIAL = 5 T
592.550
TIME = 0.66
OUTLET PRES = 0.1955E+06 INDICATED HP =
CALC ISENTR EFF = 0.7200
)EL: HEATER
= 311.150 P = 200000.
ISENTR HP= 336.0
TIME = 0.67
V = 0.992914 Q = -
UOS BLOCK PC870 MODEL: FSPLIT
SPLIT FRACTIONS: 0.90000D+00 0.10000D+00
TIME = 0.73
CONVERGENCE BLOCK $OLVER02 METHOD: WEGSTEIN
TIME = 0.73
--FLASH TEAR STREAM PC870REC
KODE = 1 NTRIAL = 10 T = 309.804 P = 200000.
0.OOOOOOE+00
V = 0.979860 Q =
122
10000.
I
LOOP $OLVER02 ITER
TIME = 0.73
2:16 VARS NOT CONVERGED, MAX ERR/TOL 9000.0
UOS BLOCK P870 MODEL: COMPR TIME = 0.73
* WARNING WHILE EXECUTING UNIT OPERATIONS BLOCK: "P870" (MODEL:
"COMPR")
FEED STREAM IS BELOW
OUTLET TEMP = 325.8
1170. BRAKE HP = 1170.
ISENTR TEMP = 319.1
HP = 1.043
UOS BLOCK HX875 MOE
KODE = 2 NTRIAL = 2 T
1202.27
(CMSTIN.7)
DEW POINT
OUTLET PRES = 0.1955E+(
CALC ISENTR EFF = 0.7200
EL: HEATER
= 311.150 P = 200000.
INDICATED HP =
ISENTR HP = 842.4
TIME = 0.78
V = 0.981445 Q = -
UOS BLOCK PC870 MODEL: FSPLIT
SPLIT FRACTIONS: 0.90000D+00 0.10000D+00
TIME = 0.78
CONVERGENCE BLOCK $OLVER02 METHOD: WEGSTEIN
TIME = 0.78
--FLASH TEAR STREAM PC870REC
KODE = 1 NTRIAL = 3 T = 313.538
0.OOOOOOE+00
P = 200000. V = 0.983900
LOOP $OLVERO2 ITER
TIME = 0.80
3:16 VARS NOT CONVERGED, MAX ERR/TOL
UOS BLOCK P870 MODEL: COMPR
562.50
TIME = 0.80
* WARNING WHILE EXECUTING UNIT OPERATIONS BLOCK: "P870" (MODEL:
"COMPR")
(CMSTIN.7)
FEED STREAM IS BELOW DEW POINT
OUTLET TEMP = 333.7 OUTLET PRES = 0.1955E+06
1478. BRAKE HP= 1478.
ISENTR TEMP = 322.5 CALC ISENTR EFF = 0.7200
HP = 1.644
INDICATED HP =
ISENTR HP = 1064.
UOS BLOCK HX875
KODE = 2 NTRIAL=
1865.53
MODEL: HEATER
1 T = 311.150 P = 200000.
TIME = 0.81
V = 0.980056 Q = -
UOS BLOCK PC870 MODEL: FSPLIT
SPLIT FRACTIONS: 0.90000D+00 0.10000D+00
CONVERGENCE BLOCK $OLVER02 METHOD: WEGSTEIN
TIME = 0.81
TIME = 0.81
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--FLASH TEAR STREAM PC870REC
KODE = 1 NTRIAL = 3 T = 311.479
0.OOOOOOE+00
P = 200000. V = 0.980161
LOOP $OLVER02 ITER 4:16 VARS NOT CONVERGED, MAX ERR/TOL
TIME = 0.81
UOS BLOCK P870 MODEL: COMPR TIME = 0.81
* WARNING WHILE EXECUTING UNIT OPERATIONS BLOCK: "P870" (MODEL:
"COMPR")
FEED STREAM IS BELOW
OUTLET TEMP = 326.6
1581. BRAKE HP = 1581.
ISENTR TEMP = 319.8
HP = 1.900
(CMSTIN.7)
DEW POINT
OUTLET PRES = 0.1955E+06
CALC ISENTR EFF = 0.7200
INDICATED HP =
ISENTR HP = 1139.
UOS BLOCK HX875
KODE = 2 NTRIAL=
1753.43
MODEL: HEATER
1 T = 311.150 P = 200000.
TIME = 0.86
V = 0.979643 Q = -
UOS BLOCK PC870 MODEL: FSPLIT
SPLIT FRACTIONS: 0.90000D+00 0.10000D+00
CONVERGENCE BLOCK $OLVER02 METHOD: WEGSTEIN
TIME = 0.86
TIME = 0.86
--FLASH TEAR STREAM PC870REC
KODE = 1 NTRIAL = 3 T = 311.211
0.OOOOOOE+00
P = 200000. V = 0.979596
LOOP $OLVER02 ITER 5:16 VARS NOT CONVERGED, MAX ERR/TOL
TIME = 0.86
UOS BLOCK P870 MODEL: COMPR TIME = 0.86
* WARNING WHILE EXECUTING UNIT OPERATIONS BLOCK: "P870" (MODEL:
"COMPR")
FEED STREAM IS BELOW
OUTLET TEMP = 325.5
1626. BRAKE HP= 1626.
ISENTR TEMP = 319.6
HP = 2.011
UOS BLOCK HX875
KODE = 2 NTRIAL=
1768.48
(CMSTIN.7)
DEW POINT
OUTLET PRES = 0.1955E+
CALC ISENTR EFF = 0.7200
MODEL: HEATER
1 T = 311.150 P = 200000.
06 INDICATED HP =
ISENTR HP= 1171.
TIME = 0.91
V = 0.979495 Q = -
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168.22
61.121
UOS BLOCK PC870 MODEL: FSPLIT
SPLIT FRACTIONS: 0.90000D+00 0.10000D+00
CONVERGENCE BLOCK $OLVER02 METHOD: WEGSTEIN
TIME = 0.91
--FLASH TEAR STREAM PC870REC
KODE = 1 NTRIAL = 2 T = 311.164 P = 200000.
0.OOOOOOE+00
TIME = 0.91
V = 0.979463
LOOP $OLVER02 ITER 6:15 VARS NOT CONVERGED, MAX ERR/TOL
TIME = 0.91
UOS BLOCK P870 MODEL: COMPR TIME = 0.91
* WARNING WHILE EXECUTING UNIT OPERATIONS BLOCK: "P870" (MODEL:
"COMPR")
FEED STREAM IS BELOW
OUTLET TEMP = 325.3
1644. BRAKE HP= 1644.
ISENTR TEMP = 319.6
HP = 2.057
UOS BLOCK HX875 MOE
KODE = 2 NTRIAL= 1 T
1781.29
(CMSTIN.7)
DEW POINT
OUTLET PRES = 0.1955E+06 INDICATED HP =
CALC ISENTR EFF = 0.7200
EL: HEATER
= 311.150 P = 200000.
ISENTR HP = 1184.
TIME = 0.95
V = 0.979438 Q = -
UOS BLOCK PC870 MODEL: FSPLIT
SPLIT FRACTIONS: 0.90000D+00 0.10000D+00
CONVERGENCE BLOCK $OLVER02 METHOD: WEGSTEIN
TIME = 0.95
TIME = 0.95
--FLASH TEAR STREAM PC870REC
KODE = 1 NTRIAL = 2 T = 311.151
0.OOOOOOE+00
P = 200000. V = 0.979419
LOOP $OLVER02 ITER 7:15 VARS NOT CONVERGED, MAX ERR/TOL
TIME = 0.95
UOS BLOCK P870 MODEL: COMPR TIME = 0.95
* WARNING WHILE EXECUTING UNIT OPERATIONS BLOCK: "P870" (MODEL:
"COMPR")
FEED STREAM IS BELOW
OUTLET TEMP = 325.2
1651. BRAKE HP= 1651.
ISENTR TEMP = 319.6
HP = 2.076
(CMSTIN.7)
DEW POINT
OUTLET PRES = 0.1955E+06 INDICATED HP =
CALC ISENTR EFF = 0.7200 ISENTR HP = 1189.
125
23.583
9.3017
UOS BLOCK HX875
KODE = 2 NTRIAL=
1787.14
MODEL: HEATER
1 T = 311.150 P = 200000.
TIME = 1.00
V = 0.979416 Q = -
UOS BLOCK PC870 MODEL: FSPLIT
SPLIT FRACTIONS: 0.90000D+00 0.10000D+00
TIME = 1.00
CONVERGENCE BLOCK $OLVER02 METHOD: WEGSTEIN
TIME = 1.00
--FLASH TEAR STREAM PC870REC
KODE = 1 NTRIAL = 2 T = 311.153 P = 200000.
0.OOOOOOE+00
V = 0.979412
LOOP $OLVER02 ITER 8:15 VARS NOT CONVERGED, MAX ERR/TOL
TIME = 1.00
UOS BLOCK P870 MODEL: COMPR TIME = 1.00
* WARNING WHILE EXECUTING UNIT OPERATIONS BLOCK: "P870" (MODEL:
"COMPR")
FEED STREAM IS BELOW
OUTLET TEMP = 325.2
1654. BRAKE HP = 1654.
ISENTR TEMP = 319.6
HP = 2.083
(CMSTIN.7)
DEW POINT
OUTLET PRES = 0.1955E+06 INDICATED HP =
CALC ISENTR EFF = 0.7200 ISENTR HP = 1191.
UOS BLOCK HX875
KODE = 2 NTRIAL=
1790.34
MODEL: HEATER
1 T = 311.150 P = 200000.
TIME = 1.05
V = 0.979407 Q = -
UOS BLOCK PC870 MODEL: FSPLIT
SPLIT FRACTIONS: 0.90000D+00 0.10000D+00
CONVERGENCE BLOCK $OLVER02 METHOD: WEGSTEIN
TIME = 1.05
TIME = 1.05
--FLASH TEAR STREAM PC870REC
KODE = 1 NTRIAL= 1 T = 311.153
0.OOOOOOE+00
P = 200000. V = 0.979408
LOOP $OLVER02 ITER 9:13 VARS NOT CONVERGED, MAX ERR/TOL
TIME = 1.05
UOS BLOCK P870 MODEL: COMPR TIME = 1.05
* WARNING WHILE EXECUTING UNIT OPERATIONS BLOCK: "P870" (MODEL:
"COMPR")
(CMSTIN.7)
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3.7000
0 =
1.4767
FEED STREAM IS BELOW DEW POINT
OUTLET TEMP = 325.1 OUTLET PRES = 0.1955E+06 INDICATED HP =
1655. BRAKE HP = 1655.
ISENTR TEMP = 319.6 CALC ISENTR EFF = 0.7200 ISENTR HP = 1192.
HP = 2.086
UOS BLOCK HX875
KODE = 2 NTRIAL=
1791.45
MODEL: HEATER
1 T = 311.150 P = 200000.
TIME = 1.09
V = 0.979403 Q = -
UOS BLOCK PC870 MODEL: FSPLIT
SPLIT FRACTIONS: 0.90000D+00 0.10000D+00
TIME = 1.09
CONVERGENCE BLOCK $OLVER02 METHOD: WEGSTEIN
TIME = 1.09
LOOP $OLVER02 ITER
TIME = 1.09
10: *** CONVERGED ***, MAX ERR/TOL 0.59017
GENERATING RESULTS FOR UOS BLOCK P800 MODEL: PUMP
TIME = 1.09
KODE = 5 NTRIAL = 5 T = 327.938 P = 137985. V = 0.0000
0.846510
VOL-FLOW = 0.3464E-03, DELTA P = 0.1616E+06, PUMP EFF
FLUID PWR = 55.97 , BRAKE PWR = 74.62 , ELEC PWR =
NPSH AVAIL= -2.619
GENERATING RESULTS FOR UOS BLOCK P801 MODEL: PUMP
TIME = 1.09
KODE = 5 NTRIAL = 5 T = 327.951 P = 137949. V = 0.0000
53.1074
VOL-FLOW = 0.3464E-03, DELTA P = 0.1616E+06, PUMP EFF
FLUID PWR = 55.97 , BRAKE PWR = 74.62 , ELEC PWR =
NPSH AVAIL = 165.0
GENERATING RESULTS FOR UOS BLOCK P1000
TIME = 1.09
KODE = 5 NTRIAL = 5 T = 313.165 P = 2004(
51.0913
VOL-FLOW = 0.2722E-03, DELTA P = 0.1653E
FLUID PWR = 45.00 , BRAKE PWR = 60.00
NPSH AVAIL = 191.3
)OE+00 Q =
= 0.7500
74.62
OE+00 Q = -
= 0.7500
74.62
MODEL: PUMP
V = 0.OOOOOOE+00 Q = -
+06, PUMP EFF = 0.7500
, ELEC PWR = 60.00
GENERATING RESULTS FOR UOS BLOCK P1001 MODEL: PUMP
TIME = 1.09
KODE = 5 NTRIAL = 5 T = 313.176 P = 200338. V = 0.OOOOOOE+00 Q = -
96.2177
VOL-FLOW = 0.2722E-03, DELTA P
FLUID PWR = 45.00 , BRAKE PWR
NPSH AVAIL = 360.2
= 0.1653E+06 , PUMP EFF = 0.7500
= 60.00 , ELEC PWR = 60.00
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Appendix 4 - History Summary for Aspen Plus ® Model with Wood
ASPENTECH ++
FLOWSHEET SIMULATION + +
FOR THE PROCESS INDUSTRIES + +++
TM
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ASPEN PLUS IS A TRADEMARK OF HOTLINE:
ASPEN TECHNOLOGY, INC. U.S.A. 888/996-7001
TEN CANAL PARK EUROPE (32) 2/724-0100
CAMBRIDGE, MASSACHUSETTS 02141
617/949-1000
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PLATFORM: WIN32
VERSION: 12.1 Build 260
INSTALLATION: 0000000000809714
JULY 1, 2004
THURSDAY
3:25:40 P.M.
THIS COPY OF ASPEN PLUS LICENSED TO NATL RENEWABLE ENERGY
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ASPEN PLUS (R) IS A PROPRIETARY PRODUCT OF ASPEN TECHNOLOGY,
INC.
(ASPENTECH), AND MAY BE USED ONLY UNDER AGREEMENT WITH
ASPENTECH.
RESTRICTED RIGHTS LEGEND: USE, REPRODUCTION, OR DISCLOSURE BY
THE
U.S. GOVERNMENT IS SUBJECT TO RESTRICTIONS SET FORTH IN
(i) FAR 52.227-14, Alt. III, (ii) FAR 52.227-19, (iii) DFARS
252.227-7013(c)(1)(ii), or (iv) THE ACCOMPANYING LICENSE AGREEMENT,
AS APPLICABLE. FOR PURPOSES OF THE FAR, THIS SOFTWARE SHALL BE
DEEMED
TO BE "UNPUBLISHED" AND LICENSED WITH DISCLOSURE PROHIBITIONS.
CONTRACTOR/SUBCONTRACTOR: ASPEN TECHNOLOGY, INC. TEN CANAL
PARK,
CAMBRIDGE, MA 02141.
INPUT SUMMARY
>>CURRENT RUN
ORIGINAL RUN JULY 1, 2004
3:25:40 P.M. THURSDAY
INPUT FILE: _2433jto.inm
RUN ID : _2433jto
1;
2 ;Input file created by Aspen Plus Rel. 12.1 at 15:25:40 Thu Jul 1, 2004
3 ;Directory C:\AspenTech\Aspen Plus 12.1 Runid TCPDU - WOOD - NAP4
4;
5
6
7
8 IN-UNITS MET VOLUME-FLOW='cum/hr' ENTHALPY-FLO='MMkcal/hr' &
9 HEAT-TRANS-C='kcal/hr-sqm-K' PRESSURE=bar TEMPERATURE=C &
10 VOLUME=cum DELTA-T=C HEAD=meter MOLE-DENSITY='kmol/cum' &
11 MASS-DENSITY='kg/cum' MOLE-ENTHALP='kcal/mol' &
12 MASS-ENTHALP='kcal/kg' HEAT=MMkcal MOLE-CONC='mol/' &
13 PDROP=bar
14
15 DEF-STREAMS MIXNCPSD ALL
16
17 SIM-OPTIONS ATM-PRES=12.2 <psi>
18
19 DESCRIPTION "
20 General Simulation with Metric Units:
21 C, bar, kg/hr, kmol/hr, MMKcal/hr, cum/hr.
22
23 Property Method: None
24
25 Flow basis for input: Mole
26
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27 Stream report composition: Mole flow
28 "
29
30 DATABANKS PURE11 / AQUEOUS / SOLIDS / INORGANIC / &
31 NOASPENPCD
32
33 PROP-SOURCES PURE11 AQUEOUS / SOLIDS / INORGANIC
34
35 COMPONENTS
36 C10H8 C10H8/
37 H2 H2 /
38 0202/
39 N2 N2 /
40 C02 C02 /
41 CO CO /
42 H20 H20 /
43 CH4 CH4 /
44 H2S H2S/
45 H3N H3N/
46 COS COS
47 02S O2S/
48 03S 03S/
49 S102SI02/
50 N02 N02/
51 NO NO/
52 C6H60 C6H60/
53 C6H6 C6H6/
54 C2H4 C2H4/
55 C2H2 C2H2/
56 SS/
57 CHICKLIT/
58 WOOD/
59 CHAR/
60 C7H8 C7H8/
61 C3H8 C3H8/
62 C2H6 C2H6/
63 C7H80 C7H80-3 /
64 1-BUT-01 C4H8-1
65
66 FLOWSHEET
67 BLOCK GASIFIER IN=WOOD STEAMIN OUT=SV5000UT
68 BLOCK CY300 IN=SV300IN OUT=SV3000UT S3000UT
69 BLOCK CY310 IN=SV3000UT OUT=V800IN S3100UT
70 BLOCK HEATSYNC IN=SV5000UT OUT=SV3001N
71 BLOCK M800 IN=HL8000UT L810OUT LL8000UT OUT=M8000UT
72 BLOCK FS800 IN=SF1000-2 OUT=L810N L800IN
73 BLOCK P800 IN=M8000UT OUT=P8000UT
74 BLOCK P801 IN=P8000UT OUT=P801OUT
75 BLOCK V1000 IN=LV1000IN OUT=V10000UT LIOOOOUT HL10000U
76 BLOCK P1000 IN=HL1000BR OUT=P10000UT
77 BLOCK P1001 IN=P1OOOOUT OUT=SF1000-1
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78 BLOCK HX875 IN=P8700UT OUT=HX8700UT
79 BLOCK PC870 IN=HX8700UT OUT=PC87OREC SMFM880
80 BLOCK V810 IN=VL81OIN L81OIN OUT=V8100UT L8100UT
81 BLOCK V800 IN=V8001N L800IN OUT=VL810IN LL8000UT HL8000UT
82 BLOCK SPLIT IN=1 OUT=F1 000 SF1 000-2
83 BLOCK HX830 IN=P801OUT COOLIN OUT=LV1000IN COOLOUT
84 BLOCK V1QOOB IN=L10000UT OUT=V1OOOB L1OQOB HL1000B
85 BLOCK HL1000BS IN=HL1000B LIOOOB HL10000U OUT=HL1000BP &
86 HL1000BR
87 BLOCK P870 IN=PC87OREC V810OUT OUT=P8700UT
88 BLOCK B3 IN=SF1000-1 NAP OUT=1
89
90 PROPERTIES RK-SOAVE
91 PROPERTIES PENG-ROB / RK-ASPEN / VANL-HOC / WILS-VOL
92
93 NC-COMPS CHICKLIT ULTANAL SULFANAL PROXANAL
94
95 NC-PROPS CHICKLIT ENTHALPY HCJ1BOIE / DENSITY DCHARIGT
96
97 NC-COMPS WOOD ULTANAL SULFANAL PROXANAL
98
99 NC-PROPS WOOD ENTHALPY HCJ1BOIE / DENSITY DCHARIGT
100
101 NC-COMPS CHAR ULTANAL SULFANAL PROXANAL
102
103 NC-PROPS CHAR ENTHALPY HCJ1BOIE / DENSITY DCHARIGT
104
105 PROP-DATA HOCETA-1
106 IN-UNITS MET VOLUME-FLOW='cum/hr' ENTHALPY-FLO='MMkcal/hr' &
107 HEAT-TRANS-C='kcal/hr-sqm-K' PRESSURE=bar TEMPERATURE=C &
108 VOLUME=cum DELTA-T=C HEAD=meter MOLE-DENSITY='kmol/cum' &
109 MASS-DENSITY='kg/cum' MOLE-ENTHALP='kcal/mol' &
110 MASS-ENTHALP='kcal/kg' HEAT=MMkcal MOLE-CONC='mol/I' &
111 PDROP=bar
112 PROP-LIST HOCETA
113 BPVAL C02 C02 .1600000000
114 BPVAL C02 H20 .3000000000
115 BPVAL C02 H2 .1000000000
116 BPVAL C02 H3N .2000000000
117 BPVAL C02 C6H60 .3000000000
118 BPVAL C02 C2H2 .1600000000
119 BPVAL H20 C02 .3000000000
120 BPVAL H20 H20 1.700000000
121 BPVAL H20 H2S .7000000000
122 BPVAL H20 H3N .2000000000
123 BPVAL H20 C6H60 1.550000000
124 BPVAL H20 C2H2 .3000000000
125 BPVAL H20 02S 1.500000000
126 BPVAL H2S C02 .1000000000
127 BPVAL H2S H20 .7000000000
128 BPVAL H2S H3N .1500000000
132
129 BPVAL H2S C6H60 .7000000000
130 BPVAL H2S 02S .5000000000
131 BPVAL H2S C6H6 .0500000000
132 BPVAL H2S C7H8 .0500000000
133 BPVAL H3N C02 .2000000000
134 BPVAL H3N H20 .2000000000
135 BPVAL H3N H2S .1500000000
136 BPVAL H3N C6H60 .2000000000
137 BPVAL H3N C2H2.5000000000
138 BPVAL H3N 02S 1.500000000
139 BPVAL H3N C2H4 .2000000000
140 BPVAL H3N 1-BUT-01 .2000000000
141 BPVAL 02S H20 1.500000000
142 BPVAL 02S H2S .5000000000
143 BPVAL 02S H3N 1.500000000
144 BPVAL 02S C6H60 1.500000000
145 BPVAL 02S C2H2 .5000000000
146 BPVAL 02S C6H6 .3000000000
147 BPVAL 02S C7H8 .3000000000
148 BPVAL 02S C2H4 .2000000000
149 BPVAL 02S 1-BUT-01 .2000000000
150 BPVAL C6H60 C02 .3000000000
151 BPVAL C6H60 H20 1.550000000
152 BPVAL C6H60 H2S .7000000000
153 BPVAL C6H60 H3N .2000000000
154 BPVAL C6H60 C6H60 .3200000000
155 BPVAL C6H60 C2H2 .3000000000
156 BPVAL C6H60 02S 1.500000000
157 BPVAL C6H60 C2H4 .1000000000
158 BPVAL C6H60 1-BUT-01 .1000000000
159 BPVAL C6H6 H2S .0500000000
160 BPVAL C6H6 C2H2 .3000000000
161 BPVAL C6H6 02S .3000000000
162 BPVAL C6H6 C2H4 .1000000000
163 BPVAL C6H6 1-BUT-01 .1000000000
164 BPVAL C2H4 H3N .2000000000
165 BPVAL C2H4 C6H60 .1000000000
166 BPVAL C2H4 02S .2000000000
167 BPVAL C2H4 C6H6 .1000000000
168 BPVAL C2H4 C7H8 .1000000000
169 BPVAL C2H2 C02 .1600000000
170 BPVAL C2H2 H20 .3000000000
171 BPVAL C2H2 H3N .5000000000
172 BPVAL C2H2 C6H60 .3000000000
173 BPVAL C2H2 C2H2 .1600000000
174 BPVAL C2H2 02S .5000000000
175 BPVAL C2H2 C6H6.3000000000
176 BPVAL C2H2 C7H8 .3000000000
177 BPVAL C7H8 H2S .0500000000
178 BPVAL C7H8 C2H2 .3000000000
179 BPVAL C7H8 02S .3000000000
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180 BPVAL C7H8 C2H4 .1000000000
181 BPVAL C7H8 1-BUT-01 .1000000000
182 BPVAL 1-BUT-01 H3N .2000000000
183 BPVAL 1-BUT-01 C6H6O .1000000000
184 BPVAL 1-BUT-01 02S .2000000000
185 BPVAL 1-BUT-01 C6H6 .1000000000
186 BPVAL 1-BUT-01 C7H8 .1000000000
187
188 PROP-DATA PRKIJ-1
189 IN-UNITS MET VOLUME-FLOW='cum/hr' ENTHALPY-FLO='MMkcal/hr' &
190 HEAT-TRANS-C='kcal/hr-sqm-K' PRESSURE=bar TEMPERATURE=C &
191 VOLUME=cum DELTA-T=C HEAD=meter MOLE-DENSITY='kmol/cum' &
192 MASS-DENSITY='kg/cum' MOLE-ENTHALP='kcal/mol' &
193 MASS-ENTHALP='kcal/kg' HEAT=MMkcaI MOLE-CONC='mol/I' &
194 PDROP=bar
195 PROP-LIST PRKIJ
196 BPVAL H2 N2 .1030000000
197 BPVAL H2 C02 -.1622000000
198 BPVAL H2 CO .0919000000
199 BPVAL H2 CH4 .0156000000
200 BPVAL H2 C2H4 7.40000000E-3
201 BPVAL H2 C7H8 -.5100000000
202 BPVAL H2 C3H8 -.0833000000
203 BPVAL H2 C2H6 -.0667000000
204 BPVAL 02 N2 -.0119000000
205 BPVAL N2 C02 -.0170000000
206 BPVAL N2 CO .0307000000
207 BPVAL N2 CH4 .0311000000
208 BPVAL N2 C2H4.0856000000
209 BPVAL N2 C3H8.0852000000
210 BPVAL N2 C2H6.0515000000
211 BPVAL N2 H2 .1030000000
212 BPVAL N2 02 -.0119000000
213 BPVAL N2 H2S.1767000000
214 BPVAL N2 H3N .2193000000
215 BPVAL N2 02S .0800000000
216 BPVAL N2 C6H6.1641000000
217 BPVAL C02 N2 -.0170000000
218 BPVAL C02 CH4 .0919000000
219 BPVAL C02 C2H4 .0552000000
220 BPVAL C02 C7H8 .1056000000
221 BPVAL C02 C3H8 .1241000000
222 BPVAL C02 C2H6 .1322000000
223 BPVAL C02 H2 -.1622000000
224 BPVAL C02 H2S .0974000000
225 BPVAL C02 C6H6.0774000000
226 BPVAL C02 H20 .1200000000
227 BPVAL C02 1-BUT-01 .0593000000
228 BPVAL CO N2 .0307000000
229 BPVAL CO CH4 .0300000000
230 BPVAL CO C3H8 .0259000000
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231 BPVAL CO C2H6 -.0226000000
232 BPVAL CO H2 .0919000000
233 BPVAL CO H2S .0544000000
234 BPVAL H20 C02 .1200000000
235 BPVAL H20 H2S .0400000000
236 BPVAL H20 H3N -.2589000000
237 BPVAL CH4 N2 .0311000000
238 BPVAL CH4 C02 .0919000000
239 BPVAL CH4 CO .0300000000
240 BPVAL CH4 C2H4 .0215000000
241 BPVAL CH4 C7H8 .0970000000
242 BPVAL CH4 C3H8 .0140000000
243 BPVAL CH4 C2H6 -2.6000000E-3
244 BPVAL CH4 H2 .0156000000
245 BPVAL CH4 02S .1356000000
246 BPVAL CH4 C6H6 .0363000000
247 BPVAL CH4 COS .0289000000
248 BPVAL H2S N2 .1767000000
249 BPVAL H2S C02 .0974000000
250 BPVAL H2S CO .0544000000
251 BPVAL H2S C3H8 .0878000000
252 BPVAL H2S C2H6 .0833000000
253 BPVAL H2S H20 .0400000000
254 BPVAL H3N N2 .2193000000
255 BPVAL H3N H20 -.2589000000
256 BPVAL COS CH4 .0289000000
257 BPVAL COS C3H8 -.0189000000
258 BPVAL 02S N2 .0800000000
259 BPVAL 02S CH4 .1356000000
260 BPVAL 02S C6H6 1.50000000E-3
261 BPVAL C6H6 N2 .1641000000
262 BPVAL C6H6 C02 .0774000000
263 BPVAL C6H6 CH4 .0363000000
264 BPVAL C6H6 C2H4 .0311000000
265 BPVAL C6H6 C3H8 .0233000000
266 BPVAL C6H6 C2H6 .0322000000
267 BPVAL C6H6 02S 1.50000000E-3
268 BPVAL C2H4 N2 .0856000000
269 BPVAL C2H4 C02 .0552000000
270 BPVAL C2H4 CH4 .0215000000
271 BPVAL C2H4 C2H6 8.90000000E-3
272 BPVAL C2H4 H2 7.40000000E-3
273 BPVAL C2H4 C6H6 .0311000000
274 BPVAL C2H4 C2H2 .0652000000
275 BPVAL C2H2 C2H4 .0652000000
276 BPVAL C7H8 C02 .1056000000
277 BPVAL C7H8 CH4 .0970000000
278 BPVAL C7H8 H2 -.5100000000
279 BPVAL C3H8 N2 .0852000000
280 BPVAL C3H8 C02 .1241000000
281 BPVAL C3H8 CO .0259000000
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282 BPVAL C3H8 CH4 .0140000000
283 BPVAL C3H8 C2H6 1.10000000E-3
284 BPVAL C3H8 H2 -.0833000000
285 BPVAL C3H8 H2S.0878000000
286 BPVAL C3H8 C6H6.0233000000
287 BPVAL C3H8 COS -.0189000000
288 BPVAL C2H6 N2 .0515000000
289 BPVAL C2H6 C02 .1322000000
290 BPVAL C2H6 CO -.0226000000
291 BPVAL C2H6 CH4 -2.6000000E-3
292 BPVAL C2H6 C2H4 8.90000000E-3
293 BPVAL C2H6 C3H8 1.10000000E-3
294 BPVAL C2H6 H2 -.0667000000
295 BPVAL C2H6 H2S .0833000000
296 BPVAL C2H6 C6H6.0322000000
297 BPVAL 1-BUT-01 C02 .0593000000
298
299 PROP-DATA RKSKBV-1
300 IN-UNITS MET VOLUME-FLOW='cum/hr' ENTHALPY-FLO='MMkcal/hr' &
301 HEAT-TRANS-C='kcal/hr-sqm-K' PRESSURE=bar TEMPERATURE=C &
302 VOLUME=cum DELTA-T=C HEAD=meter MOLE-DENSITY='kmol/cum' &
303 MASS-DENSITY='kg/cum' MOLE-ENTHALP='kcal/mol' &
304 MASS-ENTHALP='kcal/kg' HEAT=MMkcaI MOLE-CONC='mol/' &
305 PDROP=bar
306 PROP-LIST RKSKBV
307 BPVAL H2 N2 .0978000000 0.0 0.0 -273.1500000 726.8500000
308 BPVAL H2 C02 -.3426000000 0.0 0.0 -273.1500000 726.8500000
309 BPVAL H2 CO .0804000000 0.0 0.0 -273.1500000 726.8500000
310 BPVAL H2 CH4 -.0222000000 0.0 0.0 -273.1500000 726.8500000
311 BPVAL H2 C2H4 -.0681000000 0.0 0.0 -273.1500000 &
312 726.8500000
313 BPVAL H2 C7H8 .3900000000 0.0 0.0 -273.1500000 726.8500000
314 BPVAL H2 C3H8 -.2359000000 0.0 0.0 -273.1500000 &
315 726.8500000
316 BPVAL H2 C2H6 -.1667000000 0.0 0.0 -273.1500000 &
317 726.8500000
318 BPVAL 02 N2 -7.8000000E-3 0.0 0.0 -273.1500000 726.8500000
319 BPVAL N2 C02 -.0315000000 0.0 0.0 -273.1500000 726.8500000
320 BPVAL N2 CO .0374000000 0.0 0.0 -273.1500000 726.8500000
321 BPVAL N2 CH4 .0278000000 0.0 0.0 -273.1500000 726.8500000
322 BPVAL N2 H2S .1696000000 0.0 0.0 -273.1500000 726.8500000
323 BPVAL N2 H3N .2222000000 0.0 0.0 -273.1500000 726.8500000
324 BPVAL N2 02S .0578000000 0.0 0.0 -273.1500000 726.8500000
325 BPVAL N2 C6H6 .1530000000 0.0 0.0 -273.1500000 726.8500000
326 BPVAL N2 C2H4 .0798000000 0.0 0.0 -273.1500000 726.8500000
327 BPVAL N2 C3H8 .0763000000 0.0 0.0 -273.1500000 726.8500000
328 BPVAL N2 C2H6 .0407000000 0.0 0.0 -273.1500000 726.8500000
329 BPVAL C02 H20 .0737000000 0.0 0.0 -273.1500000 726.8500000
330 BPVAL C02 CH4 .0933000000 0.0 0.0 -273.1500000 726.8500000
331 BPVAL C02 H2S .0989000000 0.0 0.0 -273.1500000 726.8500000
332 BPVAL C02 C6H6 .0767000000 0.0 0.0 -273.1500000 &
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333
334
335
336
337
338
339
340
341
342
343
344
345
346
347
348
349
350
351
352
353
354
355
356
357
358
359
360
361
362
363
364
365
366
367
368
369
370
371
372
373
374
375
376
377
378
379
380
381
BPVAL CH4 C6H6
726.8500000
BPVAL CH4 C2H4
726.8500000
BPVAL CH4 C7H8
726.8500000
BPVAL CH4 C3H8
726.8500000
BPVAL CH4 C2H6
726.8500000
BPVAL H2S C3H8
726.8500000
BPVAL H2S C2H6
726.8500000
.0209000000 0.0 0.0 -273.1500000 &
.0189000000 0.0 0.0 -273.1500000 &
.0978000000 0.0 0.0 -273.1500000 &
9.OOOOOOOOE-3 0.0 0.0 -273.1500000 &
-7.8000000E-3 0.0 0.0 -273.1500000 &
.0885000000 0.0 0.0 -273.1500000 &
.0852000000 0.0 0.0 -273.1500000 &
BPVAL COS C3H8 -.0267000000 0.0 0.0 -273.1500000 &
726.8500000
BPVAL 02S C6H6 9.30000000E-3 0.0 0.0 -273.1500000 &
726.8500000
BPVAL C6H6 C2H4 .0241000000 0.0 0.0 -273.1500000 &
726.8500000
BPVAL C6H6 C3H8
726.8500000
BPVAL C6H6 C2H6
726.8500000
BPVAL C2H4 C2H2
726.8500000
BPVAL C2H4 C2H6
726.8500000
.0200000000 0.0 0.0 -273.1500000 &
.0289000000 0.0 0.0 -273.1500000 &
.0596000000 0.0 0.0 -273.1500000 &
.0100000000 0.0 0.0 -273.1500000 &
382 BPVAL C3H8 C2H6 -2.2000000E-3 0.0 0.0 -273.1500000 &
383 726.8500000
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726.8500000
BPVAL C02 C2H4 .0533000000 0.0 0.0 -273.1500000 &
726.8500000
BPVAL C02 C7H8 .1130000000 0.0 0.0 -273.1500000 &
726.8500000
BPVAL C02 C3H8 .1289000000 0.0 0.0 -273.1500000 &
726.8500000
BPVAL C02 C2H6 .1363000000 0.0 0.0 -273.1500000 &
726.8500000
BPVAL C02 1-BUT-01 .0596000000 0.0 0.0 -273.1500000 &
726.8500000
BPVAL CO CH4 .0322000000 0.0 0.0 -273.1500000 726.8500000
BPVAL CO H2S .0367000000 0.0 0.0 -273.1500000 726.8500000
BPVAL CO C3H8 .0156000000 0.0 0.0 -273.1500000 726.8500000
BPVAL CO C2H6 -.0278000000 0.0 0.0 -273.1500000 &
726.8500000
BPVAL H20 H2S .0100000000 0.0 0.0 -273.1500000 726.8500000
BPVAL H20 H3N -.2800000000 0.0 0.0 -273.1500000 &
726.8500000
BPVAL CH4 COS .0252000000 0.0 0.0 -273.1500000 726.8500000
BPVAL CH4 02S .1279000000 0.0 0.0 -273.1500000 726.8500000
384
385 DEF-STREAMS MIXNCPSD SV5000UT S3000UT SV3000UT S310OUT
STEAMIN &
386 WOOD
387
388 STREAM COOLIN
389 SUBSTREAM MIXED TEMP=10. PRES=30. <psig> MASS-FLOW=100(
390 MASS-FRAC H20 1.
391
392 STREAM NAP
393 SUBSTREAM MIXED TEMP=25. PRES=2. VOLUME-FLOW=8. <gal/mi
394 MOLE-FLOW C1 0H8 0. / H20 1.
395
396 STREAM PC870REC
397 SUBSTREAM MIXED TEMP=40. PRES=2.067 MASS-FLOW=7.5
398 MOLE-FRAC H2 0.48 / C02 0.29 / CO 0.1 / CH4 0.08 / &
399 C2H4 0.02 / C2H2 0.01 / C2H6 0.02
400
401 STREAM SF1000-1
402 SUBSTREAM MIXED TEMP=26. PRES=2. VOLUME-FLOW=30. <gal/n
403 MASS-FRAC C10H8 0. / H20 1.
404
405
406
407
408
409
410
411
412
413
414
415
416
417
418
419
420
421
422
423
424
425
426
427
428
429
430
431
432
433
)0.
n>
min>
STREAM STEAMIN
SUBSTREAM MIXED TEMP=700. PRES=161.6 <kPa> MASS-FLOW=20.
MASS-FRAC H20 1.
STREAM WOOD
SUBSTREAM NCPSD TEMP=25. PRES=1. MASS-FLOW=10.
MASS-FLOW CHICKLIT 0. /WOOD 8.8 / CHAR 1.2
COMP-ATTR WOOD ULTANAL ( 0.63 51.36 6.25 0.11 * 0.02 &
37.89)
COMP-ATTR WOOD SULFANAL (0.049 0.049 0.051)
COMP-ATTR WOOD PROXANAL ( 3.74 12.95 82.68 0.63)
COMP-ATTR CHAR ULTANAL (3.168 65.894 3.064 0.168 0. &
0.149 27.44 )
COMP-ATTR CHAR SULFANAL ( 0.049 0.049 0.051)
COMP-ATTR CHAR PROXANAL (0. 87.18 12.81 0.01)
SUBS-ATTR PSD (0.23 0.13 0.13 0.15 0.09 0.08 0.06 &
0.04 0.04 0.05 )
BLOCK B3 MIXER
PARAM T-EST=25.
BLOCK M800 MIXER
PARAM T-EST=29.
BLOCK FS800 FSPLIT
FRAC L810IN 0.5
BLOCK HL1000BS FSPLIT
VOL-FLOW HL1000BR 25. <gal/min>
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434
435 BLOCK PC870 FSPLIT
436 FRAC PC870REC 0.9
437
438 BLOCK SPLIT SEP2
439 FRAC STREAM=F1000 SUBSTREAM=MIXED COMPS=C1OH8 H2 02 N2 &
440 C02 CO H20 CH4 H2S H3N COS 02S 03S S102 N02 NO &
441 C6H60 C6H6 C2H4 C2H2 S C7H8 C3H8 C2H6 C7H80 1-BUT-01 &
442 FRACS=0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. &
443 0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.
444 FRAC STREAM=F1000 SUBSTREAM=NCPSD COMPS=CHICKLIT WOOD
&
445 CHAR FRACS=0. 0. 1.
446
447 BLOCK HEATSYNC HEATER
448 PARAM TEMP=568.57 PRES=144.744 <kPa>
449
450 BLOCK HX875 HEATER
451 PARAM TEMP=38. PRES=2.
452
453 BLOCK V810 FLASH2
454 PARAM PRES=-1. <kPa> DUTY=0.
455
456 BLOCK V800 FLASH3
457 PARAM PRES=-2. <kPa> DUTY=0.
458
459 BLOCK Vi 000 FLASH3
460 PARAM PRES=-10. <psi> DUTY=0.
461
462 BLOCK V1000B FLASH3
463 PARAM PRES=0. DUTY=0.
464
465 BLOCK HX830 HEATX
466 PARAM CALC-TYPE=SIMULATION AREA=62. <sqft> TYPE=MULTIPASS &
467 MIN-TAPP=5. U-OPTION=PHASE F-OPTION=CALCULATED &
468 CALC-METHOD=SHORTCUT NUM-SHELLS=1.
469 FEEDS HOT=P801OUT COLD=COOLIN
470 PRODUCTS HOT=LV10001N COLD=COOLOUT
471 HEAT-TR-COEF L-L=10. <Btu/hr-sqft-R>
472 HOT-SIDE DP-OPTION=CONSTANT
473 COLD-SIDE DP-OPTION=CONSTANT
474
475 BLOCK GASIFIER RYJELD
476 PARAM TEMP=850. PRES=147. <kPa>
477 MOLE-YIELD MIXED H2 0.0902 / CH4 0.034193 / C02 0.07292 / &
478 CO 0.0382 / 02 0. / H20 0.685184 / C2H4 0.00575 / &
479 C2H6 0.000917 / C2H2 0.000815 / C3H8 0.000484 / C6H6 &
480 0.000422 / C7H8 0.000322/ C1OH8 0.000138 / 1-BUT-01 &
481 0.000204 / C7H80 0.000253 / N2 0.022278
482 COMP-ATTR NCPSD CHAR ULTANAL (3.168 65.894 3.064 0.168 &
483 0. 0.149 27.44 )
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484 COMP-ATTR NCPSD CHAR SULFANAL ( 0.049 0.049 0.051 )
485 COMP-ATTR NCPSD CHAR PROXANAL (0. 87.18 12.81 0.01)
486 SUBS-ATTR 1 NCPSD PSD (0.23 0.13 0.13 0.15 0.09 0.08 &
487 0.06 0.04 0.04 0.05)
488 INERTS CHAR
489
490 BLOCK P800 PUMP
491 PARAM EFF=0.75
492 PERFOR-PARAM NCURVES=1 H-FLOW-VAR=VOL-FLOW H-FLOW-UNIT=
&
493 "gal/hr" HEAD-UNITS="FT-HEAD" HEAD-NPOINT=7 EF-FLOW-VAR &
494 ="VOL-FLOW" EF-FLOW-UNIT="cum/hr" H R-FLOW-VAR=VOL-FLOW &
495 HR-FLOW-UNIT="cum/hr"
496 HEAD-TABLE 1 1 58. 20. / 1 2 55. 500. / 1 3 52. &
497 1000./1 447.1500./15 37.2000./16 &
498 22. 2500. / 1 7 5. 3000.
499
500 BLOCK P801 PUMP
501 PARAM EFF=0.75
502 PERFOR-PARAM NCURVES=1 H-FLOW-VAR=VOL-FLOW H-FLOW-UNIT=
&
503 "gal/hr" HEAD-UNITS="FT-HEAD" HEAD-NPOINT=7 EF-FLOW-VAR &
504 ="VOL-FLOW" EF-FLOW-UNIT="cum/hr" HR-FLOW-VAR=VOL-FLOW &
505 HR-FLOW-UNIT="cum/hr"
506 H EAD-TABLE 1 1 58. 20. / 1 2 55. 500. / 1 3 52. &
507 1000./1 447.1500./1 5 37.2000./1 6 &
508 22. 2500. / 1 7 5. 3000.
509
510 BLOCK P1000 PUMP
511 PARAM EFF=0.75
512 PERFOR-PARAM NCURVES=1 H-FLOW-VAR=VOL-FLOW H-FLOW-UNIT=
&
513 "gal/hr" HEAD-UNITS="FT-HEAD" HEAD-NPOINT=7 EF-FLOW-VAR &
514 ="VOL-FLOW" EF-FLOW-UNIT="cum/hr" HR-FLOW-VAR=VOL-FLOW &
515 HR-FLOW-UNIT="cum/hr"
516 HEAD-TABLE 1 1 58. 20. / 1 2 55. 500. / 1 3 52. &
517 1000./1 447.1500./1 5 37.2000./1 6 &
518 22. 2500. /1 75. 3000.
519
520 BLOCK P1001 PUMP
521 PARAM EFF=0.75
522 PERFOR-PARAM NCURVES=1 H-FLOW-VAR=VOL-FLOW H-FLOW-UNIT=
&
523 "gal/hr" HEAD-UNITS="FT-HEAD" HEAD-NPOINT=7 EF-FLOW-VAR &
524 ="VOL-FLOW" EF-FLOW-UNIT="cum/hr" HR-FLOW-VAR=VOL-FLOW &
525 HR-FLOW-UNIT="cum/hr"
526 HEAD-TABLE 1 1 58. 20. / 1 2 55. 500. / 1 3 52. &
527 1000./1 447.1500./1 5 37.2000./16 &
528 22. 2500. / 1 7 5. 3000.
529
530 BLOCK P870 COMPR
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531 PARAM TYPE=ASME-ISENTROP PRATIO=1 .55 NPHASE=3
532 BLOCK-OPTION FREE-WATER=NO
533
534 BLOCK CY300 CYCLONE
535 PARAM TYPE=USER
536 SIMULATION DIAM=3.875 <in>
537 DIMENSIONS LEN-CYLINDER=8. <in> LEN-CONE=8. <in> &
538 DIAM-OVER=1.125 <in> LEN-OVER=0.5 <in> &
539 WIDTH-INLET=0.875 <in> HT-INLET=2. <in> DIAM-UNDER=1.5 <in> &
540 NTURN=6.
541 SOL-LOADING CR-SOL-LOAD=0.022 <kg/cum>
542
543 BLOCK CY310 CYCLONE
544 PARAM TYPE=USER
545 SIMULATION DIAM=2.875 <in>
546 DIMENSIONS LEN-CYLINDER=6. <in> LEN-CONE=6. <in> &
547 DIAM-OVER=0.875 <in> LEN-OVER=0.375 <in> &
548 WIDTH-INLET=0.625 <in> HT-INLET=1.5 <in> &
549 DIAM-UNDER=1.5 <in> NTURN=6.
550 SOL-LOADING CR-SOL-LOAD=0.0033 <kg/cum>
551
552 DESIGN-SPEC HXTEMP
553 DEFINE HXTEMP STREAM-VAR STREAM=LV10001N
SUBSTREAM=MIXED &
554 VARIABLE=TEMP
555 SPEC "HXTEMP" TO "26"
556 TOL-SPEC "1"
557 VARY STREAM-VAR STREAM=COOLIN SUBSTREAM=MIXED &
558 VARIABLE=MASS-FLOW
559 LIMITS "0.05" "40000"
560
561 EO-CONV-OPTI
562
563
564
565
566
567
568
569
570
571
572
573
574
575
576
577
CONV-OPTIONS
PARAM TEAR-METHOD=WEGSTEIN
WEGSTEIN MAXIT=7000
DIRECT MAXIT=100
SECANT MAXIT=100
BROYDEN MAXIT=100
NEWTON MAXIT=100
TEAR
TEAR SF1000-1 0.0001
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*** INPUT TRANSLATOR MESSAGES ***
INFORMATION (ESBPLD.1)
BINARY PARAMETERS HOCETA (DATA SET 1) FOR MODEL ESHOC
ARE RETRIEVED FROM SDF TABLE. TABLE NAME = ESHOC
INFORMATION
BINARY PARAMETERS PRKIJ (DATA
ARE RETRIEVED FROM SDF TABLE.
(ESBPLD.1)
SET 1) FOR MODEL ESPRSTD
TABLE NAME = ESPRSTD
INFORMATION (ESBPLD.1)
BINARY PARAMETERS RKSKIJ (DATA SET 1) FOR MODEL ESRKSTD
ARE RETRIEVED FROM SDF TABLE. TABLE NAME = ESRKSTD
DESIGN SPEC: HXTEMP WILL BE INTERPRETED
PDF updated TIME = 0.35
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*** CALCULATION TRACE ***
*** FLOWSHEET ANALYSIS MESSAGES ***
FLOWSHEET CONNECTIVITY BY STREAMS
SOURCE DEST STREAM
---- GASIFIER WOOD ----
--- HX830 NAP ----
GASIFIER HEATSYNC SV300
S3000UT CY300 --
S3100UT CY310 ----
M8000UT M800 P800
L8001N FS800 V800
P801 OUT P801 HX830
L10000UT V1000 V1IOOOB
PlOOQOUT P1000 P1001
HX8700UT HX875 PC870
SMFM880 PC870 ----
L81OOUT V810 M800
LL8000UT V800 M800
F1000
LV10001N
V10001B
HL1OOOB
HL1 OOOB
1 B3
SOURCE DEST
GASIFIER
B3
DUT CY300 CY310
V800IN CY310 V800
SV300IN HEATSYNC CY300
L8101N FS800 V810
P8000UT P800 P801
V1000OUT V1000 --
HL1000OU V1000 HL100OBS
SF1000-1 P1001 B3
PC870REC PC870 P870
V81OOUT V810 P870
VL810IN V800 V810
HL8000UT V800 M800
SPLIT ---- SF1000-2 SPLIT FS800
HX830 VI 000 COOLOUT HX830
V1000B ---- L1000B V1000B HL1
V1000B HL1000BS HL1000BP HL1000
R HL100OBS P1000 P8700UT P870
SPLIT
OOBS
BS --
HX875
FLOWSHEET CONNECTIVITY BY BLOCKS
BLOCK INLETS OUTLETS
GASIFIER WOOD STEAMIN SV5000UT
CY300 SV300IN SV3000UT S3000UT
CY310 SV3000UT V8001N S3100UT
HEATSYNC SV5000UT SV300IN
M800 HL8000UT L810OUT LL8000UT M8000UT
FS800 SF1000-2 L810IN L800IN
P800 M8000UT P8000UT
P801 P8000UT P801OUT
V1000 LV1 OQOIN V1000OUT L1000OUT HL1000OU
P1000 HL1000BR P1000OUT
P1001 P10000UT SF1000-1
HX875 P8700UT HX8700UT
PC870 HX8700UT PC870REC SMFM880
V810 VL8101N L8101N V8100UT L8100UT
V800 V800IN L800IN VL810IN LL8000UT HL8000UT
SPLIT 1 F1000 SF1000-2
HX830 P801OUT COOLIN LV10001N COOLOUT
V1000B L10000UT V1000B L1000B HL1000B
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STREAM
STEAMIN
COOLIN
SV5000UT
HL1000BS HL1000B L1OOB HL10000U HL1000BP HL1000BR
P870 PC870REC V8100UT P8700UT
B3 SF1000-1 NAP 1
BLOCK $OLVER01 (METHOD: WEGSTEIN) HAS BEEN DEFINED TO CONVERGE
STREAMS: SF1000-1
BLOCK $OLVER02 (METHOD: WEGSTEIN) HAS BEEN DEFINED TO CONVERGE
STREAMS: PC870REC
BLOCK $OLVER03 (METHOD: SECANT ) HAS BEEN DEFINED TO CONVERGE
SPECS: HXTEMP
COMPUTATION ORDER FOR THE FLOWSHEET IS:
GASIFIER HEATSYNC CY300 CY310
$OLVER01 B3 SPLIT FS800 V800 V810 M800 P800 P801
I $OLVER03 HX830
I (RETURN $OLVERO3)
I V1000 V1OOB HL1OOOBS P1000 P1001(RETURN $OLVER01)
$OLVER02 P870 HX875 PC870
(RETURN $OLVER02)
Calculations begin time 0.53
SIMULATION CALCULATIONS BEGIN TIME= 0.53
ENTHALPY CALCULATION FOR INLET STREAM WOOD OF BLOCK GASIFIER
TIME = 0.53
SUBSTREAM NCPSD
KODE = 2 T = 298.150 P = 100000. Q = 0.OOOOOOE+00 HNCS
5.433578E+06
ENTHALPY CALCULATION FOR INLET STREAM STEAMIN OF BLOCK GASIFIER
TIME = 0.53
SUBSTREAM MIXED
KODE = 2 NTRIAL = 0 T = 973.1500 P = 161600. V = 1.00000 Q=
0.000000E+00
UOS BLOCK GASIFIER MODEL: RYIELD TIME =
0.53
* WARNING WHILE EXECUTING UNIT OPERATIONS BLOCK: "GASIFIER"
(MODEL:
"RYIELD") (URE01.2)
SPECIFIED YIELDS HAVE BEEN NORMALIZED BY A FACTOR OF (18.328)
TO MAINTAIN AN OVERALL MATERIAL BALANCE.
KODE = 2 NTRIAL = 3 T = 1123.15 P = 147000. V = 1.00000 Q=
7238.14
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UOS BLOCK HEATSYNC MODEL: HEATER
0.53
KODE = 2 NTRIAL=
5161.16
UOS BLOCK CY300
0.53
4 T = 841.720 P = 144744.
TIME =
V = 1.00000
MODEL: CYCLONE TIME =
* WARNING WHILE EXECUTING UNIT OPERATIONS BLOCK: "CY300" (MODEL:
"CYCLONE")
(CYCE1.1)
VORTEX EXPONENT (0.40664) IS LESS THAN 0.48.
DIAMETER = 0.98E-01 EFFICIENCY = 0.976 INLET GAS VELOCITY =
NUMBER OF CYCLONES = 1 PRESSURE DROP = 0.139E+04 TYPE
CYCLONE = 2
KODE = 1 NO. TEMP ITER = 3 TEMP = 841.717
KPHASE= 1 KODE = 1 T = 841.717 P = 143349. Q = 0.OOOOOOE+00
ITERATION (ARCONS) = 1 TEMPERATURE = 841.7200
T = 841.720
UOS BLOCK CY310 MODEL: CYCLONE
0.53
* WARNING WHILE EXECUTING UNIT OPERATIONS
"CYCLONE")
(CYCE1.1)
VORTEX EXPONENT (0.38391) IS LESS THAN 0.48.
* WARNING WHILE EXECUTING UNIT OPERATIONS
"CYCLONE")
TIME =
BLOCK: "CY310" (MODEL:
BLOCK: "CY310" (MODEL:
(USSO3.4)
INLET VELOCITY IS HIGHER THAN CORRELATION LIMITATION 30 M/S
INLET GAS VELOCITY IS (33.5).
DIAMETER = 0.73E-01 EFFICIENCY = 0.966 INLET GAS VELOCITY =
NUMBER OF CYCLONES = 1 PRESSURE DROP = 0.435E+04 TYPE
CYCLONE =2
KODE = 1 NO. TEMP ITER = 3 TEMP = 841.706
KPHASE = 1 KODE = I T = 841.706 P = 139003. Q = 0.OOOOOOE+00
ITERATION (ARCONS) = 1 TEMPERATURE = 841.7166
T = 841.717
34.
CONVERGENCE BLOCK $OLVER01 METHOD: WEGSTEIN
TIME = 0.53
ENTHALPY CALCULATION FOR INLET STREAM SF1000-1 OF BLOCK B3
TIME = 0.53
SUBSTREAM MIXED
KODE = 2 NTRIAL = 1 T = 299.1500 P = 200000. V = 0.OOOOOOE+00 Q =
0.OOOOOOE+00
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18.
ENTHALPY CALCULATION FOR INLET STREAM NAP OF BLOCK B3
TIME = 0.53
SUBSTREAM MIXED
KODE = 2 NTRIAL = 1 T = 298.1500 P = 200000. V = 0.000000E+00 Q =
0.000000E+00
UOS BLOCK B3 MODEL: MIXER
NO. TEMP ITER = 5 TEMP = 298.939
KODE = 1 NTRIAL = 2 T = 298.939 P = 200000.
0.000000E+00
TIME = 0.53
V = 0.000000E+00 Q =
UOS BLOCK SPLIT MODEL: SEP2 TIME = 0.54
* WARNING WHILE EXECUTING UNIT OPERATIONS BLOCK: "SPLIT" (MODEL:
"SEP2")
(USPO4.1)
TOP OUTLET STREAM HAS ZERO FLOW. FLASH CALCULATIONS BYPASSED.
---FLASH OF BOTTOM OUTLET STREAM:
KODE = 2 NTRIAL = 1 T = 298.939 P = 200000.
0.OOOOOOE+00
UOS BLOCK FS800 MODEL: FSPLIT
SPLIT FRACTIONS: 0.50000D+00 0.50000D+00
V = 0.OOOOOOE+00 Q =
TIME = 0.54
UOS BLOCK V800 MODEL: FLASH3
KODE = 1 NTRIAL = 7 T = 302.809
= 1.00000 Q = 0.OOOOOOE+00
UOS BLOCK V810
KODE = 1 NTRIAL =
0.OOOOOOE+00
UOS BLOCK M800
KODE = 1 NTRIAL =
0.OOOOOOE+00
UOS BLOCK
VOL-FLOW
FLUID PWR
UOS BLOCK
VOL-FLOW
FLUID PWR
MODEL: FLASH2
6 T = 298.960
MODEL: MIXER
9 T = 300.888
P800 MODEL: PUMP
= 0.2407E-02, DELTA P
= 205.0 , BRAKE PWR
P801 MODEL: PUMP
= 0.2407E-02, DELTA P
= 205.0 , BRAKE PWR
P = 137003.
P = 136003.
P = 136003.
= 0.8517E+05,
TIME = 0.54
V = 1.784625E-03 BETA
TIME = 0.54
V = 1.776365E-03 Q =
TIME = 0.54
V = 9.720427E-10 Q =
TIME = 0.56
PUMP EFF = 0.7500
273.4 , ELEC PWR = 273.4
TIME= 0.56
= 0.8516E+05, PUMP EFF = 0.7500
= 273.4 , ELEC PWR = 273.4
CONVERGENCE BLOCK $OLVER03 METHOD: SECANT
TIME = 0.56
ENTHALPY CALCULATION FOR INLET STREAM COOLIN OF BLOCK HX830
TIME = 0.56
SUBSTREAM MIXED
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KODE = 2 NTRIAL=
0.000000E+00
1 T = 283.1500 P = 290959.
UOS BLOCK HX830 MODEL: HEATX
SPECIFICATION: EXCHANGER AREA
FLOW TYPE: MULTIPASS
HOT: TIN= 300.90 PIN=0.30633E+06
COLD: TIN= 283.15 PIN=0.29096E+06
AREA= 5.7592 DUTY= 5654.9
5.7600
TOUT= 300.41
TOUT= 283.5
FT=0.99989
V = 0.000000E+00 Q =
TIME = 0.56
POUT=0.30633E+06
7 POUT=0.29096E+06
CONVERGENCE BLOCK $OLVER03 METHOD: SECANT
TIME = 0.73
SPEC 1 ERROR = 1.2585 OLD X = 0.15419 NEW X = 0.16036
LOOP $OLVER03 ITER
TIME = 0.73
1: 1 VARS NOT CONVERGED, MAX ERR/TOL
UOS BLOCK HX830 MODEL: HEATX
SPECIFICATION: EXCHANGER AREA
FLOW TYPE: MULTIPASS
HOT: TIN= 300.90 PIN=0.30633E+06
COLD: TIN= 283.15 PIN=0.29096E+06
AREA= 5.7565 DUTY= 5654.8
5.7600
TOUT= 300.41
TOUT= 283.55
FT=0.99989
TIME = 0.73
POUT=0.30633E+06
POUT=0.29096E+06
CONVERGENCE BLOCK $OLVER03 METHOD: SECANT
TIME = 0.75
SPEC 1 ERROR = 1.2585 OLD X = 0.16036 NEW X = 0.77095E-06
LOOP $OLVER03 ITER 2: 1 VARS NOT CONVERGED, MAX ERR/TOL
TIME = 0.75
1.2585
UOS BLOCK HX830 MODEL: HEATX
SPECIFICATION: EXCHANGER AREA
FLOW TYPE: MULTIPASS
TIME = 0.75
5.7600
* WARNING WHILE EXECUTING UNIT OPERATIONS BLOCK: "HX830" (MODEL:
"HEATX")
(HEATX.1)
UNABLE TO MEET AREA SPEC - MINIMUM APPROACH TEMPERATURE
REACHED
CALCULATED AREA IS LESS THAN SPECIFIED AREA
HOT: TIN= 300.90 PIN=0.30633E+06 TOUT= 300.90 POUT=0.30633E+06
COLD: TIN= 283.15 PIN=0.29096E+06 TOUT= 295.90 POUT=0.29096E+06
AREA=0.14833E-02 DUTY=0.84755 FT=1.00000
CONVERGENCE BLOCK $OLVERO3 METHOD: SECANT
TIME = 0.75
SPEC 1 ERROR = 1.7489 OLD X = 0.77095E-06 NEW X = 0.57187
LOOP $OLVER03 ITER 3: 1 VARS NOT CONVERGED, MAX ERR/TOL
TIME = 0.75
1.7489
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1.2585
UOS BLOCK HX830 MODEL: HEATX
SPECIFICATION: EXCHANGER AREA
FLOW TYPE: MULTIPASS
HOT: TIN= 300.90 PIN=0.30633E+06
COLD: TIN= 283.15 PIN=0.29096E+06
AREA= 5.7586 DUTY= 5703.8
5.7600
TOUT= 300.40
TOUT= 283.26
FT=0.99997
TIME = 0.75
POUT=0.30633E+06
POUT=0.29096E+06
CONVERGENCE BLOCK $OLVER03 METHOD: SECANT
TIME = 0.76
SPEC 1 ERROR = 1.2543 OLD X = 0.57187 NEW X = 0.61676
LOOP $OLVER03 ITER
TIME = 0.76
4: 1 VARS NOT CONVERGED, MAX ERR/TOL
UOS BLOCK HX830 MODEL: HEATX
SPECIFICATION: EXCHANGER AREA
FLOW TYPE: MULTIPASS
HOT: TIN= 300.90 PIN=0.30633E+06
COLD: TIN= 283.15 PIN=0.29096E+06
AREA= 5.7572 DUTY= 5703.8
5.7600
TOUT= 300.40
TOUT= 283.26
FT=0.99997
TIME = 0.76
POUT=0.30633E+06
POUT=0.29096E+06
CONVERGENCE BLOCK $OLVER03 METHOD: SECANT
TIME = 0.78
* WARNING WHILE EXECUTING CONVERGENCE BLOCK: "$OLVER03" (MODEL:
"SECANT")
(MODSEC.5)
EITHER SOLUTION OUTSIDE BOUNDS OR SPEC FUNCTION IS NOT
MONOTONIC.
REVERSING THE NESTING OF THE LOOPS BY CHANGING
DESIGN SPEC NESTING AND USER NESTING ON THE
CONV-OPTIONS.DEFAULTS.SEQUENCING SHEET MAY AID CONVERGENCE.
NEW X G(X) X ERR/TOL
1 TOTAL MASSFL (3) 0.61676039 0.OOOOOOOOE+00 0.61676039 1.2542711
LOOP $OLVER03 ITER 5: 1 VARS NOT CONVERGED, MAX ERR/TOL
TIME = 0.78
1.2543
UOS BLOCK VI 000 MODEL: FLASH3
NO. TEMP ITER = 5 TEMP = 300.419
KODE = 1 NTRIAL = 4 T = 300.419 P = 237386.
BETA = 1.00000 Q = 0.OOOOOOE+00
UOS BLOCK V1000B MODEL: FLA
NO. TEMP ITER = 5 TEMP = 3
KODE = 1 NTRIAL = 4 T = 300.4
BETA = 1.00000 Q = 0.OOOOOOE+00
SH3
00.419
19 P = 237386.
TIME = 0.78
V = 0.OOOOOOE+00
TIME = 0.78
V = 0.OOOOOOE+00
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1.2543
UOS BLOCK HL100OBS MODEL: FSPLIT
0.79
NO. TEMP ITER = 4 TEMP = 300.419
KODE = 1 NTRIAL = 3 T = 300.419 P = 237386.
0.OOOOOOE+00
SPLIT FRACTIONS: 0.34454D+00 0.65546D+00
TIME =
V = 0.OOOOOOE+00 Q =
UOS BLOCK
VOL-FLOW
FLUID PWR
UOS BLOCK
VOL-FLOW
FLUID PWR
P1000 MODEL: PUMP
= 0.1577E-02, DELTA P
= 219.7 , BRAKE PWR
P1001 MODEL: PUMP
= 0.1577E-02, DELTA P
= 219.7 , BRAKE PWR
TIME = 0.79
= 0.1393E+06, PUMP EFF = 0.7500
= 292.9 , ELEC PWR = 292.9
TIME = 0.79
= 0.1393E+06, PUMP EFF = 0.7500
= 292.9 , ELEC PWR = 292.9
CONVERGENCE BLOCK $OLVER01 METHOD: WEGSTEIN
TIME = 0.79
--FLASH TEAR STREAM SF1000-1
KODE = 1 NO. TEMP ITER = 1 TEMP = 300.437
KPHASE = 2 KODE = 1 T = 300.437 P = 515920. Q = 0.OOOOOOE+00
LOOP $OLVER01 ITER
0.10000E+07 TIME =
1: 8 VARS NOT CONVERGED, MAX ERR/TOL
0.79
UOS BLOCK B3
NO. TEMP ITER =
KODE = 1 NTRIAL
0.OOOOOOE+00
MODEL: MIXER
4 TEMP = 299.933
= 3 T = 299.933 P = 200000.
TIME = 0.79
V = 0.OOOOOOE+00 Q=
UOS BLOCK SPLIT MODEL: SEP2
---FLASH OF TOP OUTLET STREAM:
KODE = 2 T = 299.933 P = 200000.
2.708411 E+06
---FLASH OF BOTTOM OUTLET STREA
KODE = 2 NTRIAL = 3 T = 299.933
0.OOOOOOE+00
TIME = 0.79
Q = 0.OOOOOOE+00 HNCS
M:
P = 200000. V =0.OOOOOE+00 Q =
UOS BLOCK FS800 MODEL: FSPLIT
SPLIT FRACTIONS: 0.50000D+00 0.50000D+00
TIME = 0.79
UOS BLOCK V800 MODEL: FLASH3
KODE = 1 NTRIAL = 7 T = 304.380
= 1.00000 Q = 0.OOOOOOE+00
UOS BLOCK V810
KODE = 1 NTRIAL =
0.OOOOOOE+00
MODEL: FLASH2
3 T = 299.957
P = 137003.
P = 136003.
TIME = 0.81
V = 2.066775E-03 BETA
TIME = 0.81
V = 2.063113E-03 Q =
UOS BLOCK M800 MODEL: MIXER TIME = 0.81
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KODE = 1 NTRIAL =
0.000000E+00
3 T = 302.174 P = 136003. V = 1.133360E-09 Q =
UOS BLOCK
VOL-FLOW
FLUID PWR
P800 MODEL: PUMP
= 0.2092E-02, DELTA P
= 230.5 , BRAKE PWR
UOS BLOCK P801 MODEL: PUMP
VOL-FLOW = 0.2092E-02, DELTA P
FLUID PWR = 230.5 , BRAKE PWR
TIME= 0.81
= 0.1102E+06, PUMP EFF = 0.7500
= 307.4 , ELEC PWR = 307.4
TIME = 0.81
= 0.1102E+06, PUMP EFF = 0.7500
= 307.4 , ELEC PWR = 307.4
CONVERGENCE BLOCK $OLVER03 METHOD: SECANT
TIME = 0.81
ITER 0 For Specs: HXTEMP
UOS BLOCK HX830 MODEL: HEATX
SPECIFICATION: EXCHANGER AREA
FLOW TYPE: MULTIPASS
HOT: TIN= 302.19 PIN=0.35637E+06
COLD: TIN= 283.15 PIN=0.29096E+06
AREA= 5.7600 DUTY= 6107.7
5.7600
TOUT= 301.58
TOUT= 283.26
FT=0.99997
TIME = 0.81
POUT=0.35637E+06
POUT=0.29096E+06
CONVERGENCE BLOCK $OLVER03 METHOD: SECANT
TIME = 0.82
SPEC 1 ERROR = 2.4273 OLD X = 0.61676 NEW X = 0.77095E-06
LOOP $OLVER03 ITER 1: 1 VARS NOT CONVERGED, MAX ERR/TOL 2.4273
TIME = 0.82
UOS BLOCK HX830 MODEL: HEATX
SPECIFICATION: EXCHANGER AREA
FLOW TYPE: MULTIPASS
TIME = 0.82
5.7600
* WARNING WHILE EXECUTING UNIT OPERATIONS BLOCK: "HX830" (MODEL:
"HEATX")
(HEATX.1)
UNABLE TO MEET AREA SPEC - MINIMUM APPROACH TEMPERATURE
REACHED
CALCULATED AREA IS LESS THAN SPECIFIED AREA
HOT: TIN= 302.19 PIN=0.35637E+06 TOUT= 302.19 POUT=0.35637E+06
COLD: TIN= 283.15 PIN=0.29096E+06 TOUT= 297.19 POUT=0.29096E+06
AREA=0. 1 5435E-02 DUTY=0.92020 FT=1.00000
CONVERGENCE BLOCK $OLVER03 METHOD: SECANT
TIME = 0.84
* WARNING WHILE EXECUTING CONVERGENCE BLOCK: "$OLVER03" (MODEL:
"SECANT")
(MODSEC.9)
EITHER SOLUTION OUTSIDE BOUNDS OR SPEC FUNCTION IS NOT
MONOTONIC.
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REVERSING THE NESTING OF THE LOOPS BY CHANGING
DESIGN SPEC NESTING AND USER NESTING ON THE
CONV-OPTIONS.DEFAULTS.SEQUENCING SHEET MAY AID CONVERGENCE.
THE CONVERGENCE LOOP WILL BE EVALUATED ONCE MORE.
SPEC 1 ERROR = 3.0377 OLD X = 0.77095E-06 NEW X = 0.61676
LOOP $OLVER03 ITER 2: 1 VARS NOT CONVERGED, MAX ERR/TOL
TIME = 0.84
3.0377
UOS BLOCK HX830 MODEL: HEATX
SPECIFICATION: EXCHANGER AREA
FLOW TYPE: MULTIPASS
HOT: TIN= 302.19 PIN=0.35637E+06
COLD: TIN= 283.15 PIN=0.29096E+06
AREA= 5.7586 DUTY= 6106.2
5.7600
TOUT= 301.58
TOUT= 283.26
FT=0.99997
TIME = 0.84
POUT=0.35637E+06
POUT=0.29096E+06
CONVERGENCE BLOCK $OLVER03 METHOD: SECANT
TIME = 0.86
THE CONVERGENCE LOOP WAS EVALUATED ONCE MORE.
NEW X G(X) X ERR/TOL
1 TOTAL MASSFL (3) 0.61676039 0.OOOOOOOOE+00 0.61676039 2.4274809
LOOP $OLVER03 ITER 3: 1 VARS NOT CONVERGED, MAX ERR/TOL 2.4275
TIME = 0.86
UOS BLOCK VI 000 MODEL: FLASH3
NO. TEMP ITER = 5 TEMP = 301.592
KODE = 1 NTRIAL= 4 T = 301.592 P =
BETA = 1.00000 Q = 0.OOOOOOE+00
UOS BLOCK VI OOOB MODEL: FLASH3
NO. TEMP ITER = 5 TEMP = 301.592
KODE = 1 NTRIAL= 4 T = 301.592 P =
BETA = 1.00000 Q = 0.OOOOOOE+00
UOS BLOCK HL100OBS MODEL: FSPLIT
0.87
NO. TEMP ITER = 5 TEMP =
KODE = 1 NTRIAL = 3 T = 301.E
0.OOOOOOE+00
SPLIT FRACTIONS: 0.24566D+00
301.592
92 P=
TIME = 0.86
287424. V = 0.OOOOOOE+00
TIME = 0.87
287424.
287424.
V = 0.OOOOOOE+00
TIME =
V = 0.OOOOOOE+00 Q =
0.75434D+00
UOS BLOCK
VOL-FLOW
FLUID PWR
UOS BLOCK
VOL-FLOW
FLUID PWR
P1000 MODEL: PUMP
= 0.1577E-02, DELTA P
= 219.4 , BRAKE PWR
P1001 MODEL: PUMP
= 0.1577E-02, DELTA P
= 219.4 ,BRAKE PWR
TIME = 0.87
= 0.1391E+06 , PUMP EFF = 0.7500
= 292.5 , ELEC PWR = 292.5
TIME = 0.87
= 0.1391E+06, PUMP EFF = 0.7500
= 292.5 , ELEC PWR = 292.5
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CONVERGENCE BLOCK $OLVERO1 METHOD: WEGSTEIN
TIME = 0.87
--FLASH TEAR STREAM SF1000-1
KODE = 1 NO. TEMP ITER = 4 TEMP = 307.536
KPHASE = 2 KODE = 1 T = 307.536 P = 574926. Q = 0.OOOOOOE+00
LOOP $OLVER01 ITER
TIME = 0.87
2: 9 VARS NOT CONVERGED, MAX ERR/TOL
UOS BLOCK B3
NO. TEMP ITER =
KODE = 1 NTRIAL
0.OOOOOOE+00
MODEL: MIXER
5 TEMP = 305.314
= 3 T = 305.314 P = 200000.
TIME = 0.87
V = 0.OOOOOOE+00 Q =
UOS BLOCK SPLIT MODEL: SEP2
---FLASH OF TOP OUTLET STREAM:
KODE = 2 T = 305.314 P = 200000.
2.702877E+06
---FLASH OF BOTTOM OUTLET STREAM:
KODE = 2 NTRIAL = 3 T = 305.314 P
0.OOOOOOE+00
TIME = 0.89
Q = 0.OOOOOOE+00 HNCS =-
= 200000.
UOS BLOCK FS800 MODEL: FSPLIT
SPLIT FRACTIONS: 0.50000D+00 0.50000D+00
V = 0.OOOOOOE+00 Q =
TIME = 0.89
UOS BLOCK V800 MODEL: FLASH3
KODE = 1 NTRIAL = 7 T = 309.725
= 1.00000 Q = 0.OOOOOOE+00
UOS BLOCK V810
KODE = 1 NTRIAL =
0.OOOOOOE+00
UOS BLOCK M800
KODE = 1 NTRIAL =
0.OOOOOOE+00
UOS BLOCK
VOL-FLOW
FLUID PWR
UOS BLOCK
VOL-FLOW
FLUID PWR
MODEL: FLASH2
4 T = 305.340
MODEL: MIXER
3 T = 307.538
P800 MODEL: PUMP
= 0.2101E-02, DELTA P
= 229.0 , BRAKE PWR
P801 MODEL: PUMP
= 0.2101E-02, DELTA P
= 229.0 , BRAKE PWR
P = 137003.
P = 136003.
P = 136003.
= 0.1090E+06,
TIME = 0.89
V = 2.088460E-03 BETA
TIME = 0.89
V =2.080382E-03 Q =
TIME = 0.89
V= 1.337972E-09 Q =
TIME = 0.89
PUMP EFF = 0.7500
= 305.4 , ELEC PWR = 305.4
TIME = 0.89
= 0.1090E+06, PUMP EFF = 0.7500
= 305.3 , ELEC PWR = 305.3
CONVERGENCE BLOCK $OLVER03 METHOD: SECANT
TIME = 0.89
ITER 0 For Specs: HXTEMP
UOS BLOCK HX830 MODEL: HEATX TIME = 0.89
152
1508.6
SPECIFICATION: EXCHANGER AREA
FLOW TYPE: MULTIPASS
HOT: TIN= 307.55 PIN=0.35397E+06
COLD: TIN= 283.15 PIN=0.29096E+06
AREA= 5.7599 DUTY= 7828.5
5.7600
TOUT= 306.77 POUT=0.35397E+06
TOUT= 283.30 POUT=0.29096E+06
FT=0.99997
CONVERGENCE BLOCK $OLVER03 METHOD: SECANT
TIME = 0.90
* WARNING WHILE EXECUTING CONVERGENCE BLOCK: "$OLVER03" (MODEL:
"SECANT")
(MODSEC.5)
EITHER SOLUTION OUTSIDE BOUNDS OR SPEC FUNCTION IS NOT
MONOTONIC.
REVERSING THE NESTING OF THE LOOPS BY CHANGING
DESIGN SPEC NESTING AND USER NESTING ON THE
CONV-OPTIONS.DEFAULTS.SEQUENCING SHEET MAY AID CONVERGENCE.
NEW X G(X) X ERR/TOL
1 TOTAL MASSFL (3) 0.61676039 0.OOOOOOOOE+00 0.61676039 7.6190664
LOOP $OLVER03 ITER 1: 1 VARS NOT CONVERGED, MAX ERR/TOL
TIME = 0.90
7.6191
UOS BLOCK V1 000
NO. TEMP ITER =
KODE = 1 NTRIAL =
BETA = 1.00000 Q=
MODEL: FLASH3
5 TEMP = 306.784
4 T = 306.784 P=
0.OOOOOOE+00
TIME = 0.90
285023. V = 0.OOOOOOE+00
UOS BLOCK VI OOB MODEL: FLASH3
NO. TEMP ITER = 5 TEMP = 306.784
KODE = 1 NTRIAL = 4 T = 306.784 P =
BETA = 1.00000 Q = 0.OOOOOOE+00
TIME = 0.92
285023.
UOS BLOCK HL1000BS MODEL: FSPLIT
0.92
NO. TEMP ITER = 5 TEMP = 306.784
KODE = 1 NTRIAL = 3 T = 306.784 P = 285023.
0.OOOOOOE+00
SPLIT FRACTIONS: 0.24885D+00 0.75115D+00
V = 0.OOOOOOE+00
TIME =
V = 0.OOOOOOE+00 Q =
UOS BLOCK
VOL-FLOW
FLUID PWR
UOS BLOCK
VOL-FLOW
FLUID PWR
P1000 MODEL: PUMP
= 0.1577E-02, DELTA P
= 218.3 , BRAKE PWR
P1001 MODEL: PUMP
= 0.1577E-02, DELTA P
= 218.3 , BRAKE PWR
TIME = 0.93
= 0.1384E+06 , PUMP EFF = 0.7500
= 291.1 ,ELEC PWR = 291.1
TIME = 0.93
= 0.1384E+06 , PUMP EFF = 0.7500
= 291.1 , ELEC PWR = 291.1
CONVERGENCE BLOCK $OLVER01 METHOD: WEGSTEIN
TIME = 0.93
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--FLASH TEAR STREAM SF1000-1
KODE = 1 NO. TEMP ITER = 4 TEMP = 304.816
KPHASE = 2 KODE = 1 T = 304.816 P = 561823. Q = 0.OOOOOOE+00
3: 10 VARS NOT CONVERGED, MAX ERR/TOL
UOS BLOCK B3 MODEL: MIXER
NO. TEMP ITER = 4 TEMP = 303.248
KODE = 1 NTRIAL = 3 T = 303.248 P = 200000.
0.OOOOOOE+00
UOS BLOCK SPLIT MODEL: SEP2
---FLASH OF TOP OUTLET STREAM:
KODE = 2 T = 303.248 P = 200000. Q = 0.000(
2.705011 E+06
---FLASH OF BOTTOM OUTLET STREAM:
KODE = 2 NTRIAL = 3 T = 303.248 P = 200000.
0.OOOOOOE+00
UOS BLOCK FS800 MODEL: FSPLIT
SPLIT FRACTIONS: 0.50000D+00 0.50000D+00
-1075.7
TIME = 0.93
V = 0.OOOOOOE+00 Q=
TIME = 0.93
)OOE+00 HNCS =-
V = 0.OOOOOOE+00 Q =
TIME = 0.93
UOS BLOCK V800 MODEL: FLASH3
KODE = 1 NTRIAL = 7 T = 307.692
= 1.00000 Q = 0.OOOOOOE+00
UOS BLOCK V810
KODE = 1 NTRIAL =
0.OOOOOOE+00
MODEL: FLASH2
3 T = 303.273
P = 137003.
P = 136003.
TIME = 0.93
V = 2.088644E-03 BETA
TIME = 0.95
V = 2.082799E-03 Q =
UOS BLOCK M800
NO. TEMP ITER =
KODE = 1 NTRIAL
0.000000E+00
UOS BLOCK P800
VOL-FLOW = 0.2
FLUID PWR = 22
UOS BLOCK P801
VOL-FLOW = 0.2
FLUID PWR = 22
4
MODEL: MIXER
TEMP = 305.4E
3 T = 305.488
MODEL: PUMP
)89E-02 , DELTA P
).9 , BRAKE PWR
MODEL: PUMP
)89E-02, DELTA P
).9 , BRAKE PWR
TIME = 0.95
P = 136003. V = 0.OOOOOOE+00 Q =
TIME= 0.95
= 0.11OOE+06, PUMP EFF = 0.7500
= 306.5 , ELEC PWR = 306.5
TIME= 0.95
= 0.11OOE+06 , PUMP EFF = 0.7500
= 306.5 , ELEC PWR = 306.5
CONVERGENCE BLOCK $OLVER03 METHOD: SECANT
TIME = 0.97
ITER 0 For Specs: HXTEMP
UOS BLOCK HX830 MODEL: HEATX
SPECIFICATION: EXCHANGER AREA
TIME = 0.97
5.7600
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LOOP $OLVER01 ITER
TIME = 0.93
8
FLOW TYPE: MULTIPASS
HOT: TIN= 305.50 PIN=0.35607E+06
COLD: TIN= 283.15 PIN=0.29096E+06
AREA= 5.7600 DUTY= 7170.5
TOUT= 304.78 POUT=0.35607E+06
TOUT= 283.28 POUT=0.29096E+06
FT=0.99997
CONVERGENCE BLOCK $OLVER03 METHOD: SECANT
TIME = 0.97
SPEC 1 ERROR = 5.6320 OLD X = 0.61676 NEW X = 0.55508
LOOP $OLVER03 ITER 1: 1 VARS NOT CONVERGED, MAX ERR/TOL
TIME = 0.97
UOS BLOCK HX830 MODEL: HEATX
SPECIFICATION: EXCHANGER AREA
FLOW TYPE: MULTIPASS
HOT: TIN= 305.50 PIN=0.35607E+06
COLD: TIN= 283.15 PIN=0.29096E+06
AREA= 5.7619 DUTY= 7170.5
TIME = 0.97
5.7600
TOUT= 304.78
TOUT= 283.30
FT=0.99996
POUT=0.35607E+06
POUT=0.29096E+06
CONVERGENCE BLOCK $OLVER03 METHOD: SECANT
TIME = 0.98
* WARNING WHILE EXECUTING CONVERGENCE BLOCK: "$OLVER03" (MODEL:
"SECANT") (MODSEC.9)
EITHER SOLUTION OUTSIDE BOUNDS OR SPEC FUNCTION IS NOT
MONOTONIC.
REVERSING THE NESTING OF THE LOOPS BY CHANGING
DESIGN SPEC NESTING AND USER NESTING ON THE
CONV-OPTIONS.DEFAULTS.SEQUENCING SHEET MAY AID CONVERGENCE.
THE CONVERGENCE LOOP WILL BE EVALUATED ONCE MORE.
SPEC 1 ERROR = 5.6320 OLD X = 0.55508 NEW X = 0.61676
LOOP $OLVER03 ITER 2: 1 VARS NOT CONVERGED, MAX ERR/TOL 5.6320
TIME = 0.98
UOS BLOCK HX830 MODEL: HEATX
SPECIFICATION: EXCHANGER AREA
FLOW TYPE: MULTIPASS
HOT: TIN= 305.50 PIN=0.35607E+06
COLD: TIN= 283.15 PIN=0.29096E+06
AREA= 5.7599 DUTY= 7170.4
TIME = 0.98
5.7600
TOUT= 304.78 POUT=0.35607E+06
TOUT= 283.28 POUT=0.29096E+06
FT=0.99997
CONVERGENCE BLOCK $OLVER03 METHOD: SECANT
TIME = 0.98
THE CONVERGENCE LOOP WAS EVALUATED ONCE MORE.
NEW X G(X) X ERR/TOL
1 TOTAL MASSFL (3) 0.61676039 0.OOOOOOOOE+00 0.61676039
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5.6320
5.6320009
LOOP $OLVER03 ITER 3: 1 VARS NOT CONVERGED, MAX ERR/TOL
TIME = 0.98
UOS BLOCK V1 000 MODEL: FLASH3
NO. TEMP ITER = 5 TEMP = 304.797
KODE = 1 NTRIAL = 4 T = 304.797 P =
BETA = 1.00000 Q = 0.OOOOOOE+00
UOS BLOCK V1 OOOB MODEL: FLASH3
NO. TEMP ITER = 5 TEMP = 304.797
KODE = 1 NTRIAL = 4 T = 304.797 P =
BETA = 1.00000 Q =0.OOOOOOE+00
TIME = 0.98
287121.
287121.
UOS BLOCK HL100OBS MODEL: FSPLIT
1.00
NO. TEMP ITER = 5 TEMP = 304.797
KODE = 1 NTRIAL = 3 T = 304.797 P = 287121.
0.OOOOOOE+00
SPLIT FRACTIONS: 0.24446D+00 0.75554D+00
UOS BLOCK P1000 MODEL: PUMP
VOL-FLOW = 0.1577E-02, DELTA P
FLUID PWR = 218.7 , BRAKE PWR
UOS BLOCK P1001 MODEL: PUMP
VOL-FLOW = 0.1577E-02, DELTA P
FLUID PWR = 218.7 , BRAKE PWR
V = 0.OOOOOOE+00
TIME = 1.00
V = 0.OOOOOOE+00
TIME =
V = 0.OOOOOOE+00 Q=
TIME = 1.01
= 0.1387E+06, PUMP EFF = 0.7500
= 291.6 ,ELEC PWR = 291.6
TIME = 1.01
= 0.1387E+06, PUMP EFF = 0.7500
= 291.6 , ELEC PWR = 291.6
CONVERGENCE BLOCK $OLVER01 METHOD: WEGSTEIN
TIME = 1.01
--FLASH TEAR STREAM SF1000-1
KODE = 1 NO. TEMP ITER = 3 TEMP = 304.810
KPHASE = 2 KODE = 1 T = 304.810 P = 564464.
LOOP $OLVER01 ITER
TIME = 1.01
Q = 0.OOOOOOE+00
4: 9 VARS NOT CONVERGED, MAX ERR/TOL -196.14
UOS BLOCK B3
NO. TEMP ITER =
KODE = 1 NTRIAL
0.OOOOOOE+00
MODEL: MIXER
3 TEMP = 303.245
= 3 T = 303.245 P = 200000.
TIME = 1.01
V = 0.OOOOOOE+00 Q =
UOS BLOCK SPLIT MODEL: SEP2
---FLASH OF TOP OUTLET STREAM:
KODE = 2 T = 303.245 P = 200000.
2.705014E+06
---FLASH OF BOTTOM OUTLET STREAM:
KODE = 2 NTRIAL = 3 T = 303.245 P
0.OOOOOOE+00
TIME= 1.01
Q = 0.OOOOOOE+00 HNCS =-
= 200000. V = 0.OOOOOOE+00 Q =
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5.6320
UOS BLOCK FS800 MODEL: FSPLIT
SPLIT FRACTIONS: 0.50000D+00 0.50000D+00
TIME = 1.01
UOS BLOCK V800 MODEL: FLASH3
KODE = 1 NTRIAL = 7 T = 307.683
= 1.00000 Q = 0.OOOOOOE+00
UOS BLOCK V810
KODE = 1 NTRIAL =
0.OOOOOOE+00
UOS BLOCK M800
KODE = 1 NTRIAL =
0.OOOOOOE+00
UOS BLOCK
VOL-FLOW
FLUID PWR
UOS BLOCK
VOL-FLOW
FLUID PWR
MODEL: FLASH2
2 T = 303.271
MODEL: MIXER
9 T = 305.482
P800 MODEL: PUMP
= 0.2092E-02, DELTA P
= 229.8 , BRAKE PWR
P801 MODEL: PUMP
= 0.2092E-02, DELTA P
= 229.8 , BRAKE PWR
P = 137003.
P = 136003.
P = 136003.
= 0.1098E+06,
TIME = 1.01
V = 2.085382E-03 BETA
TIME = 1.03
V = 2.079409E-03 Q =
TIME = 1.03
V = 1.258407E-09 Q =
TIME = 1.03
PUMP EFF = 0.7500
306.4 , ELEC PWR = 306.4
TIME = 1.03
= 0.1098E+06, PUMP EFF = 0.7500
= 306.4 , ELEC PWR = 306.4
CONVERGENCE BLOCK $OLVER03 METHOD: SECANT
TIME = 1.09
ITER 0 For Specs: HXTEMP
UOS BLOCK HX830 MODEL: HEATX
SPECIFICATION: EXCHANGER AREA
FLOW TYPE: MULTIPASS
HOT: TIN= 305.50 PIN=0.35566E+06
COLD: TIN= 283.15 PIN=0.29096E+06
AREA= 5.7613 DUTY= 7170.4
TIME= 1.09
5.7600
TOUT= 304.78 POUT=0.35566E+06
TOUT= 283.28 POUT=0.29096E+06
FT=0.99997
CONVERGENCE BLOCK $OLVER03 METHOD: SECANT
TIME = 1.09
* WARNING WHILE EXECUTING CONVERGENCE BLOCK: "$OLVER03" (MODEL:
"SECANT")
(MODSEC.5)
EITHER SOLUTION OUTSIDE BOUNDS OR SPEC FUNCTION IS NOT
MONOTONIC.
REVERSING THE NESTING OF THE LOOPS BY CHANGING
DESIGN SPEC NESTING AND USER NESTING ON THE
CONV-OPTIONS.DEFAULTS.SEQUENCING SHEET MAY AID CONVERGENCE.
NEW X G(X) X ERR/TOL
1 TOTAL MASSFL (3) 0.61676039 0.OOOOOOOOE+00 0.61676039 5.6273333
LOOP $OLVER03 ITER 1: 1 VARS NOT CONVERGED, MAX ERR/TOL
TIME = 1.09
5.6273
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UOS BLOCK V1 000 MODEL: FLASH3
NO. TEMP ITER = 5 TEMP = 304.792
KODE = 1 NTRIAL = 4 T = 304.792 P = 286708.
BETA= 1.00000 Q =0.OOOOOOE+00
UOS BLOCK V 000B MODEL: FLASH3
NO. TEMP ITER = 5 TEMP = 304.792
KODE = 1 NTRIAL = 4 T = 304.792 P = 286708.
BETA = 1.00000 Q = 0.OOOOOOE+00
UOS BLOCK HL1000BS MODEL: FSPLIT
1.11
NO. TEMP ITER = 5 TEMP = 304.792
KODE = 1 NTRIAL = 3 T = 304.792 P = 286708.
0.OOOOOOE+00
SPLIT FRACTIONS: 0.24558D+00 0.75442D+00
UOS BLOCK P1000 MODEL: PUMP
VOL-FLOW = 0.1577E-02 , DELTA P
FLUID PWR = 218.7 , BRAKE PWR
UOS BLOCK
VOL-FLOW
FLUID PWR
P1001 MODEL: PUMP
= 0.1577E-02, DELTA P
= 218.7 ,BRAKE PWR
TIME = 1.09
V = 0.OOOOOOE+00
TIME = 1.11
V = 0.OOOOOOE+00
TIME =
V = 0.OOOOOOE+00 Q=
TIME = 1.11
= 0.1387E+06, PUMP EFF = 0.7500
= 291.6 , ELEC PWR = 291.6
TIME = 1.11
= 0.1387E+06, PUMP EFF = 0.7500
= 291.6 , ELEC PWR = 291.6
CONVERGENCE BLOCK $OLVER01 METHOD: WEGSTEIN
TIME = 1.11
--FLASH TEAR STREAM SF1000-1
KODE = 1 NO. TEMP ITER = 3 TEMP = 304.808
KPHASE = 2 KODE = 1 T = 304.808 P = 564052. Q = 0.OOOOOOE+00
LOOP $OLVER01 ITER 5: 6 VARS NOT CONVERGED, MAX ERR/TOL
TIME = 1.11
-14.774
UOS BLOCK B3
NO. TEMP ITER =
KODE = 1 NTRIAL
0.OOOOOOE+00
MODEL: MIXER
3 TEMP = 303.244
= 3 T = 303.244 P = 200000.
TIME = 1.11
V = 0.OOOOOOE+00 Q =
UOS BLOCK SPLIT MODEL: SEP2
---FLASH OF TOP OUTLET STREAM:
KODE = 2 T = 303.244 P = 200000. Q = 0.OOOC
2.705016E+06
---FLASH OF BOTTOM OUTLET STREAM:
KODE = 2 NTRIAL = 3 T = 303.244 P = 200000.
0.OOOOOOE+00
UOS BLOCK FS800 MODEL: FSPLIT
SPLIT FRACTIONS: 0.50000D+00 0.50000D+00
TIME = 1.12
OOE+00 HNCS =-
V = 0.OOOOOOE+00 Q=
TIME = 1.12
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UOS BLOCK V800 MODEL: FLASH3
KODE = 1 NTRIAL = 7 T = 307.681
= 1.00000 Q = O.000000E+00
UOS BLOCK V810
KODE = 1 NTRIAL =
O.000000E+00
UOS BLOCK M800
KODE = 1 NTRIAL =
0.OOOOOOE+00
MODEL: FLASH2
2 T = 303.269
MODEL: MIXER
1 T = 305.481
P = 137003.
P = 136003.
P = 136003.
TIME = 1.12
V = 2.085366E-03 BETA
TIME = 1.12
V = 2.079393E-03 Q =
TIME = 1.12
V = 1.244113E-09 Q =
UOS BLOCK P800 MODEL: PUMP
VOL-FLOW = 0.2092E-02, DELTA P
FLUID PWR = 229.8 , BRAKE PWR
UOS BLOCK P801 MODEL: PUMP
VOL-FLOW = 0.2092E-02, DELTA P
FLUID PWR = 229.8 , BRAKE PWR
TIME = 1.12
= 0.1098E+06, PUMP EFF = 0.7500
= 306.4 , ELEC PWR = 306.4
TIME = 1.12
= 0.1098E+06, PUMP EFF = 0.7500
= 306.4 , ELEC PWR = 306.4
CONVERGENCE BLOCK $OLVER03 METHOD: SECANT
TIME = 1.12
ITER 0 For Specs: HXTEMP
UOS BLOCK HX830 MODEL: HEATX
SPECIFICATION: EXCHANGER AREA
FLOW TYPE: MULTIPASS
HOT: TIN= 305.50 PIN=0.35566E+06
COLD: TIN= 283.15 PIN=0.29096E+06
AREA= 5.7617 DUTY= 7170.4
TIME= 1.14
5.7600
TOUT= 304.78 POUT=0.35566E+06
TOUT= 283.28 POUT=0.29096E+06
FT=0.99997
CONVERGENCE BLOCK $OLVER03 METHOD: SECANT
TIME = 1.14
SPEC 1 ERROR = 5.6257 OLD X = 0.61676 NEW X = 0.55508
LOOP $OLVER03 ITER
TIME = 1.14
1: 1 VARS NOT CONVERGED, MAX ERR/TOL
UOS BLOCK HX830 MODEL: HEATX
SPECIFICATION: EXCHANGER AREA
FLOW TYPE: MULTIPASS
HOT: TIN= 305.50 PIN=0.35566E+06
COLD: TIN= 283.15 PIN=0.29096E+06
AREA= 5.7636 DUTY= 7170.4
5.6257
TIME= 1.14
5.7600
TOUT= 304.78 POUT=0.35566E+06
TOUT= 283.30 POUT=0.29096E+06
FT=0.99996
CONVERGENCE BLOCK $OLVERO3 METHOD: SECANT
TIME = 1.14
* WARNING WHILE EXECUTING CONVERGENCE BLOCK: "$OLVER03" (MODEL:
"SECANT")
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(MODSEC.9)
EITHER SOLUTION OUTSIDE BOUNDS OR SPEC FUNCTION IS NOT
MONOTONIC.
REVERSING THE NESTING OF THE LOOPS BY CHANGING
DESIGN SPEC NESTING AND USER NESTING ON THE
CONV-OPTIONS.DEFAULTS.SEQUENCING SHEET MAY AID CONVERGENCE.
THE CONVERGENCE LOOP WILL BE EVALUATED ONCE MORE.
SPEC 1 ERROR = 5.6257 OLD X = 0.55508 NEW X = 0.61676
LOOP $OLVER03 ITER 2: 1 VARS NOT CONVERGED, MAX ERR/TOL
TIME = 1.20
5.6257
UOS BLOCK HX830 MODEL: HEATX
SPECIFICATION: EXCHANGER AREA
FLOW TYPE: MULTIPASS
HOT: TIN= 305.50 PIN=0.35566E+06
COLD: TIN= 283.15 PIN=0.29096E+06
AREA= 5.7617 DUTY= 7170.4
5.7600
TOUT= 304.78
TOUT= 283.28
FT=0.99997
TIME = 1.20
POUT=0.35566E+06
POUT=0.29096E+06
CONVERGENCE BLOCK $OLVER03 METHOD: SECANT
TIME = 1.22
THE CONVERGENCE LOOP WAS EVALUATED ONCE MORE.
NEW X G(X) X ERR/TOL
1 TOTAL MASSFL (3) 0.61676039 0.00000000E+00 0.61676039
3: 1 VARS NOT CONVERGED, MAX ERR/TOL 5.6257
UOS BLOCK V1000 MODEL: FLASH3
NO.TEMPITER= 5 TEMP= 304.791
KODE = 1 NTRIAL = 4 T = 304.791 P = 286708.
BETA = 1.00000 Q = 0.OOOOOOE+00
UOS BLOCK V1000B MODEL: FLASH3
NO. TEMP ITER = 5 TEMP = 304.79
KODE = 1 NTRIAL = 4 T = 304.791
BETA = 1.00000 Q = 0.OOOOOOE+00
UOS BLOCK HL1000BS MODEL: FSPLIT
1.23
NO. TEMP ITER = 5 TEMP = 304.79
KODE = 1 NTRIAL = 3 T = 304.791
0.OOOOOOE+00
SPLIT FRACTIONS: 0.24558D+00 0.75
UOS BLOCK P1000 MODEL: PUMP
VOL-FLOW = 0.1577E-02, DELTA P
FLUID PWR = 218.7 , BRAKE PWR
UOS BLOCK P1001 MODEL: PUMP
1
TIME = 1.22
V = 0.OOOOOOE+00
TIME = 1.22
P = 286708. V = 0.OOOOOOE+00
TIME =
1
P = 286708. V = 0.OOOOOOE+00 Q=
442D+00
TIME = 1.23
= 0.1387E+06, PUMP EFF = 0.7500
= 291.6 , ELEC PWR = 291.6
TIME = 1.23
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LOOP $OLVER03 ITER
TIME = 1.22
5.6257132
VOL-FLOW = 0.1577E-02 , DELTA P = 0.1387E+06, PUMP EFF
FLUID PWR = 218.7 , BRAKE PWR = 291.6 , ELEC PWR =
CONVERGENCE BLOCK $OLVER01 METHOD: WEGSTEIN
TIME = 1.23
--FLASH TEAR STREAM SF1000-1
KODE = 1 NO. TEMP ITER = 3 TEMP = 304.809
KPHASE = 2 KODE = 1 T = 304.809 P = 564052. Q = 0.000000E+00
LOOP $OLVER01 ITER 6: 1 VARS NOT CONVERGED, MAX ERR/TOL -2.8199
TIME = 1.23
UOS BLOCK B3 MODEL: MIXER
NO. TEMP ITER = 4 TEMP = 303.245
KODE = 1 NTRIAL = 3 T = 303.245 P = 200000.
0.OOOOOOE+00
UOS BLOCK SPLIT MODEL: SEP2
---FLASH OF TOP OUTLET STREAM:
KODE = 2 T = 303.245 P = 200000.
2.705014E+06
---FLASH OF BOTTOM OUTLET STREAr
KODE = 2 NTRIAL = 3 T = 303.245
0.OOOOOOE+00
TIME = 1.23
V = 0.OOOOOOE+00 Q =
TIME= 1.23
Q = 0.000000E+00 HNCS
M:
P = 200000. V = 0.000000E+00 Q=
UOS BLOCK FS800 MODEL: FSPLIT
SPLIT FRACTIONS: 0.50000D+00 0.50000D+00
TIME = 1.23
UOS BLOCK V800 MODEL: FLASH3
KODE = 1 NTRIAL = 7 T = 307.682
= 1.00000 Q = 0.OOOOOOE+00
UOS BLOCK V810
KODE = 1 NTRIAL =
0.OOOOOOE+00
UOS BLOCK M800
KODE = 1 NTRIAL =
0.OOOOOOE+00
UOS BLOCK
VOL-FLOW
FLUID PWR
UOS BLOCK
VOL-FLOW
FLUID PWR
MODEL: FLASH2
2 T = 303.270
MODEL: MIXER
1 T = 305.482
P800 MODEL: PUMP
= 0.2092E-02, DELTA P
= 229.8 , BRAKE PWR
P801 MODEL: PUMP
= 0.2092E-02, DELTA P
= 229.8 , BRAKE PWR
P = 137003.
P = 136003.
P = 136003.
= 0.1098E+06,
TIME = 1.23
V = 2.085367E-03 BETA
TIME = 1.25
V = 2.079393E-03 Q =
TIME = 1.25
V = 1.270385E-09 Q =
TIME = 1.25
PUMP EFF = 0.7500
= 306.4 , ELEC PWR = 306.4
TIME = 1.25
= 0.1098E+06, PUMP EFF = 0.7500
= 306.4 , ELEC PWR = 306.4
CONVERGENCE BLOCK $OLVER03 METHOD: SECANT
TIME = 1.25
161
= 0.7500
291.6
ITER 0 For Specs:
UOS BLOCK HX830 MODEL: HEATX
SPECIFICATION: EXCHANGER AREA
FLOW TYPE: MULTIPASS
HOT: TIN= 305.50 PIN=0.35565E+06
COLD: TIN= 283.15 PIN=0.29096E+06
AREA= 5.7613 DUTY= 7170.3
TIME= 1.25
5.7600
TOUT= 304.78 POUT=0.35565E+06
TOUT= 283.28 POUT=0.29096E+06
FT=0.99997
CONVERGENCE BLOCK $OLVERO3 METHOD: SECANT
TIME = 1.26
* WARNING WHILE EXECUTING CONVERGENCE BLOCK: "$OLVER03" (MODEL:
"SECANT")
(MODSEC.5)
EITHER SOLUTION OUTSIDE BOUNDS OR SPEC FUNCTION IS NOT
MONOTONIC.
REVERSING THE NESTING OF THE LOOPS BY CHANGING
DESIGN SPEC NESTING AND USER NESTING ON THE
CONV-OPTIONS.DEFAULTS.SEQUENCING SHEET MAY AID CONVERGENCE.
NEW X G(X) X ERR/TOL
1 TOTAL MASSFL (3) 0.61676039 0.00000000E+00 0.61676039 5.6270412
*
LOOP $OLVER03 ITER 1: 1 VARS NOT CONVERGED, MAX ERR/TOL
TIME = 1.26
5.6270
UOS BLOCK Vi 000 MODEL: FLASH3
NO. TEMP ITER = 5 TEMP = 304.792
KODE = 1 NTRIAL = 4 T = 304.792 P = 286706.
BETA = 1.00000 Q = 0.OOOOOOE+00
UOS BLOCK V1000B MODEL: FLASH3
NO. TEMP ITER = 5 TEMP = 304.792
KODE = 1 NTRIAL = 4 T = 304.792 F
BETA= 1.00000 Q = 0.OOOOOOE+00
UOS BLOCK HL100OBS MODEL: FSPLIT
1.28
NO. TEMP ITER = 5 TEMP = 304.792
KODE = 1 NTRIAL = 3 T = 304.792 P = 286706.
0.OOOOOOE+00
SPLIT FRACTIONS: 0.24558D+00 0.75442D+00
TIME = 1.26
V = 0.OOOOOOE+00
TIME = 1.26
= 286706. V = 0.OOOOOOE+00
TIME =
V = 0.OOOOOOE+00 Q =
UOS BLOCK
VOL-FLOW
FLUID PWR
UOS BLOCK
VOL-FLOW
FLUID PWR
P1000 MODEL: PUMP
= 0.1577E-02, DELTA P
= 218.7 ,BRAKE PWR
P1001 MODEL: PUMP
= 0.1577E-02, DELTA P
= 218.7 , BRAKE PWR
TIME = 1.28
= 0.1387E+06 , PUMP EFF = 0.7500
= 291.6 ,ELEC PWR = 291.6
TIME = 1.32
= 0.1387E+06 , PUMP EFF = 0.7500
= 291.6 , ELEC PWR = 291.6
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HXTEMP
CONVERGENCE BLOCK $OLVER01 METHOD: WEGSTEIN
TIME = 1.32
LOOP $OLVER01 ITER 7:
TIME = 1.32
*** CONVERGED ***, MAX ERR/TOL
CONVERGENCE BLOCK $OLVER02 METHOD: WEGSTEIN
TIME = 1.32
ENTHALPY CALCULATION FOR INLET STREAM PC870REC OF BLOCK P870
TIME = 1.32
SUBSTREAM MIXED
KODE = 2 NTRIAL = 4 T = 313.1500 P = 206700. V = 1.00000 Q=
0.000000E+00
UOS BLOCK P870 MODEL: COMPR
OUTLET TEMP = 356.8 OUTLET PRES = 0.2108E+06
374.1 BRAKE HP = 374.1
POLYTROPIC EFFICIENCY = 0.7200
TIME = 1.32
INDICATED HP =
UOS BLOCK HX875
KODE = 2 NTRIAL=
350.910
MODEL: HEATER
4 T = 311.150 P = 200000.
TIME = 1.36
V = 1.00000 Q = -
UOS BLOCK PC870 MODEL: FSPLIT
SPLIT FRACTIONS: 0.90000D+00 0.10000D+00
TIME = 1.36
CONVERGENCE BLOCK $OLVER02 METHOD: WEGSTEIN
TIME = 1.36
* WARNING WHILE EXECUTING CONVERGENCE BLOCK: "$OLVER02" (MODEL:
"WEGSTEIN")
(WEGSTN2. 1)
VALUE IS MISSING FOR VARIABLE 33.
THIS MAY BE CAUSED BY A ZERO-FLOW STREAM.
THE PREVIOUS VALUE OF THE VARIABLE WILL BE USED.
--FLASH TEAR STREAM PC870REC
NO. TEMP ITER = 4 TEMP = 311.150
KODE = 1 NTRIAL = 4 T = 311.150 P = 200000.
0.OOOOOOE+00
LOOP $OLVER02 ITER
TIME = 1.36
V = 1.00000
1: 19 VARS NOT CONVERGED, MAX ERR/TOL
UOS BLOCK P870 MODEL: COMPR
OUTLET TEMP = 357.1 OUTLET PRES = 0.2108E+06
533.0 BRAKE HP = 533.0
POLYTROPIC EFFICIENCY = 0.7200
TIME = 1.36
INDICATED HP =
163
0.99618
14501.
UOS BLOCK HX875
KODE = 2 NTRIAL=
502.896
MODEL: HEATER
4 T = 311.150 P = 200000.
TIME = 1.39
V = 0.999985 Q = -
UOS BLOCK PC870 MODEL: FSPLIT
SPLIT FRACTIONS: 0.90000D+00 0.10000D+00
TIME = 1.39
CONVERGENCE BLOCK $OLVER02 METHOD: WEGSTEIN
TIME = 1.39
--FLASH TEAR STREAM PC870REC
KODE = I NTRIAL = 8 T = 269.055
0.OOOOOOE+00
P = 200000. V = 0.979319
LOOP $OLVER02 ITER 2:17 VARS NOT CONVERGED, MAX ERR/TOL
TIME = 1.39
UOS BLOCK P870 MODEL: COMPR TIME = 1.39
* WARNING WHILE EXECUTING UNIT OPERATIONS BLOCK: "P870" (MODEL:
"COMPR")
(CMSTIN.7)
FEED STREAM IS BELOW DEW POINT
OUTLET TEMP = 302.8 OUTLET PRES = 0.2108E+06
1203. BRAKE HP = 1203.
POLYTROPIC EFFICIENCY = 0.7200
INDICATED HP =
UOS BLOCK HX875
KODE = 2 NTRIAL=
548.329
MODEL: HEATER
3 T = 311.150 P = 200000.
TIME =
V = 0.999783 Q=
UOS BLOCK PC870 MODEL: FSPLIT
SPLIT FRACTIONS: 0.90000D+00 0.10000D+00
CONVERGENCE BLOCK $OLVER02 METHOD: WEGSTEIN
TIME = 1.42
--FLASH TEAR STREAM PC870REC
NO. TEMP ITER = 5 TEMP = 638.198
KODE = 1 NTRIAL = 5 T = 638.198 P = 200000.
0.OOOOOOE+00
TIME = 1.42
V = 1.00000
LOOP $OLVER02 ITER
TIME = 1.42
3:17 VARS NOT CONVERGED, MAX ERR/TOL
UOS BLOCK P870 MODEL: COMPR
OUTLET TEMP = 682.9 OUTLET PRES = 0.2108E+06
3364. BRAKE HP= 3364.
POLYTROPIC EFFICIENCY = 0.7200
UOS BLOCK HX875 MODEL: HEATER
562.50
TIME = 1.42
INDICATED HP =
TIME = 1.45
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9000.0
1.42
KODE = 2 NTRIAL = 3 T = 311.150 P = 200000. V = 0.999757 Q=-
14588.4
UOS BLOCK PC870 MODEL: FSPLIT TIME = 1.45
SPLIT FRACTIONS: 0.90000D+00 0.10000D+00
CONVERGENCE BLOCK $OLVER02 METHOD: WEGSTEIN
TIME = 1.45
--FLASH TEAR STREAM PC870REC
KODE = 1 NTRIAL = 8 T = 297.263 P = 200000.
0.OOOOOOE+00
V = 0.999345
LOOP $OLVER02 ITER 4:17 VARS NOT CONVERGED, MAX ERR/TOL
TIME = 1.45
UOS BLOCK P870 MODEL: COMPR TIME = 1.45
* WARNING WHILE EXECUTING UNIT OPERATIONS BLOCK: "P870" (MODEL:
"COMPR")
(CMSTIN.7)
FEED STREAM IS BELOW DEW POINT
OUTLET TEMP = 344.4 OUTLET PRES = 0.2108E+06 INDICATED HP =
1804. BRAKE HP = 1804.
POLYTROPIC EFFICIENCY = 0.7200
UOS BLOCK HX875
KODE = 2 NTRIAL=
1287.00
MODEL: HEATER
2 T = 311.150 P = 200000.
TIME = 1.50
V = 0.999749 Q = -
UOS BLOCK PC870 MODEL: FSPLIT
SPLIT FRACTIONS: 0.90000D+00 0.10000D+00
CONVERGENCE BLOCK $OLVER02 METHOD: WEGSTEIN
TIME = 1.50
--FLASH TEAR STREAM PC870REC
KODE = 1 NTRIAL = 4 T = 309.927 P = 200000.
0.OOOOOOE+00
TIME = 1.50
V = 0.999703
LOOP $OLVER02 ITER 5:17 VARS NOT CONVERGED, MAX ERR/TOL
TIME = 1.50
MODEL: COMPR
OUTLET TEMP = 357.6 OUTLET PRES = 0.2108E+
1927. BRAKE HP = 1927.
POLYTROPIC EFFICIENCY = 0.7200
UOS BLOCK HX875
KODE = 2 NTRIAL=
1852.91
MODEL: HEATER
2 T = 311.150 P = 200000.
TIME = 1.50
06 INDICATED HP=
TIME = 1.53
V = 0.999747 Q = -
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-996.15
UOS BLOCK P870
61.121
UOS BLOCK PC870 MODEL: FSPLIT
SPLIT FRACTIONS: 0.90000D+00 0.10000D+00
CONVERGENCE BLOCK $OLVER02 METHOD: WEGSTEIN
TIME = 1.53
TIME = 1.53
--FLASH TEAR STREAM PC870REC
KODE = 1 NTRIAL = 3 T = 310.819
0.000000E+00
P = 200000. V = 0.999734
LOOP $OLVER02 ITER 6:17 VARS NOT CONVERGED, MAX ERR/TOL
TIME = 1.53
UOS BLOCK P870 MODEL: COMPR
OUTLET TEMP = 358.6 OUTLET PRES = 0.2108E+06
1954. BRAKE HP= 1954.
POLYTROPIC EFFICIENCY = 0.7200
TIME = 1.53
INDICATED HP =
UOS BLOCK HX875
KODE = 2 NTRIAL=
1912.88
MODEL: HEATER
1 T = 311.150 P = 200000.
TIME = 1.54
V = 0.999746 Q = -
UOS BLOCK PC870 MODEL: FSPLIT
SPLIT FRACTIONS: 0.90000D+00 0.10000D+00
TIME = 1.54
CONVERGENCE BLOCK $OLVER02 METHOD: WEGSTEIN
TIME = 1.54
--FLASH TEAR STREAM PC870REC
KODE = 1 NTRIAL = 3 T = 311.162
0.OOOOOOE+00
P = 200000. V = 0.999746
LOOP $OLVER02 ITER
TIME = 1.54
7:16 VARS NOT CONVERGED, MAX ERR/TOL
UOS BLOCK P870 MODEL: COMPR
OUTLET TEMP = 358.9 OUTLET PRES = 0.2108E+06
1965. BRAKE HP= 1965.
POLYTROPIC EFFICIENCY = 0.7200
9.3017
TIME = 1.54
INDICATED HP =
UOS BLOCK HX875
KODE = 2 NTRIAL =
1936.56
MODEL: HEATER
1 T = 311.150 P = 200000.
TIME = 1.57
V = 0.999745 Q = -
UOS BLOCK PC870 MODEL: FSPLIT
SPLIT FRACTIONS: 0.90000D+00 0.10000D+00
TIME = 1.57
CONVERGENCE BLOCK $OLVER02 METHOD: WEGSTEIN
TIME = 1.57
166
23.583
--FLASH TEAR STREAM PC870REC
KODE = 1 NTRIAL = 2 T = 311.078
0.000000E+00
P = 200000. V = 0.999742 Q =
LOOP $OLVER02 ITER 8:16 VARS NOT CONVERGED, MAX ERR/TOL 3.7000
TIME = 1.57
UOS BLOCK P870 MODEL: COMPR
OUTLET TEMP = 358.8 OUTLET PRES = 0.2108E+06
1968. BRAKE HP = 1968.
POLYTROPIC EFFICIENCY = 0.7200
TIME = 1.57
INDICATED HP =
UOS BLOCK HX875
KODE = 2 NTRIAL=
1936.44
MODEL: HEATER
1 T = 311.150 P = 200000.
TIME = 1.59
V = 0.999745 Q = -
UOS BLOCK PC870 MODEL: FSPLIT
SPLIT FRACTIONS: 0.90000D+00 0.10000D+00
TIME = 1.59
CONVERGENCE BLOCK $OLVER02 METHOD: WEGSTEIN
TIME = 1.59
--FLASH TEAR STREAM PC870REC
KODE = 1 NTRIAL = 2 T = 311.121
0.OOOOOOE+00
P = 200000. V = 0.999744 Q =
LOOP $OLVERO2 ITER
TIME = 1.61
9:14 VARS NOT CONVERGED, MAX ERR/TOL
UOS BLOCK P870 MODEL: COMPR
OUTLET TEMP = 358.9 OUTLET PRES = 0.2108E+06
1970. BRAKE HP= 1970.
POLYTROPIC EFFICIENCY = 0.7200
1.4767
TIME = 1.61
INDICATED HP =
UOS BLOCK HX875
KODE = 2 NTRIAL =
1939.71
MODEL: HEATER
1 T = 311.150 P = 200000.
TIME = 1.62
V = 0.999745 Q = -
UOS BLOCK PC870 MODEL: FSPLIT
SPLIT FRACTIONS: 0.90000D+00 0.10000D+00
TIME = 1.62
CONVERGENCE BLOCK $OLVER02 METHOD: WEGSTEIN
TIME = 1.62
LOOP $OLVER02 ITER 10: *** CONVERGED ***, MAX ERR/TOL
TIME = 1.62
GENERATING RESULTS FOR UOS BLOCK P800 MODEL: PUMP
TIME = 1.62
KODE = 5 NTRIAL = 5 T = 305.482 P = 136784. V = 0.0000
1.67066
0.59017
00E+00 Q =
167
VOL-FLOW = 0.2092E-02, DELTA P =
FLUID PWR = 229.8 , BRAKE PWR =
NPSH AVAIL = -0.7912
0.1098E+06, PUMP EFF = 0.7500
306.4 , ELEC PWR = 306.4
GENERATING RESULTS FOR UOS BLOCK P801
TIME = 1.62
KODE = 5 NTRIAL = 5 T = 305.489 P = 136755.
233.043
VOL-FLOW = 0.2092E-02, DELTA P = 0.1098E+O
FLUID PWR = 229.8 , BRAKE PWR = 306.4
NPSH AVAIL= 110.6
GENERATING RESULTS FOR UOS BLOCK P1000
TIME = 1.64
KODE = 5 NTRIAL= 5 T = 304.792 P = 139581.
0.OOOOOOE+00 Q = -237.373
VOL-FLOW = 0.1577E-02 , DELTA P = 0.1387E+0
0.7500
FLUID PWR = 218.7 , BRAKE PWR = 291.6
NPSH AVAIL= 149.0
GENERATING RESULTS FOR UOS BLOCK P1001
TIME = 1.64
KODE = 5 NTRIAL = 5 T = 304.801 P = 139544.
0.OOOOOOE+00 Q = -461.177
VOL-FLOW = 0.1577E-02 , DELTA P = 0.1387E+0
0.7500
FLUID PWR = 218.7 , BRAKE PWR = 291.6 ,
NPSH AVAIL = 289.6
MODEL: PUMP
V = 0.000000E+00 Q = -
6, PUMP EFF = 0.7500
ELEC PWR = 306.4
MODEL: PUMP
6 , PUMP EFF
ELEC PWR = 291.6
MODEL: PUMP
6, PUMP EFF
ELEC PWR = 291.6
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Appendix 5 - Tars vs. Temperatures
The information in the following charts is from the Aspen Plus @ models when
run at the specified conditions.
Biomass from Poultry Litter
kmol/hr (out)
Tars C7H8
Temp HX830 Toluene
10
15
20
30
40
50
0.00129558
0.00129557
0.00129556
0.00129554
0.00129552
0.00129617
C6H6 C1OH8 C7H80
Benzene NapthaleneCresols Total Tars Total Molar Flow
0.001942 2.43E-05 8.28E-06 3.2704E-03 0.43578835
0.001942 2.43E-05 8.22E-06 3.2701 E-03 0.43697984
0.001942 2.43E-05 8.23E-06 3.2699E-03 0.43862526
0.001941 2.43E-05 8.32E-06 3.2694E-03 0.44391781
0.001941 2.43E-05 1.05E-05 3.2710E-03 0.45390692
0.001941 2.43E-05 1.07E-05 3.2723E-03 0.47150474
Biomass from Poultry
Litter
mole fraction
Temp HX830
1C
15
2C
3C
40
50
Toluene Benzene NapthaleneCresols Total Tars
0.002973 0.004457 5.57E-05 1.90E-05 7.50E-03
0.002965 0.004444 5.56E-05 1.88E-05 7.48E-03
0.002954 0.004427 5.54E-05 1.88E-05 7.45E-03
0.002918 0.004373 5.47E-05 1.88E-05 7.36E-03
0.002854 0.004276 5.35E-05 2.31 E-05 7.21 E-03
0.002749 0.004117 5.15E-05 2.27E-05 6.94E-03
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C7H8 C6H6 C1OH8 C7H80
Napthalen
Temp HX830 Toluene Benzene e
15 0.0005 0.000659
19 0.000503 0.00066
19.5 0.000503 0.00066
20 0.000503 0.00066
22 0.000504 0.00066
24 0.000505 0.00066
25 0.000505 0.00066
26 0.000506 0.00066
30 0.000506 0.00066
40 0.000506 0.000659
50 0.000506 0.000658
60 0.000505 0.000657
Cresols Total Tars
1.20E-04
1.44E-04
1.47E-04
1.53E-04
1.72E-04
1.93E-04
2.05E-04
2.16E-04
2.16E-04
0.000216
0.000216
0.000215
7.31 E-05
7.83E-05
7.88E-05
7.98E-05
8.23E-05
8.45E-05
8.55E-05
8.63E-05
8.67E-05
8.84E-05
9.15E-05
9.72E-05
1.35E-03
1.38E-03
1.39E-03
1.40E-03
1.42E-03
1.44E-03
1.46E-03
1.47E-03
1.47E-03
1.47E-03
1.47E-03
1.47E-03
Total Molar
Flow
0.422332
0.423459
0.423606
0.423876
0.42467
0.425529
0.425998
0.426514
0.428686
0.437179
0.45269
0.479095
Wood
mole fraction
Temp HX830
15
19
19.5
20
22
24
25
26
30
40
50
60
Toluene Benzene NapthaleneCresols
0.001185
0.001187
0.001187
0.001187
0.001187
0.001187
0.001186
0.001186
0.00118
0.001157
0.001117
0.001055
0.00156
0.001557
0.001557
0.001556
0.001554
0.001552
0.00155
0.001548
0.00154
0.001508
0.001454
0.001371
2.84E-04
3.40E-04
3.47E-04
3.62E-04
4.05E-04
4.54E-04
4.81 E-04
5.07E-04
5.05E-04
4.94E-04
4.77E-04
4.49E-04
1.73E-04
1.85E-04
1.86E-04
1.88E-04
1.94E-04
1.99E-04
2.01 E-04
2.02E-04
2.02E-04
2.02E-04
2.02E-04
2.03E-04
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Wood
kmol/hr (out)
Tars
Total Tars
3.20E-03
3.27E-03
3.28E-03
3.29E-03
3.34E-03
3.39E-03
3.42E-03
3.44E-03
3.43E-03
3.36E-03
3.25E-03
3.08E-03
Appendix 6 - Amounts of Tars vs. Mole Fraction Naphthalene
The information in the following charts is from the Aspen Plus @ models when
run at the specified conditions.
Biomass from Poultry Litter
kmol/hr (out) Temperature 34
Tar Input Stream Mole
Fracs
8gal/min in
h20 .8 tars .05
h20 .6 tars .1
h20 .4 tars .15
h20 .2 tars .2
h20 0 tars .25
Mole Frac
Tars Tolue
0 0.0
0.2 0.1
0.4 0.0
0.59 0.0
0.77 0.0
0.996 0.0
Tars
Mole Frac
Tars
0
0.2
0.4
0.59
0.77
0.996
C7H8 C6H6 C10H8 C7H80
Total Molar
Toluene Benzene Napthalene Cresols Total Tars Flow
0.00129552 0.00194069 2.43E-05 1.05E-05 3.2710E-03 0.45390692
7.99E-02 8.50E-02 8.42E-04 2.24E-04 1.6599E-01 0.64953506
1.12E-02 2.23E-02 1.10E-04 8.95E-05 3.3736E-02 0.47327665
6.11E-03 1.55E-02 6.22E-05 7.85E-05 2.1730E-02 0.41719463
5.28E-03 1.50E-02 5.88E-05 9.36E-05 2.0443E-02 0.37592118
5.12E-03 1.55E-02 6.19E-05 1.13E-04 2.0748E-02 3.34E-01
ne Benzene Napthalene Cresols
028542 0.0042755 5.35E-05 2.31 E-05
230041 0.1309024 1.30E-03 3.45E-04
236547 0.0472062 2.32E-04 1.89E-04
146476 0.0371017 1.49E-04 1.88E-04
140564 0.0399186 1.56E-04 2.49E-04
153137 0.0462512 1.85E-04 3.38E-04
CO2
0.114219
8.19E-02
5.61 E-02
4.11E-02
3.27E-02
2.86E-02
Total Tars C02
7.21E-03 0.431791
2.56E-01 0.2660933
7.13E-02 0.8166271
5.21 E-02 1.2628871
5.44E-02 1.5919218
6.21E-02 1.823158
Wood
kmol/hr (out)
Tar Input Mole Fracs Tars
8gal/min in Mole Frac Tars
h20 .8 tars .05
h20 .6 tars .1
h20 .4 tars .15
h20 .2 tars .2
h20 0 tars .25
Mole Frac Tars
0
0.2
0.39
0.58
0.77
0.95
0
0.3
0.5
0.71
0.9
Temperature 34
C7H8 C6H6 C10H8 C7H80
Toluene Benzene Napthalene Cresols Total Tars C02
0 0.0005056 0.000659 2.16E-04 6.55E-05 1.45E-03 1.14E-01
.2 5.46E-02 5.24E-02 4.77E-04 9.34E-05 1.07E-01 9.77E-02
9 7.58E-03 1.50E-02 6.16E-05 4.45E-05 2.26E-02 8.15E-02
8 4.64E-03 1.19E-02 4.06E-05 4.79E-05 1.66E-02 7.22E-02
7 4.25E-03 1.22E-02 4.12E-05 6.25E-05 1.66E-02 6.70E-02
5 4.32E-03 1.33E-02 4.59E-05 8.05E-05 1.77E-02 6.39E-02
Toluene Benzene Napthalene Cresols
0.001177 0.00153 5.03E-04 1.52E-04
0.10025 0.09618 8.77E-04 1.72E-04
0.016863 0.03328 1.37E-04 9.90E-05
0.010866 0.02777 9.51E-05 1.12E-04
0.010506 0.03027 1.02E-04 1.54E-04
0.011493 0.03526 1.22E-04 2.14E-04
Total Tars C02
3.37E-03
1.97E-01
5.04E-02
3.88E-02
4.1OE-02
4.71 E-02
Total Molar Flow
0.42978192
0.54434199
0.44930103
0.42680892
0.40454629
0.37578766
4.53E-02
8.69E-04
1.97E-03
2.89E-03
3.76E-03
4.55E-03
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Appendix 7 - Pump Performance Curve
The following
Company for
plot is from the specifications made by the Little Giant Pump
model TE-7-MD-HC.
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Pressure Increase vs. Flow for Pumps
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